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of conflicting social ideologiest paxticulaxly those relating to t1he economio 
status of women. Consequent upon the power of elite groupa to determine the 
social disposition of knowledge on a socio-sexual basial the true educational 
potential of the subject has been masked. 
An analysis ol'. the role of examinations in Home Economics defines 
the original function as the perpetuation of social class differences and 
the solution of perceived societal needs. Currently examinations are, 
unintentionally, equally divisive. Advanced studies in Home Economics are 
shown to be inhibited by issues surrounding tAl level acceptability. 
The dichotomy between the educational potential and the prevailing 
reality within the subject is examined in relation to the cors- curriculum. 
It is posited that as an educational medium ite potential superiority lies 
in its comprehensive and realistic nature. Its synergistic qualityl which 
embraces the capacity for reflexive learningi is shown to enhance its value 
at both the personal and societal levels. 
Various hindering factors pertaining to the subject are analysed: 
problems of image and nomenclature are shown to derive from an insecure 
identity. Similarly, the idealization of womanhood and the family 
effectively prevents the subject from achieving a realistic approach 
with which the majority of pupils can identify. 
A three year empirical research indicates that the prognosis for 
the sifDject is poor. The attitudes and philosophy of new entrants to the 
profession are depressingly regressive# a problem exacerbated by the 
age-struoture and sexual basis of the teaching force*. 
In conclusion it is suggested that the potential of the subject 
will only be achieved through practitioners' enhanced edl., tcational 
perspectives. Essentially this must entail a radical reappraisal of 
content and pedagogy. 
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Introduotion 
... instead of aemming that every subject taught today is taught for a reason ... 
(we) should begin 
from the reverse premise: nothing should be included 
in a required curriculum unless it can be strongly 
justified in terms of the future. If this means 
scrapping a substantial part of the formal curriculum, 
so be it. " 
Alvin Tofler. 
rature Shook. 
P-370 
This study is an attempt to assess the sociological factors 
which have influenced the course of the Rome Economics in the school 
curriculum in Britain, and to elicit an explanation for its continued 
low evaluation. It is felt that the development of the subject has 
been considerably hampered by traditional perspectives on women. 
The educational potential of the subjgot however is such thatp given 
certain changes, it could attain much greater respect, even to 
constituting the core of the curriculum or at least a major oonstitutent 
element. 
From a societal perspective, the contribution of the subject 
is incalculable in terms of the physical and mental well-being of the 
population and hence the enhanced performance of the work force. 
However, the subject appears to be dominated by social ideologies 
which mainly relate to the evaluation of women and oentres on their 
economic status. A paradoxical situation therefore exists: it is one 
the domestic subjects could, if willing and conscious of the factq rectify. 
2 
Its major problem would seem to be that those in the most 
powerful positions are themselvesq whether consciously or unconsciouslyt 
the carriers of these ideologies. Consequently the subject is rejected 
by many who might otherwise effect change am well as by those in the 
teaching profession who equate it with low academic worth. 
Much of the difficulty lies in the insecurity of the subject 
itself, in terms of self-definition. The subsequent lack of an adequate 
philosophy stemmin from the confusion over its identity makes it a 
weak runner in the ou=ioulum stakes. It is the tenet of this study 
that until the subject relates to the new image of woman and is seen 
to be a human discipline, concerned with the problems of humanity at 
larget it will continue to decline. 
In order togauge the present and possible future of the subject,, 
this study was divided into four sections. Part I traces the effect 
of ideologies in education generally and the domestic subjects in 
particular. Part II elamin s pedagogy and knowledge in the curriculum 
with particular reference to the domestic subjects. It is suggested 
that there is a considerable lag between the domestic subjects and the 
rest of the curriculum in this regard. The function and effect of 
examLinations is considered since they reflect the image of the subject 
to the outside world. The social influences are assessed in both the 
constructional and consequential contexts. 
Part III inVestigates possible developmentst noting the hindering 
effects of social ideologies and professional Practices. It is suggested 
that the domestic subjects could constitute the core currioulum for at 
4 
Part I 
Cb&lDtOr I 
IdeOlogr in Educati= 
2he persecution of individuals,, groups or classes 
has been justified on ideological grounds which 
W stress what people believe rather than what 
they do. 
L. B. Brown 
Ideology. P-113 
Introduction 
The education system in Britain has been the vehicle of social 
ideologies since its inception. Even before the official establiwMent 
in 1870 the curriculum of both the private and public sectors Vas 
indicative of social values and divisions in society. The noted 
relationship between education'and the economy 
I 
tends to mask the role 
of social ideologies, particularly with regard to their influence on 
curriculva subjects. It could vell be argued that the domestic subjects 
have been more prone to such influences than other subjects. 7he major 
difference between the domestic subjects and the (traditionally accepted) 
'academic' men is that the influence of ideologies has had a 
devastatingly negative effect on them. Within Namheim's concept Of 
'total' and 'particular' ideologies 
2 
the relationship of the education 
system and the domestic subjects becomes specific- If the system it8*1f 
represents the 'total' ideology in relation to society then the domestic 
subjects can be said to be the 'particular' ideology which in effect 
'gives the lies to the ttotall. 3 fte reality of this paradoxical 
situation will be revealed in an anal gig of the role of ideology in 
both are". However, the concept of ideology is itself confused. 
4 
5 
Towards a definition of Ideology 
The apparent confusion -1-- the concept of ideology rests 
in the problem of definition. This stems from the different perceptions 
an to its function. It can be construed,, with blind ight, to analyse 
and interpret past behaviours : alternatively it can be used as a 
platform for future actions. For the purpose of this study however 
the concept of ideology as a 'link mechanism' will be employed t it 
will be regarded as the loarrierl which links belief and action. 
5 
it will be seen as the crystallisation of norms and values into a 
coherent pattern which offers a point of departure for practice and 
a some whereby the needi of both society and individuals are 
rationalisedt whether they be real or merely perceived to exist. 
In this way the dichotomy between intrinsic and extrinsic ideologies 
in relation to the domestic subjects will be highlighted. 
The nature of Ideolo 
Ideologies are, by definition, transients thOY StOm frOm the 
belief system(s) of sooiety and tbsrgforet &g tbe gocial ocmtgxt 
dh8n"Ot new ideologies inevitably arise. As responses to stresses 
in society ideologies are & means of activation between the recognition 
of the existence of a problm and its solution- Ind"dt thOY are the 
bamnere of social movements. 
6 
Nambeim ol&jjw tb&t ideas we rooted in social groups and 
reqmire carrying groups to achieve effectiveness. 
7 
929 suggestion 
that ideologies act an a cobesive force in society however in problematic 
though pl&Wble. It in po"ible for an ideology to embmce a total 
6 
society especially if it in threatened by an external phenazenong 
for as Sherif demmstrategg, conflicting groups can only be united by 
a comm need which is transcendental to all the groups concerned. 
8 
The mechanism for -the transmission of ideas however is the impacting 
of ideas into an 'ideology'. 2his =q correspond to Berger's notion 
of lintrinsiol links. 
9 
for the elements of an ideology may be so 
disparate that it in only by being part of a fpadkagol that the 
ideology can, be anything more than an abstract formulation of ideas. 
Normaly an ideology can at best represent a distorted rwaity' 
0 
since it signifies the developumt of avarenesso 
11 
It follows tberefore 
that in an organic society 
12 
with its multiple groupings,, avereness 
will be unevenly developed. Factors which give rise to ideologies are 
rooted in the individmlsl reality. But reality in only over the truth 
as it is perceived by the individugl(g) concerned. Since this in itself 
the outcome of his own socialisation It is axi(xBatic that it can only 
stem from a less-than-total perception of society. This may be seen 
an the causal factor of the discrepancy which often exists between the 
ideologic4Ll levels of icbm, their implementation and effect. the 
BUCCOOLAd imPlellOntation of an ideology rests not only On the 
availability of the rigbt pbygiola resources (i. e. a monopoly ever 
me or more resource, such as finance) bat an the interpretation of 
me am's reality through the medium of another's reality. Definition 
and r9-d8finition of situations involves a process fraught with the 
possibility of misinterpretation. It also faoilit4tes the manipulation 
of ideas and explains the effective combination of manifest and latent 
ftmotions Vithin an ideology. 91his is most noticeable when the 
7 
manifest function is a promotional one and the latent one protectivep 
as was the case of the domestic subjects. 2bus Plamenatsts contentiont 
that ideology n always refers to a particular sphere of 
13 thoughto not thought generallyn, my in reality indicate OWv the 
muni eat strand an having been activated whilat the latent one remains 
dormant. this it can be seen that what is sometimes regarded an 
an ideology in in fact only part of a total ideology, the remainder 
possibly existing only in the Aindq perhaps am a 'social code'. Given 
this notiont the claim that ideology has often afforded a0... more 
honourable and dignified complexion to social conduct which might 
otherwise have been somewhat dubiam"14 in apposite. It also explains 
the grievious chasm between the intended and a0twa outemes of various 
educational (and other) policies and even between theory and practice 
within the educational system. 
-%MS ideologies =0 frequently Tknus-headeds they act an a 
cohesive mechanism for certain individuals within a sooietyq but 
Squally thQY may thereby constitute a divisive one for society itself. 
This dichotomy arises because groups form on the basis of various 
criteria and implicit in the nature of group formation in the group 
identity which represents the raimon d'Otre of the group. Conseqmently 
the POlariffiLti= of viewpoints between the group and society or group 
and group is likely to ensue. A group my invoke an ideology to 
support and justify the exercise of power (as in the case of an slits). 
15 
Alternatively it my be utilised to'depress a section or even the whole 
of a society. 
16 
Both elements will * shown to have existed in relation 
to ideology In the domestic subjects. 
8 
Since ideologies are almost invariably group-dependent, it is 
inevitable that there will be both supporters and opponents. Individuals 
who subscribe to an ideology strengthen both their self identity and 
their public image. 
17 In the domestic subjects this accounts for the 
#formidable ladies' who could be said to constitute Nannheim's loarrying 
group#. Self awareness however can both result from and give rise to 
ideologies. It is for this reason that much of the early career of the 
domestic subjects can be ascribed to individuals such as Mine F. L. Calder 
18 
and Nr. Berridge 
19 
each of whom developed their work an the basis of 
strong, specific beliefs. 
The domestic subjects have also acted as a loarzying group, 
vithin Nanubeim's concept : they have frequently been used as the 
vehicle of social ideologies in terms of planned change 
20 
as well 
an personal ideologies, often in the guise of altruism thougb in 
reality for the preservation of the status-qao. 13Y cemildin the 
history of the domestic subjects in the ourriculung Vw effects 
Vill show that the ideologies have been both OvidespreaAl in that 
they have been supported by a Vide sector of the public and 'comprehen I 
in that they have affected far more than the immediate area of influence. 
21 
It vill be shovn that the latent ideologies have been far more 
poverful than the mumi est. 
The whole concept of the daimentio subjects in really a microcom 
of the educational systimal, which is itself a microcosm of society : 
ideologies an which society is structured we strongly reflected in 
the school currioulva and notably so in the domestic subjects. The 
9 
education system of any society can be seen as a transitional stage : 
M ilep already shaped to a considerable degree by their socialisation - 
even perhaps to the degree of ossification, 
22 
experience a range of 
behavicures, norm and values outside the family situation. These 
experiences, whether they conflict or are congruent with other 
simultaneous or past experiencest all help to mould the individual. 
The curriculum in a major mechanism of social change potentially. not 
least because it offers the means of social mobility. Equally 
effectively however, it can inhibit mobility. It will be argued 
that the domestic subjects have been a non-4aability subject, acting 
only as a status passage 
23 
for the vast majority of girls. The 
curriculum mirrors the perceived functions of education. 
JýMctions of Edmoation 
Nmh has been written an this subdect but it is OtLtsids the 
soope of this StQOY to analyse these in detail. SummWising however, 
it could be said that the basic function of an education system in 
a society is to contribttte to the solution of two problms :- 
1. Thq inmleLtion of W&ys ()f p=oiving and thinking 
about the world. 
2. The process of equipping people with the n90088arY 
knowledge and dcills to perform adult roles to which 
thW axe allocated ... to locate people in relation 
24 
to positiong of power and subordination 
10 
Ideologies arise regarding the solutions of these problems - the 
tYPO of knOV1Oc1g9 rOq[Lired and the means by which they should be 
achieved. Thus the fv=tions of education can be seem as politicalp 
economiev and mocialg within the context of a given culture. 
These ideologies foris the basis of educational policies vhich 
in turn are reflected in the auxTioulum both in its content and 
gtmctweg as vell as the pedagogy. Todagr the currioulum in in a 
state of fl=t debates about a common. curriculum could be seen an 
a major conflict of two ideologies 
25 
_ both in reality gmpporting the 
concept of elitim as will be illustrated. The role aud value of 
the dmestic subjects either vay is grossly mularrated in term of 
its value to soois 
6: it is undervalued because it does not afford 
a source of social nobility. This perhaps is the crux of the matter, 
being closely limkod to the question of politics. 
"0 Political Punotion 
2he political ftuction of qd=&tion is concerned with social 
cohesion. Ey shaping the future ambers of society into the belief a 
and behaviour considered appropriate to the particular society, it 
in anticipated that a cohesive society will result. Ent who defines 
#appropriate, in crucial. Power to impose the criteria larply 
27 
rents on the degree of oentralisation and whether the ruling political 
group exercises its pover over the educatica system in order to 
inculcate specific political beliefs. Political and educational 
elites are not necessarily one and the same group of individmals 
where they we it in much easier for political indoctrination to 
occur and conformity to be ensured. 
28 Where they are not, the 
11 
ideologies of the elite group(s) will be transmitted through the 
education system either t1wough pressure brought to bear on political 
parties Or through their ability to control access to knovledge. 
29 
Socio-pol, itical forces vhich have shaped the edacational 
provision in Britain are the aria-tooratiop bourgeoiag democratic 
and proletarian. 
30 
Through these four forces however, one may 
still identify the power of the social elite. With the exception 
of the $democratic' force the ideoloa of education for stratification,, 
for superordinate and subordinate positionst is very apparent. 
Even Midwinter's argument3l for a mrriculum based an the sub-culture 
of tbS loc&lity is really tbLis ease principles, albeit invertodo 
miasquerading as a #relevant' curriculum. As Lawton acidly romarkst 
I ... relevant to wh&t? 132 _ to their status which will not challenge 
the elite? 
fte political function then of education is to ensure the 
allocation of individuals to positions, work and statim, with the 
least possible disturbance to society. fte domestic subjects have 
served just such a purpose. FAucstion for status has been one of 
the most potent forces in the domestic subjects. It has actsured 
the political castration of women most effectivelYitherebY avoiding 
conflict which would inevitably srise if the half of the population 
so subordinated van to become politically aware. Nanipulation of 
the subject to effect politiosl desires in shown in the ngto" of 
the Official support given in comparison with the requirements of 
the labour force. 33 It has always rented an economic, not educational 
12 
criteriat often constituting a latent funotion in relation to the 
overall ooonamic strategy. 
2a Sconamic Function of Education 
Viewed from. an economic perspectivep the education system 
nay be seen in terms of investment for and by the individual. 34 
It is howeverp somevbat surprising that the comt-benefite of the 
domestic subjects has not yet been adequately analysed in similar 
vein. That the hwath aspect in now being aelmowledged in 
9dao&tic=J circles is an important stop forward: yet it in totally 
vnrolated to the domestic subjects, 
35 
even at degree level. 
36 
The physical and mental health of society is jeopardised 
by nalnutrition - both in term of underfeeding 
37 
and obesity. 
38 
In addition, the lose of jim-hourg in industry through avoidable 
ill-health is a serJous investmmt loss to society - Only now are 
health fmotorso oriOnally associated with poor living and ha 
vork conditions (e. g. mill work) and heredityq being credited to 
39 
possible dietary causes. 
Jklmational muler-achieveowt, long correlated with 
hwgditary4)0 onvironamtal f&ctcre4l or parental &ttitwloo. 
42 
a P 
norw being causally related to diet. 
43 
fte question of pro-natal 
maternal diet in only nov being examined in connection with foetal 
brain growth. 
44 
Similarly the true cost of malnutrition in Infancy 
has yet to be assessed. Life-obances =9 probably more at risk 
through inadequate diets than has ever been considered possible. 
The 01hance to attain maxi=m brain growth wouldv at least initially, 
13 
appear to be class biased, as in the prime factor of mortalitY 
risk in infants. 
45 
The answer may well lie in the social and educational 
attitudes towardA the subject. Unfortunately investment in knowledge 
is only regarded an valuable when the knowledge has scarcity value: 
the question of linvestmumt returnt to society by the domestic 
subjects appears to be equated at best in tome of 'good wives and 
nothersIg not of public and private health for societyg for this 
would bring it into the economic sphere, where women and their 
work are disoount*d. 
46 Knowledge connected with everyday life 
does not serit 'high status' knowlefto 
47 
even though mWh Of it 
in the dMestic subjects is very far frm every-day knovledge in 
reality. To suggest that the perpetuation of attitudes towards 
the doisentio, sabjecte constitutes social sering through the 
curzioulum for samiewhat nefarious purposes invites the retort 
that this is exactly the case now in reverse - to the cost of both 
the individual and society. 
48 
Ignorance bx*WU ignoranoet but 
ignormos, in @me are" of knowledge is disproportionately costly 
to society. 
Investment in the domestic subjects has almost invariably 
boon at the ulains' levolt both. by odwatiOn &UthoritiOs and 
official bodies (e. g the Schools Council)- 
49 
Bat perhaps the 
most lexpensivel Olsomt is that of social mobility. 
fte Social NobilijE Function 
In relation to social nobility, edwation in normally seen 
as enhancing the individualls life-obances. 
50 
However, when pupils 
14 
are assigned to certain educational route, 351 they are ascribed to 
a virtually permanent state of social non-mobility. The domestic 
subjects axe not avenues to higher education except in perpetuation 
of themselves. 
Ideologies regarding the social hierarchy in Britain are 
reflected in the pejorative support for the domestic subjects. 
By subscribing to their desirability for less-able pupils they have 
clearly become socially stratified subjects at a very low level: 
52 
research indicates that streams in school reflect the social classes. 
Denigration of the domestic subjects was in effect supported 
by psychological 'evidence' which was officially rampant during the 
twentieth century. Tests 'proving' different types of ability were 
developed on the basis of which children were assigned to specific 
educational routes, 
53 
thereby virtually sealing their life-ohanoes. 
Since these tests and the resultant educational policies accorded 
with the dominant ideology in society about the social hierarchy, 
they received approbation by those in powerful educational positions. 
Thus ideology can be seen to affect the non-elite subjects 
to a great extent. But to suggest that they "enjoy high status,, 
54 
with the pupils because they axe related to their occupational 
future is not only somewhat ingenuous but also delusory. If this 
was the case then the subject wouldv by definition,, appeal to all 
pupils regardless of sex or ability. In realityt the 
15 
domestic subjects 'appeaV to pupils on the saw grOUnds as any 
other subject - namely the degree of swoons achieved. Within 
this context are the many contrilmtory factors such an range of 
knowledge experienced within the subjectq the pedagogical 
relationship and external influences such an the attitudes of 
parents etc. 
It is surely naive to suggest that 'A' and IV stresm 
Mile Snjqy non-elite subjects in the early secondary school 
years yet as they approadh their 'occupational future' it 
become mrsly the prerogative of the lower streams - Research 
would suggest that the vast majority Of girls 8*0 Nmxri&99 as 
their occupgtioml future and adjust their achievemnt motivation 
to meet this. 
5,5 
certainly throu& the successful socialisation 
by the constraints of the Ourriculm social nobility for girls 
is restricted. Time an the basis of this criteria the argament 
is fallacionso and can be said to msk other social ideologies 
regarding the value of was= and their work. 
5: 6 
Where a socio-academic hiersro1w Of subjects obtains a 
major variable of influence in the timing Of d: LffO"nti&*-iOn and 
spocialisation. 
57 
Bapperts analysis of rejection. fails to take 
into account either class bias or the effOcts Of t*&Ob*r OMPSOUtion- 
fte general asonzoption. that .... 
ufte higher the degree of early formial differentiation 
and specdalisation the greater the probability that a 
Isuit4ble' person will be rejected boosus& the selection 
procedures we too stringent .... 
(and that) the lover 
the degree, the greater the probability that an unsuitable 
person vill be accepted because the selection procedures 
b9Lve been too lenient* 58 
1ý 
is a iseleetivel view,, althougb it contain a fairly strong element 
of truth. Grmmr school results indicate that a substantial number 
of lummitablet persons were accepted on the basis of fairly stringent 
conditions (11+) 
59 
vhilat an even greater number were accepted 
mistakenly when the major yardstick was the Readtoacher's Report. 
60 
What ftperla ana3 sis fails to account for in the pro-school 
effects of parents and the subsequent effect of teachers. Social 
mobility starts in the home in the pro-school years. It may be 
accelerated or retarded by school experiences, of which selection 
is but one. The philosophy of the headtoaoher and the quality and 
range of the education givýsn are two major variables. These can be 
*ffected, through the modiva of the formal and the thiddent curriculume 
6.1 
Teachers' attitudes and their expectations in relation to their 
pupils will also considerably affect a child's social nobility 
prospects. Inamob as it in now being admitted that a school does 
have a considerable influence 
62 
then it seems feasible to suggest 
that the ethos of the school engenders attitudes in other areas Of 
aotivityp not least that of pupils, future expeo+Atims- 
63 
Whilst the macm-odacational route(i. e. the type of institutions 
one goes to) is of major inportanost there is an almost equally 
important micro route - the internal one - However children cose 
to be allocated in schools in the state SYstM9 their educational 
routes are even more finely circumscribed by the curriculua 
experienced. This cang and frequent3y does, severely limit the 
pupils' opportunities. 
6.4 
particularly is this so where subjects 
17 
are academically stratified as is the case of the 'practical' 
subjectso vhich at the middle and upper ranges are invariably 
relegated to the lower ability streams. 
Societies develop 'ideologies of legitimation' in order to 
cope with problems of orgenisation and order. 
65 
It is necessary 
for members of a society to be able to justify their position both 
to themselves and to others. Where this in achieved through a 
concept of 'preordination't as it was in Britaing than Oprooff 
of the linevitabiLityl of the order is not required. If this 
concept is challenged howeverp and the traditional order in shown 
to be based m fallacies then social turmoil is likely to erupt. 
Once the possibility of social mobility is appreciated and the 
means recognised (i. e. education) then control over the disposition 
of knowledge, through the curriculum,, will be sought by the aspirers. 
In a Btzatified sooiety a dgxLinant elite has necessaxily 
to obtain the compliance of other less powerful groups. TO achieve 
and maintailn this it is likely to devise schemes whereby the 
potentially able (and therefore sdangerous') leaders from subordinate 
and 000peting groups are assimilated. In Britain the examination 
scheme ostensibly offers tachievement-throuSb-contest' thereby 
Ilegitimising' the exclusion of many. 3W loontest' often masks 
toponsorship": children start uneq=1 owing to their family 
background, and the degree of sponsorship Varies. 
67 
Selection processes appear to oentre an either a universalistic 
or a particularistic ideology. 
6'8 
which (me obtaiina rests on vhether 
18 
the society operates on a basis of ascribed or achieved statuses. 
Thus, whether a knowledge-based skill or social skills are the more 
important to society will constitute the basis for selection. 
69 
The universalistic quality suggests maximum opportmity exists to 
acquire the skills and qualities previously open to only a certain 
section of the populace: the particularistic quality embraces the 
concept of elitism par excellence. In this latter instance, there 
is a system of ascribed characteristics and learning opportunities 
vhIch is strictly limited to specific groups. Thus the opportunities 
for social mobility depend upon the basis of selection,, whether it 
is socialt meritocratic or a synthesis of both. 
Prom the ideological qualities of universalism and particml=igm,, 
the 'Aristocratic' and 'Paternalistict ideologies arose. The former 
sav privilege as being Justified an the basis of diffuse skills 
and ascribed characteristics (rooted in the subjective criteria of 
social class. ) 
70 
he paternalistic' ideolou JIIStifi98 60100ticn 
and allocatim on, the basis of society's needs and in their fulfilamt. 
I# inevitably the reality of tnegdst depends on who defines them. 
If social mobility in defined on the basis of male achievemont 
(and thereby the family) rather than on an indiviftal, basis then 
only his vork and personal qmlitieg vill be considered. Froot this 
it can be seen that vomen and their vork are of mini=3 importance 
in the eyes of societyv in term of its 'needs'. Therefore the 
'WW)Mtion offered will reflect this assessment. Hence the low 
evaluation of the domestic subjects s they are not a potential 
source of socialsobility. Cultural factors are Of immense consequence 
in this evaluation. 
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The GAltural Pimetion of Education 
It is suggested that the cultural function of education is 
to inculcate a congruence of nozza, values, behaviours etc. in 
relation to the particular society. It in round this point that 
the question of the cultural basis of the curriculum revolves. 
Vhether 'high# or 'common' culture should constitute the curriculum 
framework is currently being considered in the light of past 
failures. 71 It is argued here that the polarisation isq in the 
final analysis,, misdirected if not irrelevant, for there are 
inherent dangers in both. A 'high$ culture based currioulum risks 
excluding many individuals by virtue of their alienation whilet 
a toommon' one is in danger of being equated with 'local$ culture-72 
fte relevance of this for the domestic subjects is that a 'high' 
culture-based curriculum would be likely to exclude even the most 
advanced forms of then whilat the oomsaný-culture based currioulm 
night well limit. thm to the sphere of cocking, only. Culture is 
not merely to do with a"... traditional body of hv&M achievement"t 
73 
which appears to be the normal Curriculum interpretation: it has to 
do with a total pattern of a society's life.. 
74 
In this respect 
the importance of the domestic subjects in MMI estly relevant. 
Some would maintain that culture represents " ... a social 
oonsenous-*75 To say this thou& in to ignore the POWW structure 
in & DOCiOtY- Wb&t Peltiaps could be said in that it constitutes a 
residual o, f past conflicts concerning culture, and consequAmtly 
derives from IdwAl social structures. 
76 fterefore an educational 
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system in likely to base its culturg1function on past visible 
Successes- 
77 Indeedo past culture could be said to be manifestly 
the individualistic values of specific patrons (e. g. in Masiog 
Art etc. ) and tIzas bave been subjectq not to true artistic 
evaluationg but to the Was and fancies of socially powerful 
people - as is indicated by Ifashiont in composers, artists eto. 
78 
if, as Davies argues, the manifest fvnetion (w eduoation 
is the managesient of knowledge, one mmst ask to vhat end azid with 
what effoot? The managment of knowledge79 is itself conoe=ed 
with social stratification and bence inequality. Since these are 
themelves enconpassed by ideologies, then by definition, as 
Hopper states, "All knowledge is sbrouded in ideology. "80 VIUM 
a latent ideology is combined within a manifest ideology then 
indeed the knowledge becomes ambservient to the ideology. Such 
in the case of the domestic subjects. 
Ideology in the Dmestio SubJects 
Ideology in endemic in the domestic subjects. Taylor argues 
that teachers decide the 'what' and 'how' before the 'why' when 
p1main oourses. 
81 
At first eight this appears to be the caseq but 
it igaores the power of ideology to structure the IwbyI before 
courses even reach the plawmin stage. 
82 Failure to consider the 
IwbyI in relation to content before the other factors is perhaps 
a major drawback to the development of the subject. BY constructing 
courses in term of content before aims and objectives the status 
quo is Preserved. 'This would itself appear to be the latent aim 
of the domestic subjects. 
21 
Most subjects have been clearly governed by the ideology of 
the foultivated man' in that they were acceptable for entry to 
universities. With the domestic subjects this has not obtained. 
In the Victorian era, influenced by the ethics of Utilitarianism 
and Evangelici=983 the ideology of 'respectability' dominated 
the domestic subjects. 
84 
Eftcapmlated within this was the work. 
ethic which maintained that the disciplined worker was the 
successful worker. Coupled with the ideal of Imorality' - preached 
if not practised, the danger of these virtues being synthesined 
into vices rather than virtues was very oaasiderable. The residua 
effect is to be found in the domestic subjects: the insistence of 
unremitting diligencre could be transformed into an unmholesome 
obsession with work for its own sake. 
85 Tet this ideology is still 
to be found in considerable abundance. similarlyq the course of 
the domestic subjects reveias the pervasiveness of social ideologies 
through the content, methodologies and examinations. 
One of the most accurate reflections of a subject is in 
its examinationeq in the content and value in term of affording 
access to power and to other knowledge levels, as well as to social 
mobility. Vhereas with most subjects the content, and almost by 
definition the pedagogy too, was determined by external emLinations 
by virtue of their power to confer access to vaiversities,, 
86 
in 
the case of the dometio subjects these will be shown to be in an 
anomaJ one situation. 
D*E,, S. Poster 1897 
(plate 
'"HOUSE VIFERY. 
(1) GUIDING PRINCIPLES TO ENSURE HEALTH 
AND HAPPINESS. 
(o) Ia selecting a house see that it is thoroughly 
drained, weli-i-jighted, and capable-of thorough 
veutilation. 
(b) Endeavour to obtain a knowledge of the 
chief elements of food, their uses, and the 
best methods of cooking. 
(c) Learn the best methods of keeping your hoine 
thoroughly clean and wholesome. 0 
(d) Study how to PREVENT disease as well as 
how to restore to liealth those who are sick. 
(e) Provide recreations and amusements ia the 
home so that the members of the family inay 
be made happy and kept from seeking- their 
(f) Be careful and thrifty so that you may be 
independent in your old age. 
(2) COST OF FURNISHING A WORKING MAN'S 
HOME. 
SITTIIIG-ROOM- g s. d. s. d. Four chairs - 0 16 0 Cover for same- 0 3 
G 
Two easy chairs 1 5 0 Curtains -- 0 2 6 
strong aeai table 1 2 6 Straw-matting - 1 0 0 
Fender -- 0 13 0 Chamberware - 0 3 
11 
Fire irons -- 0 0 6 Blankets, sheets, Ourtains -- 0 6 6 counterpane - 1 15 
0 
TPble Cover - 0 0 6 Fender . 
0 6 0 
Screeu -- 0 9 0 Towel horse - 0 3 
6 
SmzU tabla - 0 7 6 Bath -- 0 2 
3 
Lamp Isafety) - 0 16 0 Folding bed (com- ]Pictures and orna- plete) 4 12 0 
ments --1 Rug -- -0 
0 
12 
0 
9 KITCHEN-' Lijioleum (good)- 1 10 0 Earthenware and 
BED-R00X_ cutlery -- 2 10 0 
Bed (complete) - T - 
3- 10 0 Washing & clean- ing utensils - 4 10 0 wo chai is - 0 6 0 ý Washstand - Deal toilet table - 
0 
0 
10 
7 
6 
6 
--- L29 18 2 
$-A J. ALKSAX14A &P li-- W d. - I. - WG* 
my underlining 
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2bus the question of 'Paver' and 'Authority' becomes central. 
The degree to which the domestic subjects' development has been 
affected by toooial crises' or the Ichaace emergence' of highly 
influentialt almost dharismatic individuals is more mxked than 
in azW other subject. 
Defining the field of Power and Authority 
YAnnheim's concept of 'carrying parties 187 an being essential 
for the effectiveness of ideologies, does not perhaps inoorporate 
the notion of individuals. Yet such is the oase in the domestic 
subjects. Uoual3jy women, these individuals' power rather than 
their authority had quite a trammatio effect. 
By distinguisbin between 'Power$ and 'Authority# it becomes 
possible to explain the directions which the domestic subjects have 
taken over the years. 'Power' implies the ability to Influence the 
actions of others even against their will. 
88 'Authority' an the 
other hand is the likelihood of persuading others to conformg but 
which, in the final analysis, cannot be enforced. 
89 Thus fte former 
entails the notion of sanctions : the latter infers the existence 
of choice to conform or notv without fear of sanctions being 
applied. This definition of 'Authority' likewise embraces the 
concept of charismatic leadership or 'the highly influential 
individual' who &risen. 
go The charismatic authority of the early 
founders was fairly ra; pidly transformed into power -a necessary 
concomitant for the smooessfua implemantation of their ideologies. 
23 
Charisma itself evaporates once the routinisation required to 
effect an ideology is activated. 91 Authority within this framework 
in likely to achieve the attitude change which was essential in 
order to accomplish these individuals' ideals: the use of power 
through the medium of Irevardel is insidious but effective. Thus 
the power of the Principals was total. Perbaps this was necessary 
at the time since Domestic Science colleges depended on subscriptions 
etc. to finance all their courses, 
92 but it did lead to a 
monoperspective. A closer examination of the history of the 
domestic subjects will afford insights into the effects of 
ideolo&7 within their domain. 
Conclusion 
Ideology is subtle and pervasive: it manipulates, cajoles 
and oammuu1s. In the school currictaum it can be seen to operate 
at three levels: - 
1. the adwation structural system 
2. the cu=iCulum - both foxvial &ad thidden' 
the individual - professional and client 
Societies seek to legitizise each facet of an education s7stem and 
the more segmented it is, the greater is the potential for conflicting 
ideologies to arise. The ability of daminant groups to retain their 
influence rests in their capacity to transpose and thereby mystify 
their ideologies. ThmA the perpetuation of inequality in society 
and the irreversibility of archaic attitudes towardagand knowledge 
oft the damestic subjects. 'The pervasiveness of values with regard 
24 
to the socio-sexual hierarchy in Britain rests on the continued 
avoidance of contest from half the population. The domestic 
subjects have thus been effective indeed as a vehicle of social 
ideologies. 
25 
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Chapter II 
ThO HistorY of the-Dmestic Subjects 
"It is more essential for a nation to produce vigorous 
offspring, than tor educate girls to the highest standard. By the highest pbysical education girls can be rendered 
strong, comely, and vell proportioned; while by the highest mental Oulture (vithout this pbysical basis) they =Lv be transformed into more 'blue stockings' or 
neurotics, or a combination of both. " 
BOUrCOS 'School EYgienel Lyster. (1926) 
University Tatorial Press 
ref - 11 - 
oriAlm 
The earliest recorda of domestic subjects as an area of 
formal study appears to be in relation to competitions held in 
the Aeolian Islands over two thousand years ago. Hereq in contrast 
to other contests which were usually an imitation of boyst 
education, there were competitions in specifically feminine 
subjects such as Beauty, Moral Poise and Domestic Science. 
1 
As an area of regular stWy howeverl, the domestic imbJects 
can be traced back to the curriculum recommended by Plato for both 
boys and girls. 
2 
He considered that knowledge of bygiene and diet 
was essential for personal well-beingt but related this to 
Igymastics' rather than domestic knowledge or skills. The 
curriculum recommended was however, only for the elite upper 
classes: the practical domestic skills of wesvingt apinoilm 1, sowing 
and cocking were still to be passed on in situ from mother to 
daughter. 
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There W93ft schools of cookery for the purpose of professional 
training (e. g. of cooks) but little is known about the students or 
courses. It some howeverp that a Tainimum course of ton months was 
recommended3 -a notewortby point in view of the three months deemed 
to be adequate for British schools of cookery later on. 
It van perhaps thou& the influence of Aristotle which first 
imbued the domestic sabjects with the contempt vhich still frequently 
obtains tovards them today. 
4 He distinguished between Iliberalt and 
$illiberal' studies. The former were, he decreed, suitable for the 
upper classes, whilst the latter, which included the arts and crafts 
practised by slavest were imitable for the other classes. Aristotle 
also maintained that meohanicalv wage-earning occupations 'absorb 
and degrade the aind#5 and the domestic skills were classified within 
this context. Such a view ignored the organimational skill which 
but me fWet of domestic skill. 
I The domestic skills, which today are synthesised into one 
overall oategoryp were originally seen as two distinct competences; 
-_ -1- 111, was an upper class occupation while execution vas a 
lower one. The social evaluation of womm was in fact based on the 
concept of the upper classes although writings tend to infer a 
'6 hoogensity,. frequently casting all women within one group. In 
the Grecian 6=9 woom of the upper classes were regarded as the 
equals, indeed the superiors of zen7 z they were valued for their 
competence in war and statesmanship as the writings of Socrates 
makes apparent. 
8 
Thus the domiestio subjects were ciremscribed 
f 
33 
with the ideology of a distincto inviolable, hierarchical social 
order. 
Muring the Romain era the social evaluation of women changed. 
fte cult of masculinitys, which emanated from the ideology of 
imperialism, relegated women to the home. The division of labour 
be sexually based - men to the fanaing and military 3-ifet 
women to the domestic skills. The patriarchal Roman society, in 
which the role of wife and slave gradually began to fuse, paved 
the way towards the ideology of feminine domesticity. With the 
development of Christianity an wellq the status of women bifuroateds 
an the one band they were spiritually exalted through religion and 
socially an the result of the notion of chivalry. Yet On the Other 
band they were degr@Aed in that they were Been as & source Of evilp 
of temptation to u=99, and became pbraioallyt emotionally and 
psychologically dependent on man. 
The educ-ation of girls came to be seen as relevant only to 
the fulfilmant of man. This attitude remained for centuries. Even 
as late as the seventeenth oentuxy yelielon's ideas regarding the 
education of girls was to equip then with the attributes pertaining 
to motherhood including high levels of competence in household 
and the social arts. 
10 This ideology of the feminine 
role was to be perpetuated for over three hundred years vhen it 
me reiterated in Lyst9r's Report on school bygime. 
11 
Likewise 
Ro=seau (1712-1778)t for all his forward thinkin an education, 
envisaged that of women's as being r; lated only to the needs of men. 
12 
34 
Eighteenth Century 
Whilst Rousseau was propounding his views on education 
and his observations on the role of women, British writers13 Of 
the period were also concerned with the domestic capabilities 
of women - or r4ther,, the lack of them. 
14 Initially however, 
this vas only insofar as the upper olimses were ooncerned-15 
TIms vhat comprised Idoisestio subjects' in the private schools 
were mainly the skills required to manage large households and 
numerous servants. The forward plamningg necessitated in an 
age when dealing with merchants vho bought in foreign markets 
vas the normg bad demanded considerable wipertise. 
16 
These 
skills were seen to be in decline as shops proliferated with 
the growth of the entreprenurial class of the industrial era. 
Private schools and Nre, Beeton arose to provide the knowledge 
and skills required for the changing situation an W911 as to 
preserve the past skills such as breadmaking. 
17 
Concern also developed regarding the domestic skills of 
the working class. However, this may be gem as the middle-olasses 
seeking to preserve the source of their servant class rather than 
altruism on their behalf. The enthusiasm for the domestic subjects 
then in the nineteenth century may be seen as existing an two 
distinct levels# reflecting conflicting social ideologies. The 
manifest ideology was concern for the education and quality of 
home-life of the working classes but the latent me was the 
preservation of the statae-quo. A third reason, which falls 
within Berger's notion of 'package' in relation to processes 
of nodernizationo 
18 
was the need to relieve the boredom of the 
35 
lonely lives of the middle-class women. This enthusiasm h0"Ver 
was not to benefit the domestic subjects per se since & different 
attitude of mind was invoked by those who indulged in then Without 
actually having to do them. 
19 
Nineteenth Century develommts 
social order and social orders 
In the nineteenth centuxy a thisrarchioal commmity, 
20 
existed in Britain. The social structure was bound up with tradition 
and stability. Two social ideologies prevailed during this epooh - 
social Darwinism 
21 
and Liberalism. 
22 
Me former ideology envisaged 
mn as fundamenta3ly intractable and the social order as inviolable. 
The latter ideology embraced the concept of the 'educated man$,, the 
intellectual mind 
filled with the prospect of s, loftier notion 
of educated leisure" 
and of "knowledge ... acquired and enjoyed for its ovn sake n23 
Although education for the Masses gradually became a. reality 
in this century the Uiberty' ideology was not extended to the lover 
social orders: their education was curtailed sufficiently to support 
the continuation of the social hierarckW by ensuring that their 
education only allowed thm to appreciate, not question, their station 
in life. 
24 
36 
In the first decade of the centuryp only a very small 
proportion of children received azqr lengtby or regular education. 
By the final decades a state system had been established and free, 
compulsory education - albeit part-time still for mazW - from the 
age of five. The nature of the education was however strictly 
ideologically circumscribed. 
Control over knowledgel(ninsteenth centur7) 
The social disposition of knowledge in society is a crucial 
factor in social mobility. 
25 Therefore control over access to and 
types of knowledge in essential to those seeking to determine its 
direction. In the early decades of the nineteenth century control 
lay with three groups: the local rate-payers (landownersp professionals 
and other tmen of meanol)q the clergy and the academics (the 
universities). Their power lay in the financial monopoly they 
wielded - an essential prerequisite to effect an idSO1047.26 
These three social groups could afford to bay their own children's 
education andq by seam of subscriptions to various institutions 
(e. g. the Mechanics Institute) and Voluntary Societies 
(e. g. workhouse, 
schools eto. ) to support the education (such as it van) Of the 
labouring classes. A Ismopoly cycles in fact operated: through 
possession of financial memo they bought knowlecIge which was not 
available to the poor. This assured them of access to occupations 
which afforded high incomes, high status and power positions in 
society in turn this gave them power over the education system. 
37 
V037 gradually this monopoly vas challenged. The assertive 
group comprised the new middle classes,, merchants, business men etc. 
Their ideology vas that of the 'self-made =Lnl and contained the 
notion of the acamsulation and reinvestment of capital. 
27 This 
challenged the aristocratic ideology of 'the English Gentlemen' 
S 
although in effect the two ideologies together dominated the British 
social scene and order. 
The dual ideology (aristocratic and bourgeois) existed at 
the time of the establiebment of the compulsory state education 
system in 1870- It becam even more marked with the introduction 
of wbat are known as the 'Domestic Subjects$ - Cookeryo Housewifery 
and Laundrywork. Although the manifest ideology of education was 
to raise the knowledge level and social condition of the labouring 
poor the disposition of knowledge was socially dete3mined, socially 
stratified and gender based. The 'lower orders# were restricted to 
a diet of the four We - readingg aritbmgtio, writing and religion, 
with the addition of IspeoieX subjects, history, geograpby and science 
for the boyst the domestic subjects for the girls. Whilet it may be 
maintained that this accorded with the needs for a more literate 
society in an industrial wag the restriction of girls' education 
to what was not only vocational but status limiting was in effect 
a doable-bind ideology, that of social status and sexual inferiority. 
Industrialisation had led to the idsologY of 'feminine 
domesticity'. This had promoted the cono"t of woman's work and 
38 
a gender based division of labour. Thus the domestic subJects 
were doubly vocational - low-evaluated occupation and sexually 
based inferiority. The ideologies prevalent in the Victorian 
qrs, were the result of accelerating social change. A constellation 
of ideologies, religious, social, sexual etc. were centralised 
and focussed in the educational system, notably the curriculumq 
especially as it related to girls. 
The Viotorian Ethos 
The turgid Victorian social scene spawned a range of 
ideologies which are suggestive of a five-class system rather 
than the more traditional one of three classes. 
28 
A multiplicity 
of groups asserted their Isolutionst to social problems : someq 
such as that of the Evangelists were Meligious$, others were 
directly related to the economic scene (e. g. Utilitarians) whilet 
others embined the two in an indirect manner through social norms 
which were essentially 'class, based. In this context there 
existed a social euphemism: noms about sexual behaviours were 
29 
an integral part of the capitalist eooncsio ideology. The 
ideology of 'Respectability, which embraced the concept of thrift 
was tzwwfe=od from the economic sosue to the personal (%as. As 
such it was contained within the domestic subjects where, for 
exompleg sewing vas to induce attitudes of Taindp habits of work 
and pbysical endurance which would stand than in good stead for 
their future rojes. 
30 
39 
Social and moral rectitude were deemed by the Evangelists 
to be due to bad homes. Conoerned as they were with public morality 
they saw it as depending an private virtue. 
31 Consequently they were 
determined that (workIne-class) women must be mads, virtuous - she 
must become a good home maker. It seems that the appalling living 
and working conditions of these women, which were beyond their 
control and which left them bereft of time or energy to indulge 
in hommaking skills, were of rather less concern. This is reflected 
in the writings of Sillitoe who talked of working class woý ,"... 
living weakly in a groove" which thereby passed an this moralistic 
denunciation in the annals of the domestic subjects history. 
32 
The apparent lack of -understanding portrayed by the domestic 
subjects teachers in those early days my be seen as merely reflecting 
the general insensitivity to the social conditions of others# plight. 
The view for exampleg expressed by Toxallt regarding thriftlessness 
is indicative of the middle-class perspective : 
"In most cases it was not poverty that starved the family 
so =cb an the wife's thriftlessness and slatternly habits; 
knowing nothing of food values and wasting money on 
comparatively expensive and =no=ishing foodo she would 
serve it up, ill cooked and thorougbly UDAPpetisingo to 
a family at once bratalised and weakened by the dirty and 
unbygienic conditions of its daily life-" 33 
Nowhere in either Tomall's or Sillitoe's writings is there any 
recrimination against those whot knowinglyg perpetrated many of 
the funbygionic conditions' on the working classes: the infectedq 
diluted milk which was unreported34 or the extremely poor t ba 
expensive water 8UPply35 which barely provided enough for cooking 
40 
purposes let alone household or personal cleaning. Nor do these 
writers refer to the psychological plight of working class mothers 
which results from the unremitting struggle against impossible 
pbysioal odds: individual deprivation plus social neglect lead to 
a lose of Morale. 
36 The concept of 'family mindedness' was a luxury 
afforded to the middle and upper classes only. The notion that 
they were I ... the most family minded generation in historyt37 
illustrates the ability of a dominant group to perpetuate their 
ideologies through the possession of a monopoly; econ(nic amans 
enabled their families to be recorded through photographs, novels 
etc. The nearest many working class mmbers bad ever been to a 
real family was as a servant. Yet it was this 'family' concept 
which was to dominate the domestic subjects. The ideology of 
social differentiation was acknowledged in these subjects by the 
nature of the courses offered (e. g. 'Artiean' cookery; 'Household'; 
'High Class'). 
The social evaluatian of the toelf-agAe man#, epitamised 
through his propertyý lay beneath 'family mindedneset. The 
middle-class Viotorian family projected the image of the Imen of 
propert7l; wives, ohildrent servants and otber visible signs of 
is, were a measure of Iswoess'. 
38 
Recent expos9S of 
middle-class Victorian morality has somewbat dented this image 
of family mindedness. 
39 
41 
These values vire conveniently supported by the educational 
theories of the day - although it might be argued that they merely 
adapted to the prevailing social conditions. Through the narrowv 
vocational curriculum the dominant groups (aristocrats and bourgeoisie) 
were able to implement a latent 'protective' ideology vhilst 
manifesting a tpromotionall one. 
It was in this social climate that the dMestio subjects 
can to be officially incorporated into the state curriculum (1875). 
33y the turn of the century the subjects were fairly well established. 
In 1875 Cookery was defined as a 'Specific Subject'. 
40 11owever, the 
ideology of 'Utilitarianiomf also prevailed. This envisaged the 
education system, like the econosy, as a self-perpetuating, closed 
system in which in-put and out-put we" always in baUnce. 
41 
Since 
Local Authorities were responsible for financing cookery classes they 
were reluctant to introduce the subject and by 1885 less than fifty 
per oent had in fact done 80.42 Nor was the subject viewed 
sympathetically by heafteachers - on &000=t of timetabling 
difficultiest or ordinary teachers who regarded it an a 'freak 
subjeott-43 Although it was said that this reaction was due to 
the fact that it was out of the band (control? ) of ordinary teachers, 
it could be that class ideologies were operating. The attempt-to 
got ordinary teachers to take up the teaching of domestic subjects 
was only partially successful. The move was =As on accomt of the 
fquestionable, obaraotert of the teachers being produced by the 
Domestic Science schools. 
44 
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It is said that the limited success was due in part to the 
fact that teachers had difficulty in attending the classes provided 
for this training. 
45 Yet at Berridge House they were I ... highly 
mccessfull. 
46 Nevertheless, the voluble disapproval of eockery 
teachers by parents on the grounds that they were " ... bigotted 
47 
about fingernails" and overconcerned with the arrangement of hair, 
=gr well have influenced many 'ordinary' teachers not to take it up. 
yet vbgrg alrea4 qmlified elementary teachers did do sot they vere 
'exceedingly successful'48 because they vere able " ... to bring one 
lesson to bear upon another"t thereby makin the pupils feel that 
it j"Ls " ... part and parcel of their ordinary work. 
"49 
Opposition was no less from the parents. M* lArtiaml 
cookery which van being foisted on the working 018ABOO W" in 
marked contrast to that recommended for the middle classes- It 
was therefore seen# in all probabilityp by the working ol"ses 
as a challenge to almost the only arm of their lives where they 
could exercise a degree of autonomy. It was probably interpreted 
as an attempt by the middle classes to mks the workers accept 
their socially inferior position. Methods and recipes put fOXVard 
with the intention of developing thriftiness in the working classes 
(e. g. stews, boiling rather than frying) were totally alien to them. 
Teachers harangued pupils about meat but failed to teseh vegetable 
oodkery although the diet of the. working Olasses oontained little 
of the former and muoh of the latter-50 
43 
Social class values stem from the reality of existenceq 
which as Narx stated# determine an individual's consciousuess. 
51 
It seems though that the parents did not want their children's 
consciousness determined by their existence: they objected 
52 
strongly to their daughters doing wench dirty vork"O such as 
blackleadin grates. This may have been because protective 
clothin vim not vorn in the early days and this type of work 
involved extra laundering on the part of already bard-pressed 
mothers. The parentst neat inversion of the teacher's reality 
(re $dirty work') offers an interesting pgryohologioal defence 
mechanism utilised by the working class. In retrospect it might 
be sutggested that the working classes had adopted the manifest 
educational ideology of the furtherance of life-olumoes through 
enhanced educational opportunities and therefore resented this 
apparent attempt to inhibit progress. The insensitivity of many 
cookery teachers to the realities of their pupils'existence was 
perhaps the root cause of the antagonism which was to affect the 
domestic subjects for so long. However, there were those who 
saw the need for teachers to be aware of their p%tpils' background 
(9 g. F. L. Calder). 
53 
For this reason 'Social Science' was 
introduced into the training sohem. lUnfortunately the effects 
of this move have not been so =Lrked as the $practical' aspects 
of cookery: there is still an apparent lack of appreciation of 
the realities of working class life and theýconsequent real 
dozands of the Embject. 
54 Not until 1905P when women Inspectors 
"with great practical =: pwience,, 
55 
were appointed, were the 
domestic subjects embanced and Sir Robert Morent's Rep*: ct (1907) 
44 
gave signifioance to them. 
56 
Twentieth Century: early decades 
The turn of the centm7 may be regarded an something of 
a water-shed in the history of the domestic subjects. Public 
awareness of the state of British society and the social 
conscience were aroused by two phenomena: 
1. Reports on poverty by Booth and Rowntr0057 
2. The condition of the Boer var rec=its58 
It is more likely that the latter vas the flashpoint for action 
since it demoralized the self-inwge of society vhich prided itself 
an its military prowess. The emaciated appearmee of the recruits 
stimulated omcern for the quality of the soldier material being 
produced by the vorking classes. once again, the spectre of racial 
degeneration evoked more reaction than bad done the vork of social 
reformere who vere attempting to solve the problem of London's 
residuva of casual labour. 
59 
The clash of ideologies regarding the nature of helpt 
whether state or self-help ensued. A minority Report by Beveridge 
which accompanied the Roya. 1 Comission an Poverty Report (1908) 
invoked the ideology of a tearing society'. This assertive ideology 
however did not prevail against that of the established one of 
'self-help'q despite the fact that this van not available to all. 
45 
Potential assertion of the now ideology vas effectively 
deflected by two means: - 
1. political measures vhich effected social control 
through welfare rather than direct political measures. 
2. the enhancement of an apparently meritocratic society 
through the education system. 
Mesa a such as the provision of school meals and medical examinations 
in schools together with the emphasis on pbysical training were 
gestures towards the solution of the problem. The Report an Pbysioal 
Deterioration (1907) even outlined exercises designed to aid 
digestion. 
6o 
The disregard for the importance of education in 
nutrition and health, despite the warnings of H-M-Is 
61 
was to 
have profoundly disturbing repercussions for mazW decades. 
Velfare measures inatituted prior to the first vorld war 
aoted as palliatives to those vho asserted the ideology of 
62 
sooietal support. The defleotion of the luneaaY classes Vas 
adhieved througb the establia13ment of a statutOIT exMination 
system (1918) 
63 
after several years of axwOnt dOfOrmmt- 
In reality this enabled the elite to perpetuate their 
domination of both the education system and the social hierarchy: 
by facilitating the self-advancement of the potential challengers 
they absorbed then into the elite. they not only effectively 
emasculated their danger but also legitimized the success of the 
elite through the apparent competitive system. The numbers were 
46 
strictly limited, not least by the relatively few Grammax sohool 
places available. 
64 
Ih the (Kcaminatiou system the ideology of 
self-achievement was subtly entwined wLth that of the 'cultivated 
mau, 
65 
since the knowledge which counted was not the modern 
scientific body of knowledge or even mathematics : the 'Greatolp 
Latin etc. were the ones which warruated academic reward, regardless 
of their utility to society. Such was the bypocriffy of education: 
utilitarianism applied at the one level, not at the other. 
The ideology of differentiation on a hierarchical basis of 
social worth gained support from the 'evidencel of psychologists 
in texms of intelligence inheritability. 
66 
In turn this was given 
lofficiall blessing in Reports such as Hadow (1926) and (1931) and 
the Spens Report (1938). This 'evidenceIg now openly questioned 
and seemingly discredited, 
67 
proffered a oomforUble rationalisation 
of the existing social order by virtually equating intelligence 
with social status. This was despite the noted fartificial and 
often mistaken selection linel6which divided pupils into labilityt 
groups which were then restricted to a type of knowledge defined 
as suitable by the powerful elite. 
69 
Tbus education was structured 
yet again on an apparent 'total' ideology, that of lindividualiont, 
although in reality it was the Iparticula; rt ideology of a powerful 
minority. 
Within the tripartite system which emerged from the 
selective system arising from these psychological revelations, 
the domestic subjects were openly recogained as being suitable 
47 
for the $more practical' pupil. The concept of 'educational 
ompensationt was a pAnacea, designed to 'gentle the mmsest. 
Support for the d(nestic subjects could once again be seen to 
be ephemeral. To parody Lowev if they were not academict they 
were at least to be 'practical'. 
During the first world war (1914-1918) the domestic 
subjects were reputedly enhanced by Governamt support. Closer 
examination however reveals that this was only a nest manipulation 
of ideologies to meet the demands of society. It has often been 
assumed that the need for cooks led to an increase in the teaching 
of the domestic subjects. In reality though, it in suggested that 
it van the fact that many of the teachers themselves vent into the 
field kitchens which made this appear to be the case. 1he schools 
were 'devastated' by each of the two world wars in fact. 
70 
'Competent practition at replaced the teachers: and it is this 
fact which was so detrimental to the image of the subject - making 
it appear that it did not require the competenoes of lordinga7l 
teachers. 
The Inter-war Yv=s (1920-1940s) 
Dmving the post first world war decades (1920s - 19308) it 
could be said that ideology in education and society van 4pnus-headed, 
inamaLch as the dominant groups were Ilegitimised' by the subordinate 
orders through the belief that their interests were being catered for. 
48 
Merto3jl suggests that under such circumstances the $lower orders' 
are themselves being ideological. But this apparent compliance 
may mask existing reality vhich could be me of the following 
1. inertia - through not perceiving any need 
for education 
2. despair - due to feeling of inability to affect 
the course of events through lack of 
access or time 
3. ignorance - of how to participate in either 
formulating or opposing ideologies 
4. rationalisation. - appraisal from a personal perspective 
leading to a decision that action 
offers no advantage 
Whatever the reason, in the absence of any contra-ideology 
being assertedf a d(minant group is able to sustain its influence. 
Effective assertion against prevailing ideologies was not really 
achieved in education until the second balf of US centu3: Y- 
Support for the domestio subjeots aftgr the first worlcl war 
was based on social not educational criteria. With the return of 
MOng women were required to relinquish the Posts they bad successfully 
filled in time of need because the economy did not expand 
sufficiently to create jobs for all. Therefore the ideoloe7 of 
feminine domesticity was once again rew=eoted. This was a 
cosiplete reversal of the war-time situation when women's domesticity 
had ceased to be a masculine convenience. Theti they bad been 
49 
admonished for adhering to the ideology: Walter Long, a Conservative 
NP, argued that " ... where voizen believe their place is in the 
home, that idea zast be met and cambated"ý2 
lbphasis on feminine domesticity was again given in the Hadow 
Report (1926). This time it was cowbined with ewrgent payeholOgic4l 
t9vidguces concerning intelligence levels. In this Report the used 
for a spractical and realistie bias' for non Gra=ar secondary 
school pupils was stressed. This Wouldo it van argued * ... 1291P 
their probable future occupations. . 
73 
ýpor girls this inevitably 
namt their roles as wife and mother: other opportunities were 
severely limited. Thus the domestic subjects attracted support 
not an educational grounds, which H. N. Is 
74 had streesedq but for 
male social convenience which stem d from ideologies regarding 
sex and role status-75 
The ors, of the second world war 
During these yeaxs (1939-1945) the domestic oubjects were 
once as in- ostensibly promoted. But this was again On social 
not educatiowl grounds. por example, the practice of make-do- 
and-mend which would be a useful skill under any circumstances, 
not least that of economic declinet was quickly dropped after 
the war. Stress an economy recipes and methods, again important 
in term of small-budget management, was reduced immediately after 
50 
the war and reports on the extravegances in recipes since has 
been noted. 
76 In Contrast to the original ideology underlying 
the domestic subjects, as epitanised by its proponents (e. g. 
Miss F. L. Calder), the response to the conevnerist age vas 
marked by an extravegance quite contrary to the concept or 
combatting poverty. 
Post soomd vorld war (1950-1960s) 
The Norwood Report (1943) had advocated the ability 
grouping of pupils for educational purposes. 
77 
It embraced 
the concept of 'natural compensation' by suggesting that 
Children who were not 'academic' were naturally more 'practical'. 
This danoWed the domestic subjects considerably: it did not 
OnbBncO them as is sometimes maintained. It virtually equated 
them with low intelligence for as in the Spens Report, they were 
advocated for the Secondary Nodern pupils. The ideO1097 Of the 
$cultivated nant @till dominated; the doctrine of feminine 
domesticity van reactivated to suit the demands of the capitalist 
system vhiob required the supportive feminine role to enable 
sales to fulfil the time-consuming and total dedication dommaded 
by industry. 78 
Despite platitudes regarding classlessI1089, wartim 
experiences bad higblighted differences in social grOUP values - 
As people gradmilly became more aware of these contrasts a 
consciousness grow that inequlity vas frequentlY Mn-meft and 
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therefore avoidable. Now ideologies were bornt old ones challenged. 
The most important assertive ideology was that relating to 'equality'. 
A growing awareness of the effoote of social inequality in teme of 
justice culminated in attempts to restructure and reform the 
education system. This was regarded an the key to the equalising 
of life-ohanoes 
After the initial flush of enthusiasm for equality however 
the realisation that this posited an egalitarian societyt and 
thereby threatened the status quog led to a fairly rapid volte-face. 
79 
By 'semantic fluctuation' the very obverse of equality, equal 
opportunity (to be unequal) obtained. 
80 Through this redefinition, 
the ideology of the dazinant group prevailed: the ideoloS7 of a 
social hierareby, superiority and the 'cultivated man'. This 
*11ustrates the ability of a dominant group to manipulate through 
redefinitions the original meaning of an ideology. BY means Of 
such adaptations assertive ideologies may be effectively counteracted. 
81 
Where a now ideology in successfully asoertedg through the use 
of tpowert rather than 'authority' 
82 
and therefore does not involve 
an adaptation or masquerade . 
83 
then a dichotomy between reality 
and ideology may well lead to open confrontation with totally 
unintended oomequenceo-84 
In the post-var years the assertive ideology successfully 
if slowly challw2ged the cherished beliefs of the existing, dominant 
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ideologyt not least through the work of sociologists. The efficacy 
85 
of the eleven - plus to achieve the stated aims was disproved. 
Theoreticallyq educational routes became lose defined 
86 
and the 
effects of the 'self-fulfilling prophecy' recognised. But the 
challenge to the fundamental premise of differentiation did not 
benefit the domestic subjects as much as might have been wipected. 
This was despite supportive tevidenoes from a report an 'Early 
Leaving, 
'T (1954). In this report the accolade of approval was 
accorded to the domestic subjects by pupils in term of their 
relevance and interest. 
88 
Thus the report was a superlative twist 
of the socio-educational knife, since implicit in it was the 
ideology of a knowledge hierarcby. The 'practical' subjects were 
being equated with the #failures, of the system. Consequently, 
although reputed3y the report was taken to be a welcome impetus 
for the domestic smbjects, it in fact dininished their already 
precarious standing. While other subjects benefitted from the 
upsurge of eurriculum developmeint and now subjects such as 
'Environmental Studies' and Sociology eto. became accepted 
as University antrance qualifications, tba domestic subjects 
failed to do so. The prevailing insatiable public appetite for 
paper qualifications therefore depressed the subject's value even 
further despite very considerable advances in the type and depth 
of knowledge which was entailed. 
90 
However, same bensfit did accrue from the report. Pbysical 
resowees for the subject improved and increased lip-service was 
paid to its value. Roveverp the noted improvement of provisions 
53 
was part of the general educational development which was effected 
in an era of relative affluence. The latter vas perhaps more a 
salving of the public conscience vhioh could be afforded in the 
generally favourable economic climate. Allowances for education 
were inereasedp not least for the middle and -upper classes: therefore 
they were able to afford the extension of their ideology to include 
acne all-round improvement. As a subject it remained undervalued: 
it was related to non-vork9l and non-suocess. It benefitted fr(m 
the revelations concerning the unequal distribution of educational 
resources at various levels. 
92 
Other Reports which ostensibly supported the ideology of 
egality were in reality ining! the ruling ideology. The 
Newsom Report (1963) in referring to the curriCUIVS Of the pupils 
in the lower categories demonstrated somewhat patronising beliefs 
in their support of embroidery etc. and the vocational nature of 
the domestic subjects. 93 
Although in this report the comittee was at pains to zioid 
the concept of 'below averagel being equated with finferiority, 
94 
the two terms became synonymous in the eyes of the public and the 
teaching profession who will always latch an to a key word vhich 
will encapsulate, simplify and thereby resolve dissonance. 
95 
'Newsom kids' became equated with tNewsom,: courses' and the 
leasyg practical, relevant' subjects: 
96 
'recipe knowledge' 
generates recipe solutions. 
97 
By such means was social and sexual 
54 
discrimi tion perpetuated, using the domestic subjects as the 
'carrier'. From this it can be seen that Hannheim's concept of 
'a carrying groupt may be an unwittingg passive group as well as 
according with Berger's notion of 'intrinsic links'. 
98 
The ocmprehensiveness of the middle class idedLogy 
99 
was 
expanded through further 'evidence' of psychologists and 
educationists under the guise of the theory of 'maternal 
100 101 
deprivation', a theory only recent3. y challenged by the Clarkes. 
Once again,, a theory relating to feminine domesticity, that of 
motherhood, vas utilised for male convenience and support of the 
capitalist system. This theory, vhich stressed the importance 
of mothering, was used to support the-concept of motherhood. By 
means of a f9ax-arousal approach (as to the consequences of maternal 
deprivation) together with the increasing emphasis on edueatianal 
achievement notional support was given to the domestic subjects. 
Child-development and Mothercraft oourses proliferated - all too 
often lacking the underlying theory, thereby' trivialising the work 
and undermining the potential of the domestic subjects. 
102 
Once 
again, by skilful manipulation of ideology, knowledge access vas 
denied to many pupils as the result of their timetables being 
filled with 'practical, relevant' material. 
Similarlyp increased time was allocated to the domestic 
subjects when the school leaving age was raised (R. O. S. L. A. ) 
(1972). In practice this almost inevitably resulted in 'more 
of the same' or merely more time for the same: courses were 
rarely expanded in either knowledge base or application. 
103 
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Fran this it am be dedaced that the process of ideological 
implementation itself involves ideology; indeed this may be more 
important than the original ideology itself in terms of outcome. 
ideology of imlemen ion 
The means of implementation axe of paramount importance 
because they constitute and define the avenues of interpretation. 
Thus who defines# and within what contextp the meansof implementation 
itself gives rise to ideologies. Political decisions are therefore 
inevitable; decisions which may accelerate, retard or even 
decimate ideologies. It is possible to divide the implementation 
process into two levels, the internal and. the externalp the micro 
and. macro levels respectively. These levels may conflict or 
complement each other, for as Burgess and Platt remark 
a Perilous and largely unobarted maze intervenes 104 between public statounts of policy and their ; Uuplanentation". 
(i) the lextemall level 
Ideology can be officially implemented through the pbysical 
structure of the education system : the nature and mmbqr of 
institutions permitted will determine educitional routes available 
at ar4r time. 
105 
Social awareness of the importance of educational 
routes lay behind the assertion of the Coteprehensive ideology; yet 
official policy alloved for few adequate buildings to be constructed. 
106 
Therefore, although the dominant clasis appeared to oariform to the 
56 
new ideology they were often able in practice to adhere to their 
former one on the grounds that Comprehensive education had 'failed'. 
107 
The domestic subjects became no more available to any other pupils 
than the lower streams initially. Together with the rising demand 
for qualifications and the increased size of schools it eventually 
transpired that the domestic subjects in fact became even lower dovn 
the hierareby of subjects, except in instances where genuinely 
committed headtoachers were appointed to new Ccaprehensive schools. 
108 
Divisions within and between sectors of the education system 
are indicative of the ability of an ideology to be sustained or 
even expanded. The growth rate of the tertiary sector in Britain 
could be regarded as a mean vhereby the elite (social and educational) 
were able to retain their dominant position. Expansion Of 
Universities and Polytechnics in the nineteen-sixties facilitated 
the amelioration of potential conflict by absorbing academic aspirers. 
This vzpansion of the elite's ideology of self-determination through 
achievement forestalled the danger that against competition they may 
in fact have forfeited their place. The 'cost' of this policy is 
only now being questioned. 
109 
Challenge to the reignin ideologigavas manifested in the 
youth ferment of the sixties. 
110 
The p&Aw of the elite vas confirmed 
however with little alteration to their concepts of 'education'. 
At the other end of the age ranget the ý eery/pro school 
sector, is mini sated the problem outlined abovep namely that the 
implementation of an ideology is perbaps more important than its 
creation. Little has been achieved. 
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RegarcIless of the structure however, the 'internal' 
implementation is perhaps even more crucial. 
(ii) The 'internal' level 
It is at the 'internal' level that ideologies are often 
thwarted. It will be at this point of inplemmtation that 
individuals' ideologies nay clash. For exampleg the appointment 
of a Principal or Headteacher to an institution does not guarantee 
conformity to prevailing social ideologies 
112 
although it will 
be more likely to occur. Commitment on the part of others 
however may well depend an the conditions surrounding their 
engagement. The degree of centralisation may be of particular 
consequence: where this is high, it is possible for a dominant 
group to determine the curriculum and pedagogy (e. g. Russia and 
Germany). Where centralisation is low however, the autonomy of 
the Headteacher will prevail, an for wzmple in Britain-113 - 
The interweaving of ideologies ancl the interpretations cX 
otherst realities play a sigzLifioant part in the implementation 
of ideologies. The power of the dominant social and educational 
groups is very d in education. It is for this rose(= that 
the domestic subjects have continued to be depressed in real 
terms and their potential denied,, even in an ora when the ideologies 
of reoonstrwtion and parity of esteen prevailed. They have been 
subject to social ideologies regarding sex, status and knowledge, 
all of which together comprise a 'packages 
114 
which constitutes 
girls' education. 
Cookery 
Imm 
In the earlv days 
several -pupils 
would each carry 
out one Dart of 
a process 
(photograph by 
courtesy of 
Surrev University) 
Th modern times each pupil executega complete 
programme herself. 
(photograph by courtesy of Pope Vallev Collegeq 
Derbyshire) 
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least the vast majority of pupils whom the traditional curriculum 
has failed. Following an analysis of the fundamental concerns of 
the core curriculum the potential contribution of the domestic subjects 
is posited. It is stressed however that the current form and practices 
of the subject would require drastic revision and restructuring, but 
that nevertheless the subject has a very valid claim to make for a 
much more important, if not central position in the curriculum. 
The likelihood of attainin this from the subject's own 
perspective is examined in Part IV through the medium of an empirical 
research which consisted of a three year programme of questionnaires 
and interviews. The future is not bright if the findings are indicative 
in any way. To paraphrase Marx, the subject contains the seed of its 
own destruction - unless a 'revolution' occurs. 
Finallyq it is pointed out that while it is unlikely to ever be 
seen as the core ourrioulumv given the power of social ideologies and 
the problem of attitude-lag, at least the present low evaluation is 
entirely erroneous in terms of its educational potential and societal 
investment. 
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The International soene 
Although some countries are perhaps more forward in 
'Family Studies# others have been somewhat dilatory concerning 
the introduction of homemaking studies. A major argument against 
the establiebment; of practical subjects in schools' curricula 
was that further additions would lead " ... either to lower 
standards or to an overloading of the pupils". 
115 Therefore, as 
in the Grammar and Private schools of Britsing, where a subject 
was not directly related to University entranoet there was very 
little support from teachers. 
Another considerable deterrent to the inclusion of the 
practical subjects has always been the cost involved. This is 
perhaps particularly applicable in the case of comtries where 
mass illiteracy is the major problem. There is strong opposition 
to manva3 occupations where social classes are widely separated. 9 
as in South America and 311ast Asian cauntries - 
116 3: u endeavouring 
to offer their citizens a modern existence the authorities are 
probably conscious that any activity which appears to be steeped 
in the past will not be acceptable as forwara lockin . 
'1T 
These countries appear to believe that the domestic skills 
are tnaturally acquired'. 
118 This may be so vhen the children 
are reared in an cn-going context of home-miking where the level 
of tecbnoloff is low. However, with the increase in tecbnological 
knowledge and the introduction of fo=al education which effectively 
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removes children from, the home-making environment, the acquisition 
of these skills is not easily achieved. This is particularly true 
when the pace of change is escalating at an astronomical rate. It 
is only when mechanical aids fail that the realisation that the 
basic skills of survival are not naturally acquired is manifested. 
Such was the came during the industrial dispute of 1974 when the 
commonly accepted mass services of British society were severely 
disrupted. Necessary knowledge was then dispensed through the 
medium of television : it is a matter of speculation as to what 
might happen if that too failed coincidentally. PSanifestly theng 
there is a need for basic domestic skills to be taught within the 
fonnal education system, but this must necessarily be in a manner 
relevant to each prevailing generational context. 
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Some other countries, such as the Scandinavian ones, have 
reassessed their curricula with particular reference to basic 
hman needs. Detmiark for instance is concerned with the type 
of future adults and parents deemed desirable for their society. 
The Polkschools' duty in therefore seen as providing an education 
120 for life and not having one eye on examinations. In contrast 
to the British experience, vhich essentially paid lip-service to 
this same ideoloat Housecraft is taught to all girls as from 
their sixth year of schooling - approximately thirteen years of 
age, vhich is the time at vhich most of their British counterparts 
drop it. Similarly Needlework is learned during the first five 
years. 'Family Knowledge' is also an integral part of the 
60 
our: riculm fOr all pupils, vhile in the 'New Gymmsium' (1960) 
a study of 'Sooiety, is deemed to be essential. In Britain this 
is accorded only to the pupils of lower ability usually (C. S. E. ). 
In Sweden,, Domestic Science fo=s part of the core 
curriculum for all pupils, not only in the Lower iDepartment 
of the now Comprehensive schools (grades one to three) which 
is the eqmivalent almost of British Junior schools, but also in 
the'Upper Depaxtmentp where Domestic Science is one of the loommon 
and compulsoryl subjects in grade seven. 
121 
This in seen an 
central to the concept of the new Comprehensive sohoole where 
the " ... right of every person to an all-r(nmd development of 
... personality,, talents and interests" is seen to embrace the 
practical subjects on an equal footing with those traditionally 
accepted as being more theoretical. The concept of 'boys' and 
'girls' handicrafts has by goverzmmtal edict been eliminated 
from the syllabus. Consequently in the Middle i)epartmento both 
boys and girls experience same branch of Handicraft for four 
periods a week, of which, one may be Substituted by domestic 
science 
122 in gzvAe six). The subjects concerned are woodworkv 
metalwork and textiles. 
In the Upper Department final year (grwIe nine) howeverv 
Domestic Science forms part of one of the five major streams 
123 
(Theoretica3p Socialo Toobnical-meohanical, Eamomics, plus 
Aesthetics vhere desired). In this arrangement Domestic Science 
61 
is one of nine overall Options and falls within the second letream1p 
Thus it is no longer a compulsory Embject which had been the was 
in grade seven. In grade nine however,, 'Family and Social Studies' 
constitutes a major Option as well. 
124 
Since parents and pupils, not the school, take decisions 
concerning subject choicep it would seem that the hierarchical 
evaluation of subjects is less evident than in Britain. Consequently, 
there is a tendency for pupils to choose according to interest 
this has led to an increase of pupils with a high general ability 
to opt for courses vhich are 'practical' rather than purely academic. 
125 
In Worway all schools " --- MUSt have ... materials for 
Handicraft and Danestio Science" and much attention is given to 
the teaching of theory to unde37pin the practical work. 
126 
Where 
Pupils Opt for a vocational training per sep the 'Workshop' school 
offers a year of practical and theoretical education in a chosen 
field. 
Germany appears to have progressed even further in the matter 
of education for life in some respects. 
127 
In the Intermediate 
schools, Needlework is taken by all pupils for two periods a week 
for six years. 
128 In the final two y9arso Domestic Jlconamy is 
taken for three periods per week. The care of infants and the 
rearing of children is also a major theme of the curriculum. In 
the Modern and Mathematics and Science Gymnasival, Domestic Econaffq 
is compulsory for one period per week in the first six years. 
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levels, thereby rendering valuable status to it-through its 
insistanoe that all teachers of secondary school programmes 
must be of degree status and have completed four years' training 
vhieh was to include Rome Economics. 
134 
This vas feasible since 
the first University programme for Rome Economics had been 
initiated at the University of Illinois in 1874- Other 
Universities incorporated the subject into their curriculum 
during the two subsequent decades, Alabama 1893, Tennessee 1897 
etc. By 1960 there were over four hundred institutions granting 
degrees in Rome Economics, although about half of these vare 
private bodies. Not nmaturally, the image and status of the 
subject is much higher in the U. S. A. than it is in Britain 
vhere the lack of academic status demeans the subject in the 
eyes of teachers, pupils and parents alike. In the U. S. A. it 
is taught by thigh3, y qualified professors of both sexes'. 
135 
Degrees in Rom Economics 
Apart from America, the opportunities for taking degrees 
in Rome Moonomics have been very limited indeed. 
136 The picture 
is changing slowlY. In Britain ouLe source of development has been 
the Bachelor of Education, in which it is possible to take Home 
Economics as a Main StLbJect in the Teacher's Certificate Course, 
although where courses have been end-ano at least the final year, 
the actml degree course has neoesegarily had to be via an allied 
64 
subject such as Sociological Studies. 
137 New developments are 
taking place as Colleges of Bducation diversify: the trend however 
is to the more traditional areas of Food, Nutrition or Household 
Soience-138 Of themselvesq these do not constitute 'Home Boonomics' 
for the social sidet family life etc. is not central or even a 
major emponent. 
Although there are Ipicneering efforts' at Queen Elizabeth's 
College in areas of study which other institutions identify as 
#Hcme Eccnomicel139 the cn3, v clearly identifiable Home Economics 
degree is that of Surrey Universityt (introduced 1970). Opposition 
to the establishment of Home Economics degrees has ranged from a 
denial of its potential for in-depth study to objections to its 
inclusion of the word 'Econmics' . 
140 
The first argument can 
easily be contradicted: Rome Economics is an eclectic degree in 
that it embraces a wide knowledge base which requires very 
considerable indepth study plus the application of knowledge as 
against mere regurgitation of spuret knowledge. The contention 
that it is not a 'specialist' study area can be counteractedg as 
has Lawton donep with the classic example of non-specialisationg 
the Oxford Greats-141 
What really seems to be operationally effective are the 
ideologies of elitism and feminine domestioity. This would explain 
the opposition an the grounds of the titleg which effectively acts 
as a vehicle for attitudes. 
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In Europe generally the picture has also been poor. Since 
the second vorld var howeverv both Finland (1946) and the 
Netherlands (1953) have offered degrees in Hme Economics. In 
America degrees are obtainable at both first and higher levels 
at several Universities, notably Tows, and Tennessee. 
In Pakistan it is possible to take a. Master's degree 
in General Education within which Home Economics constitutes 
a possible option in the second part of the degree. 
Although comparison of degree content and standards is 
always difficult it is nevertheless a. faot that opportunities 
exist in other countries to take advanced levels of Rome Economics 
which are not available in Britain. A somewhat tautologous 
situation appears to have arisen. The British Universities 
claim that there is no demand for such degrees. 
142 Yet the 
noted gap between Examination. Boards and the University bodies143 
suggests that commmications are not always accurate. Applications 
for existing courses which are within the sphere of Home Economics 
indicates a very considerable demand. 
Ymch Of the difficulty would sees to lie in the lack of 
academic value attributed to the subject at University level. In 
turn this is so entrenched in social ideology relating to gender 
and the division of labour within the economic system144, that 
change will only be wrought slowly. It is suggested that Teachers' 
academic expectations fail to meet the requirements of the 
66 
University body: 
145 
Perhaps the real problem lies in the different 
definitions of what constitutes 'Hme Economics'. It appears that 
the validating body perceives the course content as necessarily 
conforming to their current patterns whereas now one@ are sought 
by the proposing body. To argue that change takes timel46 is to 
ignore the flight of time and the consequences to society that 
such an important area of knowledge is not developed to its maxim=. 
Conclusion 
This chapter set out to examine the role of ideology in 
the Itraditionall domestic subjects. It has been shown that 
historicallyp social ideologies have had a major effect an the 
course of the subject(s) culminating in its low evaluation. 
Ideologies tend to be effectively posthumous: they live an 
despite contextual changes in society and tecbnoloe7. Such in 
the came of the domestic subjects. Their lowly status commands 
little reappraisal as is exemplified by the scant attention paid 
to then in an era of explosive curriculum development. The 
Schools Council has awarded little financial support until very 
recentlY147 this is despite its centrality to everyday life148 
and its relevance to society - qualities cited as essential to 
the curriculum by various bodies-149 
it kmLe been elicited that support has largely been 
ego-centred m class and sexual criteria and has been subject 
to discrimin tion in term of a knowledge and a social hieraroby 
resting an these phenomme. 
An examination of the history of Needlevork will show the 
even greater effects of ideology. 
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Chapter III 
Needlework 
"Stitchl Stitchl Stitch! 
In pcrvezV, hunger and dirt. 
Sewing at once with double thread 
A shroud an well an a shirt. " 
Thomas Hoodt Song of the Shirtv 
Punoh 1843 
Introduotion 
Althov, gh needlework is not strictly classified as a Idomestic 
subject' it is in fact the 'parent craft' of the domestic subjects 
domain. 1 It is arguable that attitude@ towards the whole gamt of 
domestic subjects stems from those directed towards needlework. 
Social ideologies have determined the content of needlework syllabi 
and the teaching methodology even prior to its official incorporation 
into the state school curriculum. 
Originally, needlework was an 'Art' (i. e. 'Art Needlework). 
It comprised embroidery of an exceedingly elaborate nature and 
offered a professional occupation for both sm3n and women in the 
fourteenth century. Later bifurcation indicates the effectiveness 
of social ideologies as society became more industrialised and 
stratified. 
I)uring the middle-Mes there bad been little call for sewing 
skills since garments of both men and women bad been very simple: 
men wore a form of garment based on the Roman toga vhilst women 
wore long, shapeless dresses. But feudal Lordev returning from 
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cru. sades, introduced luxurious silks and damasks to the Sritish 
et. This led to a demand for more complioated garments. 
2 
Changes of fashion were marked in both male and female 
attire. They were, vith exceptions such as the Puritan costumet 
very complicated in style and adornment until the late eighteenth 
century. Then a fundamental change occurred. Simplicity of style 
and fabric replaced the complicated creations. This Mayt at least 
in part, have been due to the development of the sewing maichine,, 
since to make intricate gemnents on the inadequately developed 
machines would inevitably have slowed production d(wn. 
3 
Social ideologies were noticeable in fashion: the upper 
classes, through the sodium of Sumptuary Laws, were able to ensure 
their notion of superiority by the complexity of their garments. 
4 
The lower orders were forbidden to copy the styles of the upper 
cla sees and they certainly could not afford to buy them. The 
intricate sewing entailed in the clothes of the middle and upper 
class ladies required seamstress en mange. Thus the introduction 
of 'Plain Sewing' into the school curriculum was a v9hicle for the 
ideology of social stratification. This was a major deparWre 
from the embroidery which had hitherto been taught. 
Art Needlework 
This consisted of elaborate embroidery and vas taught in the 
private sector of education. Here is constituted one of the 
laccomplisbatents' which were much sought after by parents who were 
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seeking to make their dau&ters the most agreeable" so that 
they night catch a husband. 
5 They were prepared to pay dearly for 
such expertise since the social constraints of the day and the 
imbalance of the sexual structure of the population made the 
ideology of feminine domesticity somewhat difficult to achieve. 
An a result of this, teachers of these subjects (music, needlework, 
singing etc. ) were often 'far superior$ to, those who taught the 
'solid subject8j. This in perhaps not surprising inasmuch as it 
v" Possible to employ only the best teachers within those subjectes 
an interesting contrast with later developments. 
The association between embroidery and leiffure and the ideology 
of feminine dowestioity was to remain for severalcentaries, until 
-the introduction of foreative embroidery$ in the nineteen sixties. 
8 
IMbroidery was a means vhereby vomen could acquire 'private property'9 
whioh was otherwise denied them. For both the professional embroiderer 
and those who indulged in it an a hobbyt the 'Sampler' was a major 
means of learning the required skills. Originally, samplers had been 
a means of recording pattezns from Urge scale workel engravings etc. 
as vell as being used for fumiehings and personal objects snob as 
purees* 
10 Since their function van to record patterns the shape of 
the sampler was a longthvise oblmg. During the seventeenth century 
the shape changed to square. This denoted, an did, the new style 
contento a ohange of function. 
" 33y the eighteenth centxry samplers 
clearly showed evidence of social ideologies being tnnsmitted 
tbrmgllh them. The main one was that of social differentiation: 
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pupils were to learn. to appreciate their social positi(xa - in 
the 'lower orders# and the concosmitant attributes. Thus the 
biblical verse was to induce imInissiveness, the ubiquitous 
alphabet, worked in cross stitch, to learn Imarkingt for the 
mistress' linen and the border patterns for embroidering the 
future employer's garments. 
12 Creativity was not involved 
since all'the patterns were copied, although a degree of choice 
in the arrangement of motifs (in the 'spot' type of sampler)13, 
and the colours was occasionally allowed at the discretion of 
the teacher. 
It seems that some teachers were aware of the poverty of 
girls$ education for there are samplers which suggest that an 
attempt was made to make them educational if the almanack and 
map samplers are any indication. 
14 soon however the ideology 
of feminine domesticity was transmitted tbrough-the samplers 
houses and flowers appeared in the nineteenth century. 
15 
Plain Sewing 
Plain Sewing consisted of stitches which could be used 
to form seams (i. e. to hold two pieces of fabric together). 
Stitches such as running, faggoting, blanket stitch etc. fell 
into this category before the sewing machine took over. After 
this, some of the stitches themselves became classified as 
'embroidery'. 
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Although 'Plain Sewinet was officially recommended for 
inclusion in the elementary school curriculum only in 1840 
16 
teachers were being appointed to teach 'Plain sewing, knitting 
and VArking' as early as 1825.17 The manifest function of this 
subject vas to afford the flower orders' a means of acquiring a 
source of livelihood through skills they were no longer able to 
learn at home. 
18 The latent function was rooted in the ideology 
of social stratification. Had this not been so, the pupils would 
have been allowed to learn the total skills of dressinking thereby 
enabling them to improve their marketability. Instead, they were, 
despite the protestations of the R. M. 19. deprived of the opportunity 
to learn the art of pattern making, cutting out and assembling 
garments. 
19 Only the laborious, lengthy seams were their lot. 
By this means they were to acquire knowledge which would not 
evaporate later on through lack of use 
20 
yet which would teach 
them their place in life. In addition they were to develop the 
attitudes of submissiong servitude and endurance- 
These attributes were also inculcated through embroidery 
which mainly constituted 'Samplers'ý' so that the social indoctrination 
of girls into their future occupational and sexual roles was inevitable. 
Plain seving was a popular subject with school Managers and 
Governors. This was for several reasons. They were faced with 
compulsory education which was to be provided at minimal cost. Imbued 
with the ideology of oapitalism the education system was to operate 
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likewise; capital investment was to be matched by output and 
mass production methods were to maximise production. The 
response to Love's dictum 
22 that if education was not efficient 
it should at least be oheapq was amply met through the domestic 
subjects. An a subject needlework required no investment of 
capital such as books or other materials which would decline 
with age. Needlework was self-supportive. All materials were 
provided by the parents or, if supplied by the education authority 
were sold as completed articles# 
23 
The attractiveness of 
needlework to teachers was enhanced by a sleight of hand in the 
payment-by-results era. Needlevoxk was an lobligatoryl subject 
within the tripartite classification of the curriculum: this 
grouped subject into 'obligatory, ' which included the three R's 
and needlework; 'Specific' which included the domestic subjects 
(Rome Economy) as the counterpart to boys' Science, eto. and 
'Class' subjects within which needlework could be included but 
not in addition to it as an 'obligatory' subject. Thus as a 
class subject it could attract virtually the equivalent Of the 
first Class subject without much cost. 
s .. 
Fixed grant 46 
merit =mt I 
Needlevork 
Singing 
4 
per head 
Elementary subjects 71 per azmum 
let-Wass Embjects 16 
2nd-Class subjects 1 
Specific subject (cookery) 11 
17 51 
(source: Report of the Ccmittee of Council on Education 1885-1886 
British P. P. Vol. XXIV) 
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The dichotomy between manifest and latent social ideologies 
is highlighted by this manipulation: the manifest, to educate the 
people, was seemingly being carried out even to the extent that 
both girls and boys could take two 'Class' subjects; the latent 
one, of socio-sexual subjection was effected through the restrictions 
in the curriculum. 
Yet another prop for the ideology of the inevitability of 
differential ability being inherited within a social class framework 
was that of the 'Faculties' 
24 
which psychologists were propounding. 
This held that .... 
*The minAls various forms of activities can be 
separately treated and trained. " 25 
The theory was based on two assumptions: that the faculties existed 
and that they could be trained. In the case of the lintellectuall 
faculties (imaginatiort, judgement, reasoningg perception, memory) 
they were not seen as pertaining to needlework. As it was then 
taught# this =Y well have been the case. Iýut the blame for this 
could be laid at the door of the teaching profession rather than 
the nature of the subject itself. perhaps though, the real problem 
was the system of financing which inevitably circumscribed the 
subject with oonsiderable constraints. 
26 
Potentiallyt needlecraft in its broad perspective has the 
capability to fulfil all these 'faculties' and more. The crucial 
processes which would in fact have utilined thems cutting out and 
constructing garments, were carried out by teachers as part of 
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their preparation in the early dayel even though this was not 
intended. 
27 The practice may have been due not only to the 
fear of making mistakes but also to reflection of teachers' 
expectation as to their pupils' abilities. It seems fair to 
assume that the working classes would not be credited with the 
ability to comprehend the more complex processes. This would 
accord with the ideology of social differentiation and occupation. 
Had later educational theories prevailed theng it would have 
been seen that this was but a question of the self-fulfilling 
prophecy and that the intellectual abilities were largely 
restrained by the low ceiling put on available knowledge. Even 
today (1976) owing to various pressures of time and fear of 
costly mistakes, an well as the teacher's professional reputation, 
garments are not infrequently completed or the more difficult 
processes worked by older pupils. This is also a means of cutting 
costs when older pupils do not bring work. 
28 
A move to separate gazuent making and household sewing was 
made in the nineteen-fortigg. 
29 I)resscraft was seen as creative 
in contrast to the more restrictive mending and patching. However, 
this appears to have gained little support initiallyp probably for 
reasons of the extra cost involved mad the now directions in vhich 
the subject might move. year of the w2known seem to have hampered 
developeents in the needlework field. 
30 
With regard to the second sAirumption underlying the Iftcultyl 
theory, that of a subject as a training ground for the mindq 
needlework was deemed to be a non-starter. Since it apparently 
#failed' to utilise the faculties already referred to, it was also 
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valueless as a training mechanism for other subjects. Current 
experience would indicate the falseness of this claim. The ability 
of students from the broad range of the domestic subjects to adapt 
to and orgenise their academic studies has been considerably 
remarked upon; it is however outside the scope of this study to 
examine this more closely. 
31 
Whilst at the time the 'Facultyl theory pertained maimly to 
elementary education it nevertheless led to a lack of pupils 
wishing to develop needlework at secondary level. Another cause 
of this reticence however my have been due to its being 'badly 
taught' in the early y9ars. 
32 Teachers had of necessity to take 
the subject in their trsining, regaxdless of ability or desire, 
resulting in many reluctant recruits. 
SecmdarY Schools 
i) Early days 
One of the major aspects relating to the domestic subjects 
and girls' secondary education is that of the privats, schools' role- 
It bas been said that many headmistressest among then Miss Beale 
and Miss Buss, were strongly opposed to them. There is however 
evidence to the contrary in at least a number of c&898.33 
Private schools were hampered by bulging timetables and 
the cost of providing for the subject . 
34 Nevertheless, Readmistresses 
such as the Misses 31eale and Buse made considerable efforts to ensure 
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good conditions for the teaching of practical subjects, of-ton against, 
considerable odds. 
35 Both Nine Buse and the London Collegiate were 
quite generous in their -time allowance for needlework out of a genuine 
concern for its value. Indeed, the London Collegiate even went so far 
as to institute examinations in the subject thereby raising its status 
and giving it emphasis. Yet these schools are traditionally noted 
for their academic bias. 
Sheffield Central Higher Board School was also very generous 
in its time allocation to the domestic subjects. This appears to 
have been at the expense of Mathematics and Science however. 
36 A 
truer evaluation of the time factor =q be appreciated when a 
comparison in made with the grant refusal rate which was somewhat 
higher in Sheffield then in many other aress. 
37 
ii) The middle decades - 20th Century 
In the ideological euphoria which followed the second world_ 
war that of egalitarianism, was perhaps the most influential in 
educational circles. This was reflected in the nineteen forty-fOur 
Education Act in which the concept of Comprehensive education was 
foreshadowed. Like other practical subjects needlework was to 
benefit from the expanding educational budget and society's guilt 
complex which was exacerbated by the findings about inequality of 
opportunity-38 Tot once again the ability of a dominant group to 
adapt its ideology to suit its own ends is revealed. Support for 
Comprehensive education was forthcomin , not out of a genuine concern 
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for the betterment of educational provisions for all but out of 
a realination that a Grammar school place being available was often 
determined by one's geographical location. That this van so is 
amply illustrated by the type of internal organination so often 
employeds the Ccuprehensive schools all too often were merely 
larger replicas of the Grammar schools with the domestic imbjeots 
preserved for the attention of the less-able. The 'lower orders', 
believing that the middle classes were VOrklug for their bmofit, 
legitimised their actions. The realities Of the situation only 
became clarified when it was too late to redirect events- 
39 Thus 
the middle classes' ability to perpetuate their ideology was again 
manifested. 
In cenjunction vith the ideology of equality of opportunity 
the concept of C. S. E. was born. Since among other things, life-obanoe84O 
determined and were determined by laeademic success' the demand for 
paper qualifications escalated, fanned by the rewards ccamination 
work brought to teachers. The Certificate of Secondary Eftoation 
was envisaged as a Emma of affording a much wider range of pupils 
some means of advertising their success. The domestic subjects were 
among the earliest to take advantage of this now examination which 
offered teachers a very considerable voice in the design and 
management of schemes. 
UnfortmatelY C. S. R. n**dlework has becom more socially 
divisive than ever the General Certificate in Education or its 
forebears (0-9- SOhO01 Certificate) vas- The OurriOUIUM Of the 
Needlework 
kpart frcým C-armenL construction ý, on the dcclinc to 
cost and social conditions) modern Needlework includes 
traditional embroidery. MaAy of the stitches used derive 
from 'Plain Sewinrl stitches such as Herringbone, Feather 
and Blanket stitch. Tt is linked to studies in design 
and texture . 
Iq 
-7 
Modern needlework also incorporates 'Creative Rmbroidery'. 
In this, the texture and design of the materials used is 
of greater importance than the traditional concept of 
'perfection' in craft skills. The stitches are often merely 
functional and are suDplanted by adhesive in some instances (photographs by courtesy of Hope Valley Collere, T)erbyshire) 
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C. S. E. is muoh broader than that of the G, C. E, 
41 
C. S. E. involves 
creative embroidery, dress, a 'Project' and some theory. Whenever 
there is an opportunity to invoke superiority it appears to be 
grasped, however unintentionally. Those pupils who axe able to 
benefit from parental wealth or attention do so - the classic areas 
which have been shown to give advantage in academic achievement. 
More affluent pupils enhance their work by means of better materia. 1s, 
photographst visits in connection with their projects eto. Similarly, 
parents who can afford to devote time to helping their offspring, 
makin up garmentst takin them on educational visits, enhance their 
children's chances. Thus the poor pupil is doubly disadvantaged in 
the C. S. E. 
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Measures to counteract some of these problems might be the 
introduction of a cost-ceiling and the means to ensure that all work 
was carried out on the school premises, or at least under the 
direction of the teacher. But this would be to destroy other 
educational objectives such as co-operation between home and school. 
Likewise, inherent timetabling difficulties would make it impossible 
to cater for the varying rates of pupil performance. 
With the general development of the curriculum one of the 
most recent moves has been the incorporation of needlework into 
the art sector. Whilst this obviously has some advantages in terms 
of synthesising and expanding knowledge, it also has the disadvantage 
of discouraging many pupils who have the interest and manipulative 
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ability to do dresemking and allowed skills but who have neither 
the ability or desire to do art. In terms of societal and personal 
investment this is perhaps an unfortunate move if, as appears to 
be happenin , it becomes mutually exclusive. The move is being 
accelerated by, the creation of 'Design Centres' which are discussed 
elsewhere. 
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cmclusim 
The educational value of Needleworkq especially dresscraft, 
has yet to be fully appreciated. Early attitudes have largely 
prevailed towards the subject. This may have stemmed from the use 
of untrained personnel in the early days (e. g. the Vioar's wife) or 
the compulsory nature of the subject which may have bred resentment. 
As a subject it has been a Ica=iOrl Of sOcial ideOlOgiAs 
par excellence. This is understandable when one appreciates the 
social distance between teacher and pupil and the cirevastances 
su. rrounding their interactions. The association of needlework with 
poverty and low academic ability has led to its low esteem. Teachers' 
attitudes would have been transmitted to their pupils, albeit 
unintentionally, for attitudes are caught not taught; they are 
learned through interaction with significant others in particular, 
and the teacher would most probably fa, 11 into this category. 
The craft image still largely obtainev not the tartistic' 
or 'creative$. The equation with low-ability is perhaps its 
greatest drawback and'until pupils of all ability levels are allowed 
to indulge in this occupation so will the potential of the subject 
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be depressed. Sapport from official bodies indicates the degree 
to which social ideologies pervade the subject; its gender-based 
association has long been a drawback. Although there are moves 
to change this other problems of continuity have to be overcome 
if any advantage is to be gained from enabling boys to learn the 
art. 
There is a need to change the image of the subject. 
44 This 
could be achieved perhaps if teachers were prepared to adopt some 
of the trade practices which facilitate speedy completion of 
articles, even though this may offend the individual teacher's 
notion of 'craft standards'. As a subject there is a need to be 
aware of current social values which alter with the changing 
social context: Istandards' are relative. ftilure to adapt to 
and appreciate these factors will surely spell the death of 
needlework, in which case all that the subject has to offer will 
be lost, not merely told skills' still cherished by many teachers 
but few pupils. 
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Part II 
Clhal)ter IV 
Pedagogy and Knowledge in the Dmeatic Subjects 
"Knowledge is power" 
Francis Bacon 
"Knowledge is change" 
Alvin Toffler 
Introduction 
In the light of available evidence it is suggested that the 
pedagogy contained within the domestic subjects has reflected social 
ideologies, rather than educational beliefs. The pedagogical 
relationship, it could be argued, has remained essentially an 
authoritarian one with little deference to changes in learning 
theory. In a subject not dominated by exte=al examinations to 
the degree that 'traditional' academic subjects have been, it might 
be surmised that (pedagogical) freedom would emancipate the subject 
in an era of rapid curriculum development. That its boundaries have 
expanded in an era of almost frenetic educational change is not to 
be disputed'; but this, it is argued, has only increased its 
eclectic propensities. The nature of the pedagogical relationship 
in terms of teaching methods and teacher-pupil relationships have 
remained stubbornly Victorianised. 
2 
The curriculum is socially and historically located and 
culturally dete=ined: it does not develop in a vacuum. It proceeds 
on the basis of beliefs " ... about how people learng what himm 
beings should be like, what society is., @3 Consequent; 17 educational 
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ideologiesp stemming from social ideologies, are reflected in the 
school curriculum. In this chapter the question of ideological 
effects will be considered in relation to the total curriculum 
(i. e. all that goes on in the school)4 but particular stress will 
be laid upon what might be described as the 'traditional' definition 
of curriculum, namely,, the transmission of knowledge in the formal 
situation. There is no doubt that the 'hidden' aurrioulum, (i. e. 
the social organisation, patterns of behaviour,. teacher-pupil 
relationships, extra-curricular activities, dress etc. ) also 
reflect reigning ideologies. The two are closely interrelated 
but not necessarily even indicative of each other as will be shown. 
Similarly verbal and non-verbal culture as defined by Leach5 
will be shown to be extremely influential in broad curriculum terms. 
Indeed, the latter may explain why the question of formal and 
'informal' teaching methods is in fact subordinate to the teacher's 
power and quite often negates the influence of the curriculum 
structure per se. A teacherts charisma is perhaps the most crucial 
factor in the pedagogical relatimehip 
6: it is an 'intrinsic' link. 
7 
The Formal Curriculum 
The fomal curriculum (however organioed) is concerned with 
the transmission of knowledge. it centres upon the dominant culture 
of society. To say however that it " ... represents a social 
consenoue"8 is to ignore the means by which this apparent consensus 
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is obtained. The power of schools to promote or reject works 
(e. g. in art) and the power of patronage9 have been instrumental 
in the formation of this consensus. Similarly, the access to 
channels of commmication is an important element. 
Prom this, the inevitable division between 'Eight and 'Folks 
culture (written and oral respectively)lo can be explained through 
the availability or othervisev of commmication means : 'Eight 
culture is likely to enjoy a wider and faster transmission than 
'Folk' culture and therefore is favourably advantaged. Thus what 
becomes accepted as 'culture' and deemed worthy to be passed on to 
succeeding generations may once again be said to be the prerogative 
of a dominant group or groups and not based on a consensus. Consensus 
in relation to the curriculum is likewise more apparent than real, 
although in the last decade there have been considerable moves to 
bring about change. 
The formal curriculum has been governed by ideologies 
regarding :- 
i) The kind of person it is desired to produce. 
ii) Knowledge deemed to be woitby of 'passing On'. 
Historically 'states of knowledge$ have constituted the focal point 
of curriculum design and construction : more recently stress has been 
laid an Iways of knowingf. This change stems from the recognition 
that rapid social and technological change renders states of 
knowledge obsolete often before they have even been arrived at. 
Over the centuries types of curricula have evolved each based on 
ideologies then prevalent. 
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'Classical' and IRmantict ou=ioula 
It is possible to identify 'ideal' types of curricula stemmin 
from 'Classic' and 'Romantic' ideologies. When these are juxtaposed 
with Skilbeck's definition of the dichotomy posited by these two 
curriculum models the influence of social ideologies can be appreciated. 
Forms and dichotomies of the 'Classical' & 'Romantic# cu=icula 
Forms of curriculum, Dichotcaies of curriculum 
Classical Romantic Classical Romantic 
enibJect-centred, child-centred, standards expression 
skills creativity structure style 
instruction experience Mity diversity 
information discovery excellence excellencies 
obedience awareness rationality experiences 
conformity originality culture subculture 
discipline freedm 12 
What perhaps these models do highlight is the ideology of 
individualism: each was envis aged as being the means of creating 
'individuals'. The changes of ideology giving rise to these two 
models indicates that ideologies are responses to cultural, social 
and psychological strains13 and that they are relative to the social 
conditions and the nature of social relationships prevailing at a 
given time. 
14 The era of the 'Romantic' curriculum (post second-world 
war) witnessed many societal changes not least in the sphere of social 
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relationships and ste=433 from war-time experiences. 
Although the two types of curriculum are frequently contrasted 
and polarized15 - itself indicative of the conflict between an existing 
and assertive ideology, it could be said that there is a sense of 
hierareby between them: the 'Classical' is seen as being embraced as 
a prerequisite, of the 'Romantic'. Certainly they were never intended 
to be mutually exclusive. 
16 
The concepts of 'Classicism' and 'Romanticism' are implicitly 
contained within Bernstein's analysis of lou=ioul'um codes'. In 
these he sees the nature of the pedagogical relationship changing with 
the structure of the curriculumv whether there is a 'tight' or 'relaxed# 
classification and framing of the curriculum. The Classical curriculum 
falls within the tight formulat the Romantic in the (more) relaxed. 
Prevailing social ideologies will determine which type of curriculum 
will. be dominant in a given era although a mixture of the two is more 
likely to exist in reality. 
Thus ideologies govern both the ourriculum content and the 
methods of implementation. The latter will include curriculum design 
(i. e. whether a 'Collection' or 'Integrated' code 
17)and teaching methods. 
Each will be strongly influenced by the type of conimmity envisaged 
18 
and the nature of social relationships in particular. Much will also 
depend on whether this refers to the current society or an anticipated 
one. The difference lies in whether the society is an hierarchical oneq 
where relationships are based on a social order and in which the 
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individual is seen as serving society, a 'Contract, community 
in which the individual is envisaged as having freedom but within 
the constraints of a social order,, or alternativelyt as a 'Communitas' 
where the problem of social order is not weighed against the 
indi I vidual's freedom. 
19 
Classification 
The traditional curriculum structure was of the 'Collection' 
code where subjects constituted a collection of segregated areas of 
knowledge. The 'Classical' curriculum was structured on this basis 
and the pedagogical relationship was an authoritarian one in which 
the teacher had immense power over the pupil for he was regarded as 
the fountain of knowledge. This concept arose from ruling ideologies 
of the day. When compulsory education for the masses was instituted 
(1870) home and work were becomi increasingly separated and 
the life-routine compartmentalised. Work roles were clearly defined 
as was the socýal order, relatively speaking. 
20 As a microcosm of 
society the education system reflected this. 
Even though the sources of knowledge are now much wider this 
organisation remains to a very considerable extent. Knowledge is 
classified on the basis of past knowledge: the boundaries between 
subjects was strongly linsulated, 
21 
and the interconnectedness of 
knowledge, especially that of 'everyday knowledge' was frequently 
denied or ignored. 
With lhalgýing social values and hence relationships, the nature 
of 'permissible knowledget has also changed. Methods of teaching 
increasingly allow both for intuitive thinking and everyday knowledge 
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to be incorporated in the learning process. The teacher's approach 
is likely to be less formal where an lintegratedt curriculum is 
operational and the power relationship more equalised. 
22 
The value of Bernstein's notion of curriculum analysis in 
terms of 'Classification' and 'Framing' is nowhere more apposite 
than in the Domestic Subjects, particularly for the light it throws 
on interpersonal relationships in terms of degrees of power. There 
seems to be a considerable difference between the domestic subjects 
and others. 
It is frequently maintained that the nature of the domestic 
subject determines the behaviour patterns of those who take it up 
as an occupation. Indeed, it is often argued that only a certain 
type of personality enters the profession. This would be a recipe 
for robotism. It is considered here that the intrinsic nature of 
the subject is in fact denied and that other factorep such as the 
classification and framing of the school curriculum and social and 
psychological factors, extrinsic to the actual subject matterl are 
more relevantly to blame. 
The Domestic Subjects (Home Economics) is one of the most 
strongly classified subjects in the curriculum. This has largely 
been the result of socio-economic factors. The early training of 
the domestic subjects teachers in separate institutions from the 
normal teacher training colleges, and the housing of the subject 
in special centres tended to make it a 'subject apart' in more 
than a literal sense. Self reliance was a necessity. 
23 
With the 
incorporation of the teacher training element Into normal colleges 
this should have declined. At first, the Inormalisation, process 
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was a case of monoteabnic institutions operating a three year course. 
Of itself this afforded a degree Of superiority in comparison with 
the two year training of other teachers. 
24 The subsequent integration 
of domestic subjects with other courses (as at Totley) was an attempt 
to avoid the consequences of their individualism. Ostensibly, this 
should have led to a less tight classification. In the event however, 
the continued separateness of Rome Economics courses, as well as the 
pbysical isolation, both in schools and Colleges, tends to make for 
a 'total institution' ethos. 
25 Tight time-table schedules in schools 
and Colleges allow less time for intercourse with other staff. By 
the same tokeng fewer extraneous duties fall upon them26 : this has 
the effect of making them 'a race apart', although the scene is now 
27 
Domestic subjects are also more linsulatedI28 than other 
subjects: teachers may not substitute for the Rome Economist in at 
least the practical aspect* due partly to the problem of insurance. 
In addition however, it would appear that the fierce protectionism 
is an aid to their self-identity. By stressing that their knowledge 
in not merely 'everyday, knowledge, domestic subjects teachers are 
perhaps attempting to protect themselves from the effects of being 
in a non-degree subject. 
29 
With changing social values and relationships the nature of 
permissible knowledge has also changed. Bo=daries are much more 
permeable. Methods of teaching increasingly allow for both everyday 
knowledge and intuitive thinking to be incorporated in the leaxning 
process. 
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In conclusion, it may be argued that the strong classification 
may be the death knell of the subject if it persists. If pupils 
cannot afford the means of participation3O and alternatives are not 
forthcoming, then the subject in its present form may die. Some 
Headteachers and L. E. As have urged this on the grounds though of its 
irrelevance to modem living. 
31 Some schools however are seeking 
redirection32 : pioneering is going on with incorporating it into 
either Sociology schemes or Humanities programmes . 
33 
What is 
significant is the fact that the synthesis has not been the other 
way round. 
34 
The strength of framing in the domestic subjects has led to 
=ch of its troubles today. Within the concept there are three 
elements: selection, organisation and pacing. 
35 
i) Selection 
The selection of knowledge items in the domestic subjects 
has been socially and economically determined rather than educationally. 
36 
These factors have been discussed elsewhere but it suffices to say 
that selection is a crucial factor in retaining pupils' interest. 
So also is pacing of that knowledge. If the material merely repeats 
what a pupil already known and perhaps does frequently at home, then 
the interest is likely to evaporate rapidly. It appears that no 
allowance is made for the varying level of pre-knowledge in a class: 
the tclass lesson' is still the normal mode of communication. This 
has been the practice from the early days. 
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In the past, the selection of material was governed by the 
requirements of potential employers. Today it is determined in 
large measure by the demands of parents. 
37 These may be affected 
by individual beliefs, tastes and habits and consequently totally 
anti-educational. Selection may also be affected to a considerable 
extent by pbysical restrictions and financial exigencies, imposed 
directly or indirectly by L. E. As. 
38 Political factors also enter 
into such decisions, especially at the local level. For example, 
only specific sources may be used for the purchase of materials in 
some cases when in reality it would be far cheaper to have freedom 
of choice, such as bulk purchasing or through local Mille. 
Experimental work is necessarily curtailed if available resources 
are restricted to the more expensive sources as is frequently the 
case in such instances. In addition, the limited stock carried 
by some of the designated shops may also inhibit the range of work 
undertakent particularly in the case of garments. 
From research findingB39 it seem that a major-factor in 
the selection of knowledge items in the teacher's own former education. 
pruning of the body of knowledge to the level of relevance appropriate 
to the current needs of society appears to be undertaken reluctantly 
and minimally. The authority of the chief H. M. I. for Rome Economics 
has not it seems been very effectivet the idea of 'six basic recipes' 
has met with little success. 
40 
In conclusion, it would seem that the selection of knowledge 
items is historically influenced and socially and economically 
determined. True educational considerations are all too frequently 
forced into the background. 
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ii) organisatim 
Organisation of knowledge can be on an 'integrated' or 
'collective' basis as with the curriculum in general. To date, 
the tendency has beeng in the domestic subjects, to organise it 
on a 'collective' basis. This has produced problems of interrelating 
across knowledge-areas, as in the case of nutrition and food. It is 
said that nutrition is the ]LbW and food the how of good health. 
41 
On a 'collective' basis however, it may take many years before the 
two elements are synthesised. 
42 Certainly the Bird's We Food 
survey (1963) would support this finding: after more than seventy 
years of education in food values those interviewed had only a 
flow level' of understanding about nutrition. 
43 Some ten years 
later many more interviewees were at least aware of vitamins. 
However, this could be due to other forms of education such as 
advertisements. Even then, only fifty per cent of those interviewed 
mentioned proteins whilst twenty-five mentioned iron or calcium. 
44 
The fact that many of those interviewed had a treasonably 
good' diet45 may be dae to other sources of infOrMstiOnt such as 
women's magazines and 'Health, journaleg which publish articles 
relating to modern illnesses (eoge coronaries). Similarlyt the wide 
choice of foods available in British shops may be a contributory 
factor. This in particularly noticeable when comparisons are made 
between the E. E. C. countries and the national idiosyncrasies of 
physical structure are noted. 
46 Sach a view however must be tempered 
by the current problem of obesity. 
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It was the advent of R. O. S. L. A. (1973) that brought at least 
some attempt at a reassessment of knowledge items - but then only 
for the final year group. Some L. E. As- were a source of authority 
in this respect: they provided special units (e. g. Imneashire) on 
the advice of their Advisers. These units offered a variety of 
internal designs to headteachers. Basically the aim was to provide 
a large open-plan type of accommodation which would facilitate an 
integrated approach to the entire curriculum for that year group 
at least. But, as ever, power itself lay with the Headteachers: 
many saw these units as a much needed source of extra teaching 
space - on the old classroom basis. Consequently many of these 
units were enclosed and furnished in the traditional style, often 
to the extent of rows of desks. This effectively annihilated any 
new teachine-learning situation. 
Historically, the study areas of the domestic subjects have 
been discrete, except where they were combined as the 'Domestic 
Subjects' (1909)47. Power to effect this has rested with the 
individual teacher usually. The source of their power can be 
seen as having been located in the training establishments which 
may be regarded as the source of authority for the teacher since 
she so often has been conditioned by it into certain practices and 
beliefs. This# together with the reversion to methods etc. which 
she herself was taught by tend to perpetuate the organisation of 
knowledge within the 'traditional' patterns. Change may however 
be enforced by the necessary reorganisation contingent upon the 
construction of new degree courses. This will depend though on 
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whether the point of departure is the concept of inviolate knowledge 
items or whether the end product (i. e. the type of person to be 
produced) is the primary concern. In the light of available evidence, 
it seems that the former will prevail. 
48 It is suggested that this 
will consequently produce an inbuilt conservatism yet W in. 
Prom all the evidence offered,, it seems thatp with rare 
exceptionev the reorganisation of knowledge is unlikely to occur: 
teachers, although expressing concern about the 'overcrowded third 
year, 
49, do not appear to consider any altmatives. College tutors 
likewise seem concerned to provide courses which will enable teachers 
to teach the crowded third year. Thus the problem is circulatory t 
in attempting to break the cycle the question of pacing might well 
hold the answer. 
iii) Pacing 
Pacing in of major conce= to the domestic subjects for 
it governs the image and consequently the status of the subject. 
Pacing is a matter of the release-rate of knowledge. 
Originally, the pacing of knowledge was influenced by the 
physical conditions. Large classes and little equipment or money 
meant that knowledge was dispensed only slowly. Groups of pupils 
took turns at doing component parts of recipes. 
50 Alternativelyv 
the demonstration was given one week while groups of girls performed 
the practical part in the ensuing weeks - often resulting in a three 
week delay between the two. Sillitoe's comment about the lengthy 
ill 
adherence to this practice (i. e. the 'demonstration' being apart 
from the'practical) is still very pertinent today, for it is still 
widely in vogue, a week's interval being commonplace. 
51 
Thus it can be appreciated that the pacing was largely 
governed by the methodology employed: this in turn was determined 
by economic factors. In the final analysis of course, this is a 
matter of social evaluation of the subject in terms of its tworth' 
and perceived educational value. It may be argued that it was the 
affection of the teachers for the 'demonstration' which has hindered 
progress in the subject. It appears to have inhibited the development 
of other modes of commumication. 
The concept of class teaching is its anchor. It is this 
practice which prevents any allowance for variations in previous 
knowledge within a class group. It is quite often the case that 
pupils from the working classes have considerable previous knowledge 
(e. g. of cake making or child care) as the result of enforced 
experience. Similarly, the subsequent pacing of the knowledge may 
be unsuitable for those pupils who have facilities for interim practice. 
The pacing of knowledge is thug seen to be governed by the 
obsession with the uniform approach. This was established in the 
early days of needlework teaching when the 'class method' was 
introduced. 
52 Then it was the result of social values and economic 
pressures and may be viewed as inevitable in the circumstances. In 
any caseg the 'previous knowledge' was hardly a matter for concern 
since the potential knowledge was considerably less than today and 
the acquisition of it unlikely, given the existing social conditions. 
53 
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Pacing of knowledge was also governed by edicts from the 
Department of Education and Science. The notion that the knowledge 
should accord with the 'Standard' requirements ensured this. This 
appears to have been at variance with other subjects in the nineteenth 
century when promotion of pupils was determined on the basis of ability. 
Added to this, the practice of filling up places in the cookery classes 
regardless of ability levels was a hampering influencel, 
54 despite the 
help given by Organisers (adjuncts to the Inspectorate). Today there 
is a noted antipathy on the part of teachers of the domestic subjects 
towards mixed ability classes. This is because they see the problem 
of pacing as being heightened in a practical subject. 
55 Should the 
method of teaching be changed though, it is suggested that the problem 
would disappeax of itself. It is perhaps a matter of conviction with 
regard to educational values. Certainly on the class basis, a group 
of pupils can only go as fast as the slowest member of the group, 
unless it is accepted that some will be stranded in the sea of knowledge. 
Thus a obange to the group method would, it is maintained, ease the 
problem of pacing. 
If the idea that pacing was a central feature of knowledge 
disposition, the antagonism towards one-year sixth form courses would 
be resolved. 
56 The opportunities afforded by such courses to pupils 
who might otherwise never experience the domestic subjects could then 
be exploited. It might also encourage 'brighter' pupils to enter the 
field. 
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At the College levelp pacing is also open to criticism. 
57 
Although some Colleges make very adequate arrangements for students 
of varying ability levels, 58 nevertheless some students feel 
insufficiently 'stretched' by their courses. 
59 This suggests that 
the pacing is insufficiently rigorous. 
60 
Curriculum structure and pedagogical relationships have 
frequently been influenced by psychological theoryt theories regarding 
the learning process, motivation etc. But psychological theories, 
it may be argued, embody and reflect social ideologies. 
61 
They not 
infrequently lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy syndrome. Sociological 
factors influencing learning ability were not appreciated when the 
phenomenon of psychology hit the educational world. 
Psychometry in the curriculum 
The Psychology industry invaded the edur-ational scene in the 
nineteen twenties, coming in the main from America. As the result 
of Burt's 
62 
and others work the theory of intelligence inheritability 
was established and became highly effective. It was maintained that 
an individual's potentiaj. could be estimated on the basis of inherited 
capacity vhich was measurable at about eleven years old. Thereforeq 
according to potential, a $suitable' education should be provided. 
Thus an effective ceiling was put on a child's learming: for many this 
was a very low ceiling. But it suited the social hierarchy to be 
'supported' in this way. The effect of teacher-power in the ability 
stakes was only very slowly recognised, as was the influence of the 
home. 
63 
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The rash of test material was evidence of a major industry. 
64 
It excluded other possible contributory factors by offering 'scientific' 
evidence. Inevitably, as psychometry became devalued, social 
explanations replaced it. An offshoot of this was Bernstein's work 
65 
which, while'it related to language initially, became transferred 
(perhaps conveniently for teachers) to the general ability scene, 
The intention was to explain the derivation of academic inequality 
in terms of sooial-olass background. Unfortunately it came to be 
regarded as inevitable. Thus what may well have been intended to 
stimulate positive discrimin ion in reality led to an acceptance 
of the concept of sooial-olass differential ability. Thus was the 
myth perpetuated. The manipulation of findings to support ideologies 
of stratification was again effective. 
Under this concept of inbuilt academic Potential (or deficiency) 
achievement rests on the mastery of specific kIlOwl9dgep mapped out 
in tchunks' to be taught by the 'expertl and unquestioningly digested 
by the compulsorily coordinated learner. In this situation the teacher 
had the I right to define what constituted tworthwhile knowledge 
66 
which itself was determined largely by social ideologies. What 
psychometry did was to support convergent thinkers. 
With the questioning and erosion of assumptions (the nature v 
nurture controversy) the fixedness of the I. Q. became challenged: 
the mind became envisaged as active rather than static. 
67 
The 
phenomenological paradigm wan invoked. 
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Phenomenology in the curriculum 
Changed concepts regarding the mental capacities of pupils 
influenced curriculum patterns and pedagogical relationships. 
Integrated curricula (in various gtxises) became more widely used 
particularly at the lower age levels. Respect for the child's 
subjective knowledge enhanced the 'linking' mechanism of the 
learning process. Hitherto this had been rejected, an effective 
stop-mechanism for many pupils. 
68 
Curricula became consbýucted 
on a 'project' base, self-learning programmes eto. 
This curriculum paradigm has been slow to permeate the 
secondary level because they are still affected considerably by 
the problem of professional identityp governed as it is by the 
examination system. But the phenomenological ideology is now 
making an impact. This is testified to by the controversy surrounding 
the curriculum content and the concept of a 'core' ourriculum*69 
Bernstein highlights the contrasts betveen the psychometric 
and phenomenological paradigms in his analysis of 'Classification 
and Framing' in the curriculum, although he does not refer specifically 
to these models. He notes the changing nature of the power relationship 
between teacher and pupil according to whether the curriculum is 
structured on a 'Collection' or an 'Integrated' basis. 
70 
In the realm of the domestic subjects phenomenology appears 
to have made little ivWt. 
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peda, qogy in the Domestic Subjects 
The domestic subjects suffer from the effects of psychometry. 
As a subject it tends to receive those pupils rated as academically 
deficient. However, it must be asked as to whether the effects have 
not been emphasised unnecessarily. A collection type code tends to 
operate and little or no account is taken of pupils' subjective 
knowledge. The 'class' teaching method which the collection type 
code favours does not easily accommodate individualised learning 
programmes which are indicated if different pre-knowledge is allowed 
for. Although individual differences in learning rates have been 
long recognised in educational circles it seems that the domestic 
subjects are not moving towards such acknowledgement in either sphere. 
71 
Needlework 
In the daYs of 'Art' needlework,, individual teaching was the 
norm. 
72 However, 'Class' teaching was brought to Britain in 1873 
from Darmstadt by Mrs. AYcogh Floyer. 73 The need for a more 'scientific' 
method of teaching was required in the large classes of elementary 
schools when Plain Sewing was introduced. This accorded with the 
age, which reoognised the $scientific mind' and sought precision 
and rationality in all processes. 
The pedagogical relationship was an authoritarian ane and the 
methodolo&7 was suitably supportive : processes were taught by the 
, Mrill, 1174 which were of the I ... utmost importance' . 
75 
These Mrills 
were the outcome of education being regarded as a Isciancel. 
76 The 
idea underlying this concept was that many children together could be 
made to " ... act with the precision of an individual". 
77 
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It was said that the drills " ... help to interest and 
attract", but it seems probable, in the light of prevailing social 
ideologies, that they aimed to cultivate " ... prompt attention 
and obedience". 
78 It was probably very true that the exercises 
also could be said to develop habits of observation and imitation79 
not least through fear of the consequences if they were vneuccessful. 
This, together with the idea that the drills built skill and 
knowledge 'line upon line and little by little' 
80 
must have been 
a major factor in the rejection of Needlework by many as a "mindless 
and petty occupation". 
This collective teaching method was retained even when the 
sewing machine was developed sufficiently to take over some of the 
more arduous, uninteresting processes and pupils were allowed to 
carry out more of the planning and cutting out operations. It was 
only when the concept of individual differencesq and consequently 
the notion of different rates of progress developed, that the 'framing' 
of the subject was relaxed somewhat. Howeverp class teaching, with 
everyone doing the same pattern and process simultaneously can still 
be found quite frequently. 81 This suggests that the subject is 
still regarded by some teachers as a linear me with chunks of 
knowledge to be learned in sequence. But some teachers have relaxed 
their framing and practiced the integrated approach, allowing the 
pupil to develop at her own pace and virtually in whatever direction 
she chooses. This is facilitated by detailed record keeping of 
individuals' progress which enables the teacher to ensure that each 
pupil does cover all the basic processes etc. during the overall 
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course. The pupil is thus motivated because she is able to follow 
fashionst a feature which has become increasingly important in an 
era of 'self-development' and rapid change. 
'Classification' of the subject has also altered to a degree, 
although this is internal adaptation rather than in relation to 
other subjects. From 'Plain Sewing', dressmaking/dresscraft developed 
and it was urged that needlework, as household sewing, repairing etc. 
should be included with Houseeraft instead of with dress per so. 
82 
Gradually, as education expanded, subject bo d ies became more 
elastic and personal empires were built, so needlework as 'Dress 
and Embroidery' moved eratically towards the Art sphere. It became 
associated with Idesignt on the grounds that this was an integral 
part of the subject. 
83 To a degree this may be so, but 'creativity' 
has many faces: by stressing the creative aspect as design so strongly,, 
many pupils who are capable and enjoy the constructional aspect of 
creativity are being imperceptibly excluded from the subject. Thus 
there is a clash of ideologies - that of individualism versus 
utilitarianism. 
'Creative Embroidery' is the modern counterpart of 'Art 
Needlework'. Hereg the pedagogical relationship is once more on a 
one-to-one basis which ostensibly allows a such more relaxed framing 
than the class method. Tet from personal testimonies, it would seem 
that the personality factor is still superordinate: indeedp the 
authoritarian teacher am still be most effective if not more so, 
in this intimate relationship. The dyadic situation is much more 
tense and 'intimidation' highly possible. This would however seem 
lig 
to differ situationally in that the teacher actually trained in the 
modern method is likely to have been reared within a more relaxed 
framework and to have imbibed educational theories within a complex 
rather than a mono-subject situation. 
Cookery, Housecraft, Laundrywork 
Classification is these areas has remained strong. Although 
teachers were urged to relate food values to food processing (i. e. 
cooking) at the tun of the cen the two were not related for 
many decades. 
85 Even today, despite over thirty years of vitamin 
knowledge and the impact of beneficial var-time diet practices 
86 
these areas arekequently not even related yet alone integrated. 
Within the current interest (1976) in 'Health# education, the 
perpetuation of the collection type code within the subject is still 
observable. 'Health' is being retained as a separate entitY87 from 
food preparation and processing. 
Housecraft and Laundrywork (now as 'Fibres and Fabrics') have 
retained their separate classification with archaic knowledge being 
frequently incorporated. These crafts are still taught as separate 
skills often with painfully-itemised programes which appear totally 
irrelevant, to modern living. 
88 The classification within the domestic 
subjectep although less tight in some institutions# retains a 
remarkably 'collection' type code curriculum. 
. An attempt at an 
integrated approach arose with the concept 
of the 'Flat' in the Domestic studies area. Programmes, in Collegeev 
simulating a group living situation do likewise. But they miss the 
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reality of family situationst offering a false experiencep when 
the ability to synthesise oompetences in the context of Bloom's 
knowledge hieraxchy is the real requirement. Where experiences 
involve the normal family upsets of timin and choiceg as for 
example where children are brought in on a week/fortnight project 
basiag 
89 
then the integration of knowledge is emphasisedand made 
more realistic. The sterility of many learning situations points 
to the still tight classification and framing within the subject. 
It is the latter which is particularly in evidence still. 
Teachers seem to be exceptionally convinced that, the seleotiont 
organisation and pacing of knowledge must follow a virtually 
preordained schedule: 
90 the 'overcrowded third year' is seemingly 
never questioned as to possible rescheduling. Raxely is knowledge 
paced to the different needs of pupils - their different learning 
rates and pre-knowledge. There appears to be considerable antipathy 
to the use of modern media to overcome these problems: 
91 the use of 
tapes, slides etc. for processes in cookery for example are extremely 
raxe. 
92 This is indicative of the degree to which the pedagogical 
relationship is still viewed as that of teacher a3ld taught rather 
than the teacher as one resource among others. 
Perhaps the most glaring example of the continuation of the 
traditional pedagogical relationship is that of 'the demonstration'. 
Here the teacher not only imparts substantive matter according to 
her knowledge level, but also methodology. It still appears to be 
thought that each college has its own beliefs as to 'what 
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is right'. Strict adherence to the teacherls recipe and method 
is demandedp even though this conflicts with the pupils' everyday 
knowledge on some occasions. 
93 Thus the teacher fails to communicate 
through an inability or unwillingness to acknowledge the pupil's 
'commonsensel knowledge and thereby shuts the learning process down. 
There is some evidence to show that quite a few pupils rated high 
on intelligence reject the domestic subjects on these grounds alone. 
Pedantic teaching produces convergent thinking only. This also 
accounts for the frequent altercations between teacher and learner 
to the effect that 'my mum doesn't do it like thatI. Within a 
relaxed frame work this can be coped with constructively and the 
two realities be enabled to meets in a tight one this is impossible. 
The popularity of the class method and the $demonstration# 
stem from the days of vast classes and too little equipment. 
94 
The perpetuation of it however can only be its utilisation of 
'knowledge as power'. Where the teacher has an apparent monopoly 
of knowledge, as with most subjects, the power to disseminate it 
affords an identity-protection mechanism. The teacher of domestic 
subjects is more vulnerable in this respect because their knowledge 
does not appear to be exclusive. Yet in reality it is. In fact 
the effect of incorrect knowledge or methodology is far more costly 
at both personal and societal levels. 
95 Assumptions made about 
'everyday knowledge' are often wild miscalculationeg as for example 
the nythology of maternalism. 
96 Ideologies concerning women, their 
psychology, biology and interests are the root cause and creators 
of these problems. 
97 
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Devolving from this is the whole question of what knowledge 
is of importance to succeeding generations and the gender factions 
within that. Since the identity of a subject can be said to be 
reflected in its examinations this element is examined in the next 
chapter. 
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ChaiDter V 
Examinations 
"External examinations came into existence in the 
nineteenth century to counter privilege, patronage 
and placemongering; they remain a safeguard against 
these things". 
. T. M. B. 
/G. C. E. 
The Work of the J. M. B. 1969 p. 22 
Introductim 
Examinations in our society have long been highly valued both 
by the population at large who stood to benefit and the teaching 
profession who have used it for promotional purposes and also an a 
means of containing pupils in a learning situation 
1 
when they might 
have other ends in view. Society, it could be argued, has used the 
xamination system to allocate people to v ious occupational strata. 
2 
In Rome Economics the picture has an added dimension: in themselves 
the examinations are socially divisive, notably at the level of public 
examinations - 
Initially, the G. C. E., as had done the former School Certificate 
examin tiOnsq ostensibly separated the academically able Pupils from 
the less academic ones in the broad analysis. The C-S-E*l rather than 
closing the concept of failure, heightened it by streaming even further 
those who could cope and those who were funexaminable'. Since there 
is a correlation between social class and academic success, the 
conclusions are inescapable. What the explosion in C. S. E. 
3 
examinations 
did, was to reflect the societal demand for observable paper qualifications 
which would differm3tiate workers in an increasingly differentiated work 
situation. In this respect, it may be argued that it was functional 
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for society. It also helped to salve consciences in an era in which 
the ideology of egalitarianism was psendo-dominant. Howeverv in 
reality 11 can be seen as yet another example of piecemeal social 
engineering by means of which the dominant group was able to oustain 
its ideology and supremacy. Total commitment to 'equality' would 
have required measure to be taken in the whole social fieldv not just 
that of education. 
The Function of Examinations 
The history of examinations in Britain serves to illustrate 
the discrepancy which so often arises between intended and actual 
outcomes of any measure. Although when the School Certificate 
examination was launched (1918) it was intended that examinations 
should follow, not determine the curriculum, the Spens Committee (1938) 
found that the reverse had occurred, and that ... 
"despite all safeguards, the School Certificate 
now dominates the work of the schooley controlling 
.4 both the framework and the content Of the curriculum. 
Some twenty years late (1960) the Bqloe Comittee reported that 
... the examin tion dictated the curriculum and 
cannot do dherwise. " 5 
This is certainly debatable in the light of other countries' examinations, 
such as the German 'Arbiturt. 
6 
Even as recently as 1971 the balance 
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of power was noted in the School Council's deliberatimag where it 
was clothed in the alternative guise that the curriculum was the "product" 
of the examinst. ion syllabas. 
7 
It is said that the function of examin tions in general is to 
provide a"... rank order of attainment of a sample of pupils" and to 
hopefully provide'some predictive value as to future performance. 
8 
This definition of the purpose of examinations differs somewhat from 
Cowen's, who appears to take an $ideal' view of the purpose of examinations. 
He argues that initially it was the 'efficiency of the school that was 
being testedl(nineteenth century); later it was $the effects of different 
styles of education' (1950s) and the method of teaching, when new 
methodologies were being tried out later. 
9 Each of these might be 
feasible if the variable of 'the teacher' could be made constant. In 
the final analysis however, the one factor which appears to be of 
pa, ramount importance is the personality factor of the teacher - an 
indefinable quality which determines the learning climate. 
10 
Thus it may be asked what the latent function of examinations was. 
It could be argued that, since knowledge is a 'property' which 
eventually affords access to life-chances, examinations were a mechanism 
of the acquisitive society whereby goods and services were distributedp 
the rewards of society were attained. Social powerp prestige and political 
power were I ... the time honoured paraphernalial available to those 
whose knowledge 'proved' them to be wortby. 
11 
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Although discrepancies in examination marking were noted as 
early as 1888 by Edgworth and by Starch in 1913P their estimated 
value was inflated by middle-class aspirers who were anxious to 
attain such rewards. Despite some fairly damning evidence by Hartog 
and Rhodes in 1935 
12 
which showed examiners to vary their markings 
on a remark basis after an interval of twelve to nineteen monthep 
the proliferation of examinations is a feature of the 1950-1970 era, 
as the double-entry policy of many schools in relation to G. C. E. and 
C. S. E. shows. Indeed, examinations are one of the country's "growth 
industries'. 13 An increasing amount of public money was being spent 
on education. Alternatively it may be seen as the result of an 
expanding middle-class seeking the measures of success traditionally 
associated with these classes. Examinations have howeverp frequently 
become ends in themselves with littlet if any, evaluation of their 
purpose and effeett especially the latter. It may be that the system 
of rewards in education tended to persuade teachers that the entering 
of pupils for public examinations enhanced their promotion potential - 
as indeed it did, especially if one could claim a high success rate-14 
The economics of the 'double entry, are only now being acknowledged in 
the light of the necessary economies which are facing education. 
15 
Other attributes of examinations are said to be that they enable 
pupils to assess their own " ... progress, strengths and weaknesses", 
16 
and that they supply information which teachers may use " ... to identify 
the needs of pupils for individual guidance and promotion". 
17 These 
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are perhaps ideals which are rarely adhered to, or even held. Most 
internal examinations constitute a ritual which lead to the further 
hurdles of external examinations. 
The end for which most examinations are used may be seen not 
so much as an assessment of the course being followed, as Wiseman 
and Pidgeon suggest, 
18 but rather, a means of assessing the pupils' 
ability to absorb and "reproduce verbal or numerical formulae" 
19 
as 
supplied by the teacher. This process enhances the teacher's self- 
concept of a "successful" teacher. To assess the success of a course 
itself, the objectives would necessarily have to be pre-stated, and 
a means of evaluating all the intended outcomesq both social and 
cognitive would have to be. found. 
Current educational thinking suggests that examinations are 
20 but (me mode of evaluation and that there is a need for both 
ongoing as well as summative evaluation, the latter being mainly 
provided by examinations. It may be however, that the tautologous 
argument regarding the purpose and effect of examinations is an and 
one, since the perceived purpose is often merely the outcome of the 
effect. Thus examinations, seen to achieve entry to the citadels of 
learning, may acquire this effect as their perceived function, although 
not necessarily overtly. Teachers may well see their objective as 
getting pupils over the examination hurdles despite the claim by 
21 
Universities that 'At levels are not a measuring stick . In the 
field of the domestic subjects however, this hardly applies, since 
there has been little provision for the subject at the higher levels 
of education. 
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Whatever examinations set out to assess, cognitive, affective 
or motor skillog they must be clearly designed to measure the intended 
aspects. Therefore it seems essential that the objectives of the 
course be defined so that evaluation procedures do in fact measure the 
degree of achievement in relation to those objectives. Yet in the past, 
it would seem that the reverse has occurred, particularly in the field 
of the domestic subjects. Here it appears that Examination Boards and 
bodies have frequently defined the objectives through the nature of 
the questions set. 
22 This point has been echoed only recently when it 
was stated that syllabuses are "very badly written .. 
(and that) you 
often have to go on the questions to a certain extent as a guide to what 
to teach. " 
23 This seemingly reflects the somewhat static nature of the 
purpose and the effect of examinations in the domestic subjects. 
Historioal perspectives 
Originally, the purpose of domestic subject examinations was to 
provide suitably qualified instructresses VhOM the training schools could 
send out to staff the growing number of cookery schools in the eighteen- 
eighties (1880s) which proliferated as the result of the middle-class's 
demands. 24 These examinations, in the form of 'Diplomaelt established 
the concept of social differentiation. The 'High' and 'Household' 
Diplomas were far more sought after than the 'Artisan' Diploma, 
25 
although it is claimed that at Berridge House the latter Diploma was 
stressed. 
26 Success in the examinations virtually guaranteed a post at 
a higher salary than ordinary teachers could expect. 
27 Indeed, this 
might have been one of the attractions of the training for the well-to-do 
young ladies who attended such courses* 
28 
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Another function of the Diploma system was to equip women 
for their future roles (e. g. superintendants of Institutions; or as 
man age re of large households; for work overseas). 
29 
More recentlyp 
the purpose of examinations outside the state school system (i. e. at 
the tertiary level) may be seen basically as providing a self-fulfilling 
cycle - to provide teachers of the subject so that new teachers may be 
trained. Whilst this may at'first eight appear to be a tautologous 
situation, an examination of the content of College courses and the 
rationale for this content would suggest this to be the case. 
An overall effect of both these eras is a rather notable 
'in-breeding' within the subject. Whilst it is argued by some that 
this is beneficial in that it creates a 'unity of methodep perspectives 
and practiceslt30 it mLy also lead to ossification. This pattern is 
however slowly breaking as the generation of lecturers from the 
monotechnic colleges passes out of the system. 
This problem may well have arisen as the result of the system 
of internally conducted college exsminations. It was not until 1915 
that the Department of Education was able to arrange a systematic 
and regular scheme of inspection by expert Inspectors for both Training 
Schools and the Elementary schools of the state system. 
31 Thi's was an 
important step forward and must have raised the status of the domestic 
subjects and the teachers the"of, whose 'quality' had been questionable 
owing to the briefness of their training and the frequency of examin tions 
which put an intolerable strain on the cookery schools' resources. 
32 
Mstters had been worsened when 'Housewifery' and 'Laundrywork, were 
added to the range of subjects taught. 
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The Cookery Training schools were eventually put on the same 
level as other teacher training establishments in respect of Final 
emminations (externally asses sed)(1918) 
ý3 This enabled them to 
associate with the Universities and Degrees which now incorporated 
the domestic subjects were established. 
34 
Domestic SubJects and the Universities 
It has been posited that the lack of University influence has 
benefitted the domestic subjects. It was suggested that examinations 
are not dominated by the demands of University entrance and that 
the curriculum therefore is free to develop according to the needs 
of the subject. 
35 Yet it is the lack of university influence which 
has perhaps been a major factor in the persistently low status and 
weak image of the domestic subjects. For some years it was possible, 
(as stated above) to take a degree in the domestic subjects by means 
of a j-nint course. Universities such as Sheffield and Bristol 
cooperated with Training Colleges and students spent the majority of 
their time at the University, doing the 'practical' part at the 
Training College. 
36 
For instance, it was possible to take a B. Sc. 
at London University in 'Household and Social Science' and then a 
teaching qualification in the fourth year. At Sheffield it was 
possible to take a Diploma in Domestic Science (1911) in cooperation 
with the Sheffield College of Domestic Science. 
37 It seems that the 
Sheffield Diploma lasted only a short while, for although the College 
of Domestic Science remained until 1927, when owing to the dangers 
of unemployment being greater among teachers of domestic subjects than 
ordinary teachers38 it was closed. The Sheffield University Diploma 
had been vithdrawn in 1917 on the grounds that there vere insufficient 
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students. 
39 It was wartime however and anyone interested in cooking 
would be likely to have been recruited, judging by the numbers of 
domestic subject teachers who went from the schools. 
40 More recently, 
Bristolp which first introduced a degree in the Domestic Sciences in 
1926, withdrew it in 1971 on the grounds that the needs of the students 
could be more satisfactorily met through the College of Education B. Rd. 
At the present time there is only one University offering a first 
degree in 'Home Economics' (Surrey) although it is possible to take a 
B. Sc. in Household Science, Nutrition etc. as 'Household and Social 
Science* at Queen's College, London lyniversity. 
41 This was established 
in 1928 and the Surrey course in 1970. It is now possible to take a 
higher degree by research at Surrey and Londong but to date they have 
all been in the realm of food sciences, apart from me 
(K.. Tobnom) at 
Manchester. 42 This was concerned with satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
of Home Economics teachers. 
The fact that all the degrees (except surreyp which appears to 
subscribe to the actual concept of Home Ec(momice) are seience biaoedt 
is perhaps one of the reasons why so few decide to enter for them. It 
could be argued that, by the very nature of the subject, a degree 
incorporating a major element of social rather than pure science would 
have a far greater social impact than does the present degree. It is 
indeed ironic that it should be Queen Elizabeth's College which 
identifies as a 'major weakness' the lack of a Rome Economics degree 
with a strong social acience basis, for they themselves appear to demand 
a very strong 'purel science bias in the courses they validate. 
43 
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The pressure to always include Home Economics within a Science 
faculty could be a serious handicap to the status of the subject44 
although not perhaps to those seeking to promote it. 
45 Since component 
parts of Home Economics have now become established as University 
subjects in their own right (e. g. Sociology, Social Psychology) it 
would seem to be an appropriate time to reconsider the emphasis sought. 
At least it might be a propitious moment to consider alternative 
structures for in an area of such vast importance and diversity a 
mono-structure inevitably cannot provide for the scope of the discipline. 
Indeed, it could be argued that the two approaches are essentially 
rooted in opposition since the scientific one rests on the basis of 
'rationality I and the social science one on 'reality'. Yet apart from 
the specialised study of the few, the social aspect dominates and often 
negates the scientific, for the individual will only accommodate the 
scientific into his social reality in the vast majority of cases. 
46 
School Examinations 
The first type of school examination in the field of domestic 
subjects was that demanded by the 'payment-by-resultel system. 
Needlework was a compulsory subject for the purpose of earning the 
basic gTMt. 
47 The demand for success in Needlework led to the 
adoption of 'class teaching' since it was the 'most productive' method. 
Examinations were conducted by Goverment Inspectorep some of whom 
had no knowledge whatsoever of the subject. 
48 This was perhaps not 
so surprising since the earlier Inspectors were men. Thus there was 
an unprecedented opportunity to submit work which had either been done 
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by outsiders (e. g. the Vicar's wife) or which had been worked in the 
main by the teacher (e. g. cutting out, hemming etc. ). Even the 
practice of submitting the same garment for several years was not 
unknown since garments were 'sent inl. 
49 Some H. M. Is. however,, such 
as Mathew Arnold took a keen interest in the subject and appreciated 
its value. Indeed, some of them even went to the extent of learning 
the processes (e. g. buttonholing). 
50 
Exmination demands led to 'mass production' methods of teaching,, 
based on methodical, mechanical procedurest even in examingtions. 
51 
As a 'Special Subject', Needlework examinations consisted of set 
exercises which had to be completed within a given timet each pupil 
being allotted one of the exercises from the list given. The examinations 
even included those for 'Babies three to five'. They were expected to 
do 'Needle Drill' and 'Position Drill# which were respectively for 
threading a needle and holding the work in the correct position. They 
then had to complete tacking and running stitches to a count of six. 
52 
Examinations for other Grades consisted of sets of exercises which the 
Inspector would give out according to the Standard. 
53 The method of 
organising the examination was to divide the class into groups, each 
group to consist of a number of pupils equal to the number of exercises 
for that Standard: thus Standard four with four exercises would be 
divided into groups of four. Each member of the group would then be 
given a different exercise. 
Inspectors were instructed that 11 ... too fine needlework should 
be avoided" but were then advised that Infants and Standard I should 
achieve about six to ten hemming stitches to the inch, Standard II eight 
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to eighteen and Standards III to VII should manage twelve to twenty-four 
54 
stitches. This was Of Course before it had been shown that SUCh 
manipulative control was not really feasible until a child was about 
eight years old. There was also a timely warning that the "pernicious" 
habit of counting threads should be discouraged 
5 Ld 
that pupils should 
attain precision simply by learning to coordinate hand and eye. In the 
Innual Report of 1891, the Directress of Needlework stated emphatically 
that the one 0... great change" which she would like to see was the 
suspension of the practice whereby minute stitches were produced on 
samplers. Instead, she wished to see the "... more useful ... and prosaic 
work ... " of cutting out and making up of garments. 
56 From this it 
can be seen that the function of examinations was purely voeationalp 
57 
ensuring that the future Islopworkers' were adequately trained. 
Secondary School RyAminations 
With the introduction of Secondary State education in 1902v 
examination fever flared. In the field of the domestic subjects, 
examinations again reflected the prevailing social order. For 
instance, 
in the Joint Matriculation Boardts Senior School Certificate 
(1913) 
the Domestic Science was separate from Cookery# Laundrywork etc. 
58 
It was concerned entirely with Science. This meant 
that girlsp like 
boys, could learn science. However, the ideology of feminine 
domesticity 
was firmly maintained : they were kept in 
their traditional orbit by 
59 
the term 'domestic$. Their course contentp and the examination paper 
also, manifest the gap between the ideology at the 
level of intention 
and implementation. 
60 
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The 'Housecraft' examination was a separate entity and commanded 
its own timetable for examination purposes. 
61 
From this can be deduced 
the very considerable demands made upon the candidates. Areas of study 
included English, Composition, Historyt Geography, Arithmetic, French/ 
German, Elementary General Science, Cookery, Housewifery, Tmundryq 
Needlework, Drawing and Elementary Biology. Such a range of subjects 
within the concept of Housecraft is perhaps somewhat surprising. It 
was of course an examination to show the individual's capability to 
manage a large household. 
62 
It was thus firmly rooted in the middle 
class ideology of social differentiation. Nevertheless, as a subject 
it contained a broader range of subject matter than many pupils 
experience today. 
As the reault of specialisation, many subjects (e. g. Histsory, 
Geography, Science) were hived off into separate examinations and the 
term 'Housecraft' became associated with Cookery and Household 
management only. with greater emphasis on the former. 
63 
With the 
fusion of Domestic Science and Rousecraft, the academic potential 
for girls was lessened. This was even more so when Science was 
gradually excludedt or at best minimised. 
64 
This trend can be seen 
in the J. M. B. examinations when that of 1913 is compared with the 
1931 paper- 
65 
In the former, Domestic Science was indeed science: 
the application to the home could have been entirely incidental. By 
1931 thought the examinations show the science element to be embraced 
within the Household and personal Hygiene framework. 
66 
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Thus it may be argued that girls$ education in general and 
the domestic subjects in particular 
67 
had taken a backward step 
which was eventually to lead to the social divisionst despite good 
intentions. The invisible element was in all probability the ideology 
of feminine domesticity which intensified during the inter-war period 
when women were not required in the productive market. 
68 
In 1951 'Elementary Science' made a reappearance in conjunction 
with Housecraft. 
69 
This may have stemed from concern over the lack 
of scientific knowledge and skills highlighted by experiences of the 
second world war (1939-1945). The 1958 syllabus shows a return to the 
original concept of the 1913 syllabus when the Housecraft examination 
was looking towards a breadth of knowledge in various fields. The 
main difference however is in the depth required. Owing to the 
knowledge boom of the post-war era, alternative syllabi had been 
introduced (1951). These in fact could, and did, put considerable 
pressure on teachers in the way of ensuring adequate provisions to 
cover the possible choice of questions candidates might select. The 
1958 papers indicate the directions in which Rome Economics was moving, 
not least the stress an the scientific aspect in the new, separate 
papers. 
70 In addition, current social problems were coming into 
prominence in the sections on Town Planningo Housingo Social History$ 
Sociological Studies etc. At first these appeared in the Housecraft 
papers (1958)s, then in the Needlework and Dressmaking papers (1962). 
At the same time (1962) Applied Pbysics and Applied Chemistry were 
important inclusions at 'At level (in the Needlework and Dressmaking 
papers) . 
71 
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The education explosion of the 1960s parallelled a growing 
social awareness. This was reflected in the changing syllabi of 
some Examination Boards such as the J. M. B. which introduced examinations 
incorporating studies on the "Rome, the Family and Society". The 
change may also have been instigated by the increase in man- produced 
foodstuffs (e. g. convenience foods) and garments as well as technological 
developments which required a change in the content of examinations 
and tyllabi - although teachers complain that these are not well 
reflected in the examinations. 
72 
Examinatim analysis 
In 1951 the School Certificate was replaced by the G. C. E. 101 
and 'A' level examinations. Entrants to both have increased steadily. 
The success-failure rates however would imply either that the 
examination is more demanding than many anticipate or that pupils 
are being entered regardless of their ability. 
73 Alternativelyp there 
may be some reflection of the imbalance in the expertise of the 
teaching profession where young teseherst with inadequate experience 
are having to teach examination material in which they themselves are 
insufficiently grounded. The point was succinctly expressed by Margaret 
Middlemas when she stated 
(it is) incongruous that girlet almost straight 
from school would soon be standing up to teach others 
how to run their homes, manage families and share the 
life of the communit7-" 74 
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Current criticism of external examinations in Home Economics 
(and its counterparts )75 is perhaps justified when the lack of modern 
study areas is noted (e. g. convenience foods). 
76 Syllabi appear to 
be some twenty years out of date and also to be somewhat class biassed 
as can be seen by the reference to Deep Freezers. Those whose everyday 
reality includes such major household items will be at a considerable 
advantage in the examination for they will be working from actual 
experience while others will at best be operating only on 'teacher's 
knowledge'. 77 
If therefore the theoretical content of examinations has changed 
somewhat, the 'practical' content still appears to be weighted with 
the dead hand of a bygone era. It is argued that the teacher of Rome 
Economics was hampered by the " ... less enlightened G. C. E. syllabuses. 
78 
during the first ten yeaxs of its existence. Certainly some of the 
tests left much to be desired since they were badly worded and 
outside the pupils$ everyday realities.. 
79 
'What the practical examinations did was to create " ... a mad 
rush" and " ... unnecessary slaving" to produce a series of unzelated 
dishes to fit into some test which had been given " ... a string of 
Jargon" in an attempt to make it relate to an everyday situation. 
80 
The examinations were frequently loaded so that the pupil was unable 
to prove her capabilities, as for example in the case of examination 
centres. Here the situation was frequently totally unkm to the 
candidate who could well find herself faced with equipment (e. g. a 
stove) with which she was quite unfamiliar. More than one candidate 
was faced with an electric stove when she had only ever experienced 
gas. In addition to this, the pupils had to rely on an adequate 
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supply of ingredients being available at the centre. It could entail 
a complete change of plan if the supply was inadequate or insufficient 
to cater for all the examinees, whose needs were not known prior to 
the actual examination. 
81 
Then there was the problem of the examiner's own bias. The plea 
for them to be unbiassed, particularly with regard to method 
82 
was not 
misplaced in the light of the well known Domestic College's maxim the 
"If you don't make cakes our way it can't be right". 
83 Complaints 
about examiners being out of touch with the realities of the pupils 
was echoed again in 1967 when it was suggested that 11 not too high a 
class" of work should be demanded, but rather, nutritionally sound 
components. 
84 Certainly there would seem to be an incredible lack of 
communication between examiners, Examination Boards and the teachers 
if the questions asked at an examination conference (May 1967) are 
any indication. Teachers requested guidance from the examiners as to 
the balance of s between the 'practical' and the theoretical 
sections of the G. C. E. 'At level. 
85 
On such a major issue it seems inconceivable that the basic 
allocation of e should be in doubt. But the fact that there is 
a wide variation between the Boards does reinforce the need for 
clarification. 
86 There would also appear to be a need to consider 
the openness of the lines of commmication, especially where now 
teachers are concerned: the Ibramiln tion Boards themselves feel there 
are adequate means of liaison with the teachersp 
87 but this is from 
their superordinate position. 
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C. S. E. 
The ideology of egalitarianism spread to the field of examinations 
in the 1960s. It was considered that all pupils should have a 'Leaver's 
Certificate'. To this end the Certificate of Secondary Education was 
established and the first Board, the South East Regional Examinations 
Board, carae into existence in 1963- 
The C. S. E. is a more visibly teacher controlled examination than 
the G. C. E. 88 especially Mode III where teachers submit their own syllabuses 
for approval to the Board. This examination has witnessed an "unprecedented 
increase" in the range of courses, particularly in the field of integrated 
and experimental courses. 
89 Yet in the field of domestic subjects it 
seems that few teachers had the courage of their convictions to implement 
the "drastic changes" they deemed necessaryt despite their opposition to 
the lines on which the practioal examinations were apparently to be 
directed. 90 
Conservatism holds fast howevert and even in 1969 complaints were 
being made about the content of practical examinations vhich demanded 
the making of lingerieg children's wear and the use of long seams in an 
age when man-made fibres, mass production methods and fashions require 
a different approach in a vastly changed marked situation. 
91 
Ostensibly the C. S. E. was to enable a wider range of pupils to 
achieve qualifications than the former G. C. E. This would suggest an 
easier type of examination. Howeverg certainly in the field of the 
domestic subjects and Needlework in particular, the breadth of knowledge 
required and the msnual skills demanded were as great if not greater 
than that of the G. C. E. 
92 In addition, the creative aspect was 
considerably above the G. C. E. The effects of the examination will 
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be considered later, 
93 but it can be said at this point that there 
were certainly some unintended consequences resulting from the C. S. E. 
which were particularly noticeable in the realm of the domestic subjects. 
After the initial examinations under the lpayment-byý-resultsl 
system when the purpose of the examinations was clearly vocational 
from the pupils' viewpoint and utilitarian from the teachers', the 
manifest function of examinations in the domestic subjects may be 
seen as being on two levels. Primarily they were to afford a means 
of achieving success by those pupils who had not done so well in other 
curriculum areas. 
94 But the latent function may have been to offer 
a palliative to the #less able' in an era when success was increasingly 
visible through paper qualifications. Thus the latent function could 
be regarded as social integration. If this was not the casev then it 
could be argued that rather different exudnations might have been 
constructed. 
Currently, some would say that the purpose of examinations is 
to enable pupils to demonstrate their acquired knowledge and expertise 
to date95 rather than providing a means of establishing their powers 
of intuitive thinking. This being sog even the now practical 'A' level 
papers 
96 
would seemingly be open to considerable criticism, for the 
practice of giving a specific question to each candidate (with the same 
me in the first half)97 would seem to put severe limitations on the 
candidates' ability to show their potential. This is especially true 
if rather esoteric tests are devised: for examplev lacto-vegetarian 
dishes may well be restricted in particular by seasonal, economic or 
distribution factors. 
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In the light of available evidence it would seem that concern 
over the purpose of examinations in the domestic subjects is justified, 
not least at the level of the Teacher's Certificate examination where 
the non-reality of the college world can have profound effects later 
on in the schools. 
Effect of Examinations in the Domestic Subjects 
Public examinations in the domestic subjects. have recently 
commanded considerable criticism to the effect that they fail to 
reflect the current breadth of the subject. 
98 It was stated that 
some of the G. C. E. syllabi were " ... old-fashioned and overconcerned 
with the art of cookery" and that there was an "urgent" need for 
research into the "purpose and effect of examinations". 
99 
This was 
despite recent changes in G. C. E. lot and 'A' level Eryllabi. 
100 it 
is beyond the scope of this study to analyse in detail the range of 
examinations in the various aspects of the domestic subjects: what 
will be attempted is an appraisal of the sociological elements 
involved in the 'purpose and effects' of examinations in this field. 
It will be argued thatt apart from the usual perceived functions 
of examinationev those in the domestic subjects domain have often 
been intended to offer an opportunity to those not academically 
gifted in order that they might attain a measure of success not 
otherwise possible. Thus the manifest function of examinations (in 
the area of the domestic subjects) was social integration. It will 
however be shown that they have in reality been dysfunctional in that 
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they have been socially divisive - at the public level at least. 
Thus they have reflected both the positive and negative aspects of 
the capitalist 'self-achievement' ideology: by defining success for 
the few, failure has been defined for the many. 
Examinations tend to require personnel who can teach others to 
pass the examination in turn - thus creating a cyclical demand for 
the subject. The content of College courses is therefore likely to 
remain somewhat static since, as has been stated, it is necessary to 
produce practitioners who are capable of teaching to tAl level standards. 
Horizons are thus limited and there is little awareness of the possibility 
of change - or it is denied. Indeed, College examinations and courses 
may still reflect the somewhat 'cosy ideology' of the early twentieth 
century. 
101 Domestic Science Colleges were mono-technic institutions 
par excellence: their ethos was likely to be 'condescending and 
102 
churchlikelo There is still a tendency for some Home Economics 
Departments to infuse a #sixth form ethos'103 and an autocratic 
regime. 
104 It may be said that the qxaminations of such institutions 
reflect these attitudes, most especially perhaps in the marking. It 
is possible for hard earned marks to be lost just because the 
presentation is not perfect - there is a crease in the cloth or a 
crumb on the table. 
105 What such Istandards' do is to encourage a 
fastidiousness with mechanical detail most probably at the expense 
of larger issues. It must be said however that when students eventually 
reachthe coal-face of reality, the classroom, some have stated that 
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they prefer these standards to the lower ones observed in situ. 
1o6 
Howeverg this would need to be considered alongside a number of other 
variables such as personality factors and teaching security before 
any conclusions could be safely drawn. 
What may be asserted is that such attention to detail most 
probably discourages creativity, and also foste3za rejection of the 
subject, especially among more intelligent girls. Certainly a number 
of students deliberately suppress their desire for a creative approach 
owing to the acknowledged power of tutors in the examination stakes. 
107 
Likewise, school pupils may drop it before 101 level because of the 
conformity demanded. 
108 
Thus it may be said that the effect of examinations in the 
domestic studies domain has to date been somewhat detrimental to the 
image of the subject, for it is made to appeax restrictive, uninspiring 
and undemanding. That such an image is at variance with the potential 
of the subject is made apparent when some of the work currently being 
undertaken is analysed. Unfortunately it is a fact that, through the 
medium of examinations, the standing of a subject vis-a-vis others is 
reflected. 
109 
Any subject is measured in examinational terms by the 
potential worth it has for either gaining access to Higher Education 
or for its market value in the immediate situation. Apart from the 
early days when employment was available in domestic service, the two 
qualities were not contained within the domestic subjects: it not being 
accepted as a University entry qualification on the whole 
110 
and only 
affording low-status jobs - not least that of housewife and mother. 
ill 
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One major concern in relation to examinations is that 
University entrance is not the sole criteria of their content. An 
Examination Board has to pay its way; therefore any changes in 
syllabi have to be considered in this light. 
112 It may well be 
howevery that if new content was included, along lines suggested 
elsewhere, 
113 the exceptionally high operational examination costs 
in Home Economics would be reduced. 
The fact that no College of Education lists Home Economics as 
an essential entry requirement'14 does not of course enhance its 
image. This however shows the dilemma the subject is faced with 
to demand it would probably exclude many potentially good teachers 
who were simply unable to take ILI level Home Economics because the 
school did not offer it - it being too expensive a subject to operate 
for the few pupils who required it perhaps, yet by not demanding it 
makes it appear to be an easy subject to pick up. Howeverv this is 
no more true of Home Economics than it is of other subjects which 
students take up for the first time at College or University 
(e. g. 
Sociology). Times are changing though, and after considerable 
campaigning on the part of teachers and other concerned bodies, 'At 
level Home Economics is slow3, v gaining recognition as an entry 
qualification,, for instance at London University-115 The Orx of 
the matter may rest in the manner of presentation. Unless and until 
'At level work in particular and Rome Economics examinations in 
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general, are presented in an academic context and manner so will 
it appear to be non-academic, 
116 
and will therefore be rejected by 
the academically able pupils. 
'A' level Eme Economics and the Universities 
It is generally argued that the academic content of 'A' level 
Home Econmics syllabuses is inadequate for University entrance 
purposes-117 What may be asked is whether it is any less indicative 
of future potential than other subjects. Or is the real problem that 
more subtle social pressures are at work? 
One of -the major attributes of 'A' levels has been their 
supposed predictive value. Certainly the Council for Secondary Schools 
Examinations felt that 
the real purpose of an external examination 
was to enable pupils to establish their possession 
of such competence in selected fields of study as 
would justify them in pursuing those studies further 
at 11hiversity or in a course of professional training 
** the examination should be forward looking ... " 118 
Yet the accuracy of the prognosis based on 'A' level performance is 
very much open to doubt and selection for University a 'very chancy 
business' because despite the *most efficient methods ... (and the) 
... best techniques" there is only a "very imperfect"prognosis of 
success. 
lig 
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What 'A' level results fail to account for is the pupils' 
persaaality traits, such as perseverance. These attributes may be 
more accurately predictive of the pupils' potential. If this is so, 
then the Home Economics student may have far greater potential than 
many others since success in their field demands the skills of clear 
thought, forward planning, application and the ability to see a task 
through to its completion. 
120 
If the inage of Rome Economics in the past has been that of 
a non academic subject this has perhaps been due to two major factors: 
first, the heavy weighting of the marks on the practical side, 
121 
and 
socond, because of social perspectives which relate-t to non-work, 
a point which will be dealt with later. 
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Research into the question of 'At level acceptability for the 
purpose of University entrance was very revealingt not least with 
regard to attitudes. It would seem that some Examination Boaxda have 
little knowledge (or interest? ) as to the relative standing of their 
examinations vis-a-vis the Universities' entrance demands. 
123 it 
seems that they tend to consult the Universities only when the matter 
becomes " ... urgent" in an individual case. 
124 Yet one or two 
Examination Boards appeax to be attempting to change their 'A' level 
Home Economics syllabi in order to make them more 'academically 
respectablelp despite the claim that University entrance is only one 
aspect when seeking to make changes. 
125 There is conflicting evidence 
on this point : while it is stated that University entrance parity 
is not a specific aim, Examiners maintain that I ... revision is 
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taking place with this in mind' 
126 Perhaps this offers some evidence 
of the interplay of power and authority for while the examiners are 
exercising authority - seeking to persuade the Universities to accept 
the subject on a par with others - the University : Boards in reality 
have the power to determine their entrance qualifications, not least 
by the restrictions imposed regarding subject combination. 
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Until Universities can be persuaded as to the academic content 
of Home Economics 'At level courses Reaateachers are unlikely to 
'allow' pupils to take it when tmore useful' subjects (in their 
estimation) can be studied : subjects which will avail the pupil of 
access to further education if required. Until such time, the domestic 
subjects are likely to remain the cinderells, of the curriculum. 
Examination Costs in Home Economics 
Ayar Ap t from the social aspects concerning the effects of 
xaminations so far discussed, there is an even greater division 
created as the result of the cost of the domestic subjectst particularly 
at the public examination level. 
With anY non-practical examination (and even with practical 
ones such as Science) the cost of examination materials to the 
pupil is negligible or non-existent. 'Practical' subjects howeverp 
such as Needleworkj Food etc. can be prohibitively expensive and 
consequently a "'Serious deterrent" for pupils. 
128 It is quite often 
for instance, expected that pupils should construct garments - either 
in part or whole - which are quite unsuitable for them and of no 
future usetI29 (e. g. the child's dress in the J. M. B. examin tion 1962). 
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At 'A' levelg the examination may cost "several pounds", while 
the mock examination may cost as much if not moreq since the costs 
are not defrayed officially. 
130 In this casev the costs have to be 
met either by the pupil herself or in conjunction with the Home Economics 
Department. The pressure to produce items (especially in 'Food, sections) 
which are "visually impressive" is felt by many students131 although 
in certain cases an Examination Board does stress the need for 
rationality in respect of cost. As a result of the high costq the 
subject is effectively limited to fairly well-to-do pupils at the 
higher levels. 
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Whe" the Home Economics Department does help a 
pupil, the contribution has to come out of the Capitation allowance. 
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This can affect other areas of the departmentts work quite seriously 
(e. g. the early years) so that the teacher has to veigh the problem 
up in terms of one against several. 
The class differences are also manifested in the quality of 
materials used both In dress and food and can have a very marked 
effect. Even in the C. S. E. the effects of expense are very noticeable. 
The ability to afford visits in conjunotion. with the fSpecial Study' 
(Topic) can have a decisive influence on the end-product. 
On another levelq there is the problem of neighbourhood schools. 
Within a Board's area there may be the case where one school, by 
virtue of its situation, has a middle-class population whereas others 
may not. Standard between the schools may thus be distorted in that 
the overall standards of the area are raised. Fortunately Moderators 
have the paver to correct such imbalances - if they are aware of them. 
134 
, 4cost-ceiling 
however might reasonably offset the effects of undue 
prosperity in such circumstances. 
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Conclusions 
Examinations are a mode of evaluation - an essential element in 
curriculum structure. As an instrument of measurement they should in 
fact measure the objectives of the course in terms of attainment levels. 
Thus the need for clearly defined objectives. Yet many of the stated 
objectives are impossible to assess within the ordinary framework of 
examinationsp since many of them fall into the 'Affective' domain. 
Even at the practical level it seems that they fail to allow a pupil 
the scope to show her ability range. 
135 The current enthusiasm for 
multiple choice answers will also only measure cognitive aspects, 
while the problem of constructing an $answer bank' seem virtually 
Insurmountable in the light of constantly changing knowledge. 
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There are however alternative means of assessmento such as 
personalised records, essay type questioner project work etc. All 
these could be used to build up a broad 'profile' of the pupil- 
On-going assessment can be used either alone or in conjunction with 
summatative forms of assesFaaent. This would be no more time-consuming 
than the setting and marking of examinations which in themselves take 
up much valuable teaching time it is suggested. 
Through the use of a variety of evaluation procedures it would 
be possible to 'measure' behaviours in the affective domain as well 
as in the cognitive. The use of these other measures would also 
eliminate the. gTowing problem of cost, especially at the level of 
public examinationsp a factor which has been of paramount importance 
in creating the social divisions noted within the subject. 
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A final reflectiong giving food for thought, is the comment 
by teachers to the effect that the C. S. E. examinations " ... involved 
the girls and made them think". 
137 Given a cost-ceiling in the light 
of previous criticisms noted, this may indicate the direction in which 
assessment may go, although there is a problem of Regionalism, 
138 
and teacher involvement. 
139 
In order to verify some of the criticisms highlighted herein 
an analysis of a reeent G. C. E. exonination paper is made-140 
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Part III 
Chapter VI 
The Core Curriculum 
The wider the range of activitiesp the less specialised 
they are, the more appropriate it is to speak of education. 
J. Gribble. 1969 
Introduction to Philosophy 
of Education. p. 23 
Introduction 
As a subjectq Rome Economics (Domestic Subjects) may be said 
to be at the crossroads: decisions as to future developments have to 
be taken. There appear to be three choices before it; to become the 
'core' of the curriculum, to become more specialisedl or to die. 
Each of the first two alternatives involves a change of identity and 
image. The ensuing chapters will examine the factors affecting each 
of the alternatives and their possible outcomes in the light of current 
social and educational thinking and the economic status of women. It 
will be suggested that only a complete reappraisal of both content and 
method is required if the stated objectives of the subject are to be 
achieved and the concept of progress in the subject to be anything more 
than mere rhetoric offered as palliatives to teachers and public to the 
effect that change is taking place. 
Fach society is concerned with the problem of identifying basic 
knowledge requirements for its future citizens. The rationale for 
selection is complex and subject to many vested interests. In a highly 
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industrialised society, where the knowledge level has escalated to 
mountainous proportions, the problem is one of selecting out rather 
then selecting in. Previously the concept of linear subject 
development has demanded sequential knowledge. Now there is 
insufficient time available to incorporate this approach in its 
entirety within the statutory school period. Therefore, either 
subjects as such must be deleted on utilitarian grounds, or now 
'comprehensive' approaches need developing. Much depends on ones 
perspectives on learning. It was in the face of such monumental 
problems that the concept of a 'core' curriculum was born. 
It vas envisaged that there must be a core of knowledge which 
would be common to all needs and that a period of two or three years 
would constitute the basis, from which specialisms could subsequently 
be developed. Thus all that is said below must be seen as relating 
only to a period of at most three years and that the base age line is 
considered to be eleven. From this it will be seen that in some 
instances the 'core' would begin in the Middle' school and even 
comprise two years work there if the transfer age was thirteen. 
The most significant problem underlying the concept of the 
'core' curriculum is that of its cultural basis. The controversy 
epitomises the dichotomy in the concept of 'worthwhile knowledge'. 
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Worthwhile knowledge 
If the curriculum is mainly concerned with the transmission of 
knowledgep the question arises as to what that knowledge should be: 
what is worthwhile transmitting. The dilemma surrounding the value of 
knowledge theoretically replaces that of 'whose knowledge' of bygone 
eras. But as with the latterg it is essentially a question of ideology 
which, when stripped of rhetoric and pretensionog is still essentially 
a matter of social differences. 
It is manifested in the struggle between the 'traditional' 
curriculum and the current concept of the 'core curriculum' and its 
cultural basis. Strictly speakingg it may be said that a 'core' has 
always existed in the guise of literacy and numeracy with a $superior' 
core of the classics for the higher education. Many philosophers and 
educationists have grappled with the concept of 'worthwhile knowledge', 
1234 
notably Hirst, Peters, Phenix, and Bentock. To date there has been 
a tripartite curriculum hierarchy, each the outcome of ideologies, 
supported or initiated by developments in the psychological field. 
(Binet, Spearman etc. ) At the one extreme the traditional, classical 
curriculum of the Grammar school; at the other, the watered down 
versionp for the Secondary Modern school. Sandwiched between was the 
'vocational' curriculum of the Technical colleges where the 'practicall 
subjects were offered. Such a curriculum structure is still in evidence 
although the vocational and the diluted (; ranmar school curriculum have 
been synthesised. This affords a good example of the deflecting of an 
assertive ideology by the adaptation of a ruling one. 
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The question of what constitutes 'worthwhile knowledgelt although 
often discussed at high levels of abstractiong would seem and when 
placed within the definition of #education'. Essentially this comprises 
ability to cope with the basics of living consonant with the prevailing 
social context, plus the additional facets of enquiry and adaptability 
in order to embrace changing situations. 
5 That the ourricul-Um. offers 
evidence of much esoteric knowledge at the expense of the basic 
necessities is the essence of the current debate surrounding the 'core' 
6 
curriculum and its cultural basis 4 
It is envisaged that the curriculum will constitute a common 
education which will emphasise the vall4es, sentiments, skills and 
7 knowledge which will provide the society with stability and vitality. 
Special education may follow where it is required for the benefit of 
society. This definition however is capable of a myriad of interpretations 
and is a recipe for either a reactionary or a progressive curriculum; 
it therefore does not really advance the discussion. 
0 
Any definition of what constitutes tworthwhileness' is a value 
judgement. The important point is that to date, the power of definition 
lay with a dominant group namely the upper/middle classes, which was 
able to impose its value system,, to the exclusion of others. This was 
achieved largely through the medium of the Universities. Henee the 
lowly position of the domestic subjects. 
Lawton argues the need for a reappraisal by all teachers of their 
subjects in the ourriculumq and to question the validity of subjects 
in general. 
8 The criteria he defines for the selection of knowledge 
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from the culture encapsulate the notions of stability,, justice,, 
cooperation and relevanee. 
9 Yet the first two could again be very 
subjective and viewed from a 'class' base. The latter two initiate 
new concepts although the question he himself applies to others is 
appositeg relevant to what, or perhaps to whom? The question of 
tworthwhileness' is, like reality, contingent upon the individual 
experiencing it. That it will change with social contexts and 
individuals is obvious. Basically it may be said to hinge upon 
what gives 'pleasure' (satisfaotion). 
lo But this is of itself 
debatable in that satisfaction often only lies within experience 
and does not involve an extension of it. 
Bantook's 'inherent worth, of literature and Petera 'b of 
theoretical pursuits are concerned with the pleasure derived from 
these activities - the consequences for the individual either as a 
means to an end or as an end in itself. Thus 'worthwhileneset is 
not quantifiable. The degree to which pleasure is derivedp to the 
individual alone or to a wider society is perhaps the hallmark of 
traditional culture. The danger lies in the imposition of one man's 
pleasure on another regardless of its outcomet equally however, the 
danger of denying access to another's pleasure is societally suicidal. 
Much of what has constituted traditional culture has been a 
matter of access to media ohannels. It eould be argued that 
Mozart and Shakespeare are part of that culture. because they had 
privileged access to the channels of communication. The advent of 
instant oommunioation on a grand sealep televisiong radio, mass 
marketing methods for records, helped to make available the 'folk' 
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culture which then accordingly escalated. Use of pressures to 
shape sculturet cannot of course be underestimated however in 
modern society, so that the current situation may equally be a 
distorted reality. The role of the curriculum in determining 
what shall be regarded as 'worthwhile' is surely a question of 
opening up as mamy channels of experience as possible. 'Pop' 
music may have increased enormously in popularity, but equally 
there have never been so many young 'traditional' musicians, to 
judge by the number of school orchestras. 
The domination of one ideology over another is a matter of 
degree of expense to society in terms of stabilitYs what is required 
is a synthesis of ideologies based, not on class perspectives, but 
an a societal, and indeed world. basis. 
Definition of #core' 
'Common' and 'core' are not synonymous terms except for 
administrative purposes. 'Common' refers to the basis of the 
knowledge while 'core' refers to the structure. Thus it is feasible 
to have a 'core curriculumt based an a 'high' cultureq which mmy 
would maintain was the case in the early curriculaq or an a 'common' 
('popular') culture. Either 'core' could form the basis of a 'common' 
curriculum which is simply a curriculum experienced by all pupils 
regardless of ability. 
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Thus the question of what should constitute the 'core' is 
really the argument regarding tworthwhileness'. 
11 It is this which 
gives rise to academic factional warfare. Here, 'core' will be 
assumed to mean 'essential experiences deemed relevant to the needs 
of society and (of) the individual'. 
12 It is not tied to academic 
knowledge per se since for some pupils (and therefore for society, 
at large) other experiences may be more apposite for certain pupils. 
13 
The concept outlined is that of TabalspU and is seen as one with 
I ... ambitious aims' which hopefully will " ... develop integration, 
to serve the needs of students and to promote active learning and 
significant relationships between life and leaxning . (my underlining) 
Content of the 'Core Curriculum' 
Hirst, Peters, 15 Niblett 16 and others have each specified 
their content for a curriculum. Hirst defined seven 'forms of knowledge; 
mathematicep pbysical sciences; human sciencesq history; religion; 
literature and the fine arts; philosophy and moral knowledge. 'Butt 
as Barrow points Out, 
17 his claim to them as forms of knowledge is 
not established: they are little more than distinct subjects or subject 
areasp as are many others. The claim to develop rationalityp the 
ability to be able to discern 'logically distinct types of propositional 
infers a level of abstractive ability far beyond the reach of the 
majority of pupils. 
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Pupils certainly need to develop a 'rational mind' in terms 
of being able to make rational decisions in everyday life. But 
'rationality', like 'reality' is in the mind of the beholders 
18 
it is rooted in their own socialisation and personal culture. 
19 
Thug; an attitude of willingness to consider the range of variables 
(as far as they are known or are searched for) is perhaps the level 
of 'knowledge' to be aimed for. Deriving from this is the notion 
that attitudes are more important than acquired academic knowledge 
which of itself changes rapidly in current society. The inherent 
danger of Hirst's and Peters, and Dearden's 'knowledge' categories 
is the old one of compartmentalisation of knowledge (as in Bernstein's 
'Collection' code curriculum) which has proved so ineffective for a 
majority of children. 
20 
To be useful to an individual, knowledge has to be meaningful. 
Therefore the personalisation of knowledge would seem to be essential. 
As Bruner 21 indicates, this means " ... making the familiar an instance 
of a more general case and thereby produces an awareness of it. " 
22 In 
effect this entails getting to the childs' feelingg fantasies and 
values. 
23 Thus the core curriculum should be concerned with the 
means of developing these aspects of the individual: an awareness 
of himself as an individual and as a member of a commmity (of a range 
of commmities) and an appreciation of perspectives other than his own. 
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If is frequently suggested that the aim of education is to 
make good members of society. 
24 
If this is to be more than pious 
rhetoric those subjects most closely related to the understanding 
of society should be included in a core curriculum. The need for 
relevance and reality has frequently been stated or implied in 
official Reports. 
25 Thus the substantive material needs to be 
closely related to everyday life. The need for a curriculum based 
on a new common culture which is 'educationally desirable rather 
than socially respectable' has been expressed by Lawton. 
26 Yet 
having outlined curriculum problems to be solved (e. g. demands of 
new/expanded subjects, pastoral care programmes etc. ) he promptly 
lists subjects t (Mathematics, physical and Biological Sciences, 
Humanities and Social Studies, Expressive Artep Moral Education etc. ) 
Thus one might venture to suggest that he is merely positing 
a new perspective with regard to approach and classification of material. 
His conceptual construction is more in sympathy with the Junior school 
methodology which sees the learner as central to the teaching-learning 
process, where the classification and framing are much more relaxed 
in the so called 'modern methods' approach. 
Such a curriculum could still be largely based on a 'high' 
culture concept thereby affording little improvement on the former, 
'Classical' curriculum. Currently the call is for a 'common' culture 
which is mooted in the experience of the majority. Each however is 
problematic. 
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The two cultures 
C. P. Snow first gave voice to the notion of two cultures as 
existing in our society. 
27 
It has given rise to much discussion in 
the name of curriculum relevance in the world of education. However, 
it is suggested that this is an irrelevance in terms of the school 
curriculum. What should be of concern is the leducationall concept. 
Since it appears that a curriculum based on the 'high' culture has 
failed the larger part of the population it seems reasonable to 
consider an alternative basis. But this also has its dangers. 
A 'common culture' base, as advocated by Lawton, 
28 
Midwinter29 and 
others may lead to a trivialisation of knowledge. An even greater 
danger though lies in the fact that the moment an activity becomes 
associated with a particular class it leads to a lack of sympathy 
and understanding of other pe=spectives-30 This is the problem 
raised by curricula such as that envis age d by Midwinter when it is 
rooted in localised subcultures. 
31 
The two cultures, if they do really exists are not mutually 
exclusive in the hands of a good teacher. The real concern should 
be the availability of a 'liberals education. Although the substantive 
matter here would still be affected by individuals' realities a 
liberal education would be concerned with the enlarging of personal 
perspectivest and an avoidance of trivialisation and superficiality. 
This is not merely a curriculum concern for the elite; all members 
of society should have the opportunity to experience such an education. 
Thus the two cultures may be seen as parts of a whole. 
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Central to this problem is that of the curriculum contento 
and whether one subject or a group of subjects will provide the most 
effective structure and results. Conflict about the quality obtained 
through a single or group study rests an the question of depth versus 
breadth. Yet both are neededs the point is that for the. majority 
of pupils9ossification sets in before either are reached. The 
discreetness of subject areas as traditionally organised often fails 
to embrace pupils own understanding of the world. Specialisation can 
stretch the mind but equally it can bypnotise it to a narrow perspective: 
this is equally unacceptable, as is a superficial study of a broad 
range of subjects. 
Current thinkers in the field of curriculum posit a number 
of major criteria 
1. Concentration should be on pupils' existing knowledgep 
not their areas of ignorance - as points of departure. 
2. It would cater for the whole populationg not merely an 
elite. 
3. It would include and/or lead to different kinds of 
knowledget not merely academic knowledge. 
4. It would be relevant to %- 
(a) their experience, needs and interests - not 
least in that every pupil is self interested 
through trying to establish his/her identity. 
(b) cmtemPOra'T issues- 32 
5- It would be realistic - rooted in actual experience. 
6. It would lead to the personalisation of knowledge33 through 
the development of feelings for and about others as well 
as self. 
A curriculum based on these criteria would effectively link Ormell, 834 
three tworldelt the naturalp the human and the technological. 
IT7 
It accords with the characteristics of 'core' curriculum which are: - 
1. Greater integration of learning (i. e. cutting across subject 
boundaries). 
2. It relates life problems to students'/pupils, interests. 
35 
Criticisms levelled at curricula based an these criteria really amount 
to criticisms of the teachers and/or designers. If such a curriculum 
*fails to offer significant and systematic knowledgg*36 then it is a 
case of more organisation and structuring being involved than was 
perhaps expected. 
37 If "much material and many outlines lack 
intellectual challenge and perspective"38 +hen this is perhaps 
incompetence on the part of the practitionerep or lack of due time 
being allocated to the increased nature of the preparation required 
for this type of programs. 
Wheeler's concept of a 'core' curriculum contains the notion 
of a unified curriculum with me field acting as the unifying oentre. 
39 
One is back then to the argument as to which subject. Whilst any 
subject could theoretically act as the point of departure40 it would 
seem that a broad initial-base is required in order to capture the 
interest of a wide range of pupils. 
The danger of putting most recognised subjects at the centre 
point is that they may only present a nWopic version of the world and 
thereby lead to interpretations only from that perspective (e. g. science, 
religion etc. ) A 'composite' subject (e. g. Geography, Social Science) 
would offer greater breadth of vision and multiple points of departure. 
But a multi-composite subject would produce a kaleidoscopic range of 
leads. To meet the range of criteria already outlined however, the 
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subject must necessarily be rooted in the reality of the pupils. Such 
a subject is Rome Economics/Domestic Subjects. 
It is significant that even 'modern' curriculum theorists dismiss 
the domestic subjects as a low category area of study. Stenhouse 
groups it with other 'practical' subjects (artq music, pbysical education 
and handwork) as " ... lacking the philosophical unity of 
the sciences 
and humanities". although he does admit that they are 'essential elements, 
in the general education of everyone. 
41 He claims that " ... the common 
element ... is the practice of skills or 
techniquesq the critical 
refinement of hand and ear" . 
42 Such a statement indicates 'knowledge 
about' not 'knowledge ofl43 the substantive matter (admittedly only at 
its best). It is indicative of the practice whereby sweeping assumptions 
are made an the basis of the visible or audible areas only in those 
subjects. 
The ascription of 'practical' to Art and Maio reflects a 
superficial appreciation of those subjects. Stenhousets subsequent 
claim that the " ... the self expression 
through these subjects above 
44 
all other subjects ... frees oneself from the dependence on the teacher", 
totally ignores the years of training involved at the behest of a 
teacher and the power of specific 'schools'. He also maintains that 
the freedom of the self derives from the fact that the subjects involve 
a blending of the cultural tradition with a mastery of skill which is 
essentially individual. Just so; does this then suggest that the 
double step requires less ability than the former one? By his ovn 
definitions, a subject not requiring the blending skill requires more 
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dependence on teachers. This would indicate that the 'practical' 
subjects (though I would demxr from classifying all in the one group) 
are of a higher level, as Bloom's Taxon 
5 
would indicate. 
Stenhouse's contention that " ... one starts from the skills and 
performances of the individual ... and not from the culture tradition 
which surrounds them. 
46 is as applicable to the learning of reading 
as it is to music. The complex process is enshrined in the cultural 
context. 
The danger lies in the categorisation of subjects. Even Barrow 
with his very realistic analysis of a 'core' curriculum refers to 
fcookery' not Home Economics or Domestic Subjects. 
47 A more realistic 
grouping of subjects would perhaps see the domestic subjects and Art 
incorporated in Humanities or Social Science. 
48 The problem again 
lies in that of the subject's identity and oomminication of that 
identity to others. Essentially this is a matter of language and 
conimunication. 
Links of Language 
It is suggested here that much of the debate over knowledge areass 
curriculum structure and language codes49 is educationally largely 
Irrelevant. The real problem lies in communication. Languagep both 
verbal and writteng Is a sign which stimulates conceptual formation. 
The straightjacket of single disciplines and their fossilised formulations 
which act as language shorthand, are used to convey their subject concepts. 
This tends to isolate the m from commmication with other knowledge areas. 
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In the teaching-learning situation the clash of realities 
meet at the level of language. If the teacher is unable to meet 
the pupilts language initially then communication is lost. The 
effective teacher achieves a successful meeting and then leads pupils 
to see the relevance of the discrete subject language. From this, 
the pupil can reach towards the conceptual formations of the teacher: 
without it, he retains his own concepts, rejecting those of the 
teacher. 50 
The denial by many teachers that their own language is a barrier5l 
is akin to the concert pianist playing a maJOr concerto and then 
demanding the same from the pupil. 
52 The professional is unable 
often to analyse the sequence at the comprehensible level of the 
learner. 53 Language should, of necessityO be inclusiveg not exclusive; 
the solution lies with the teacher not the pupil. The demystification 
of knowledge through the medium of language would stimulate children's 
interests. Consequently the potential cognitive level would be raised 
since the learner's reflexivity would allow him to create knowledge. 
54 
It could indeed be argued that the 'soft' curriculumt structured 
on Bernstein's 'Integrated code19 with its frequently associated 
self-learning format'(though this is not necessarily so) is likely 
to facilitate the meeting of the languages more easily than the 'hard, 
(Tollective code') curriculum. 
55 
Given that the acclaimed attributes of both the transferability 
of knowledge and the intelligence factor as an absolute have each 
been effectively contested over the past few decades, it would seem 
that a subject which can offer a wide spectrum of knowledge and skills 
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and which is both relevant to pupils as well as being rooted in their 
actual experience, thereby offering an empirical approach, as well 
as being capable of arousing the qualities of empathy and sympathy 
for other human beings at an individual, societal and world levels 
should have a very valid claim to the central point of the curriculum. 
Home Economics is such a subject. 
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Chapter VII 
The Claim for Home Economics 
"One wide topic, which is of such practical and social 
importance in our civilization that it begs our attention 
for inclusion in a core curriculumv is the home ... an 
applied and practical field of enquiry involving both 
the sexes... (it) can only be studied from a wide spectr= 
of disciplinary viewpoints 
R. C. Whitfield 
Disciplines of the Cu=iculum 
p. 233 
Introduction 
It has been correctly said that "Among the more significant 
developments in the last twenty years ... 
(has been) the extension 
of the base of the old Home Economics course Homemaking coursest 
home and family lifev personal relations, child care, budgetingp 
social science and applied science all came to be linked together 
and the interrelationship emphasised in new courses. More recently 
nutrition (as such) and Counselling have been incorporated as well as 
Health Studies. The study of trurnishing and Fabrics', 'Dress and 
Design' and Creative Embroidery have updated and redirected studies 
of some traditional areas. 
The scope of scientific and social science knowledee has 
exploded in the second half of this centuz7. This has added breadth 
and depth to areas already contained within the field of Rome Economics 
and has embraced new realms of study such as child psychologyt 
commmity and legal studies. Admittedly this is only to be found 
at the frontiers of the teaching within this subject, for old habits 
the hard. 
2 But it is the synergistic quality of the subject which 
justifies its claim to centrality. Over and above all other 
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considerations, the interactive nature of common and uncommon sense 
realitY3 would be realised. 
The tRelevancel of Home Economics 
The major support for the centrality value of Rome Economics 
lies in the fact that teaching needs to begin from the pupils' 
common-sense reality and work outwards to the uncommon-sense 
4 
reality of academic subjects or disciplines'. Given the recognition 
that human relationships is the link-mechanism which runs through 
all the aspects contained within Home Economics then the expansion 
into more traditional subject areas (e. g. History, Geograpbys, Science, 
English etc. ) would be seen as relevant. Differentiating subjects 
in the past has been the major fault of the schools it is argued. 
5 
This however is to ignore the perceived pressures of prevailing 
social ideologies regarding Isuccesst and themeazw of obtainin it. 
Integration of the curriculum through the medium of a human relationship 
theme would allow consideration of future problems connected with 
the social order (in its broad context) both at the micro and macro 
levels, with the advantage that the projection would be stemming from 
familiar grounds. No other subject offers this attribute whichp as 
Lawton suggests, is a major requirement of a curriculum. 
6 
It offers 
a source of cohesion and coherence for the total curriculum. This 
is an essential feature if the current crisis in education is to be 
overcome. 
7 It would also make more individuals 'effective thinkers' 
in that societal and international problems would be meaningful to 
them and invoke their thought processes to both immediate and future 
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problems. 'Effective thinking' has hitherto been associated with 
abstract thinking in the main. 
8 
The connotation therefore is 
doubtful when applied to everyday life. 'Concerned thought' might 
be more relevant. 
The other major value which is the prerogative of Home Economics 
is the link between home and school. Apart from the obvious one of 
parental involvement in terms of material provisions and consumption 
of items made in ongoing programmeaq the link envisaged here as 
being of prime importance is that of realities. The pupil can see 
the subject operating all around himt thus his school and non-school 
realities could become meaningfully integrated. 
Perspectives on Curricular Foundations 
Earlier writers an the curriculumg Scbwabq9 Hirstplo Phenix 
11 
and Peters 
12 had attempted to define the content of the curriculum 
in terms of either 'types of thinking', 'disciplines', $realms of 
meaning' or Iforms of knowledge'. These were, in their way, the 
outcome of ideologies regarding the nature of education itself. 
At the abstract level they offer interesting guidelines but at the 
practical level they tend to be little more than an argument supporting 
the status quo. When it comes to the 'nitty-gritty' of classroom 
realityp with the exception of Phenix, they appear to be reduced 
to the old academic-subject format. 
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One of the major problems of the traditional curriculum 
has been the alienation of the majority of pupils. 
13 Therefore 
if Hirst's rather 'pure' Iforms of knowledge' (which Barrow refutes)14 
were to be applied in the early years of the Secondary school, this 
would be the likely outcome yet again. Applied knowledge however, 
stemming from the pupils' reality would avoid the alienation syndrome. 
It wouldp it is argued, constitute the foundation for the future, 
more abstract knowledge. Thus an inversion of the traditional sequence 
might be the answer, for as Barrow reasonsp 'informed opinion' (which 
Hirst seeks) cannot be given by anyone unless they have studied the 
subject matter. 
15 
Now if it is at this early stage that pupils are 
alienatedl then it is at this point that change is required. To be 
meaningfulg these forms of knowledge must be relevant. Therefore 
If a pupil cannot perceive any relevance he will opt out of the 
learning process. Made relevant howeverp by means of being rooted 
in his own realityp the necessary stimulus to laterp higher levels 
of study will be established. The vast majority of pupils have no 
need of the higher levels of knowledgeo but they are disastrously 
disadvantaged without the practical level. Thereforep provided that 
the channels to the 'higher' realms of knowledge are genuinely 
available, the greater emphasis on the applied level would seem 
to be societally advantageous. Relevance leads to response, response 
to development. From this point it will be a matter of which 
direction to follow. The social context and ideologies will determine 
this. 
Igo 
It would seem that the broad field of Home Economics with 
its central chain of human relationships could provide the relevance 
and realism required to constitute the base for the practical-to- 
theoretical process. It is a subject concerned with the most 
fundamental problems of man at all levels. It can operate from 
the ego-centred to the socio-centredness which Piaget defined as 
Inatuxall to man. 
16 It would also lead to the 'world view' which 
is missing in most subjectsp 
17 for problems of foodv shelter and 
human rights are international. Yet the subject starts 
trom. the 
perspective of self-awaxeness, an essential prerequisite to 
awareness of others' needs and problems. This would, it is 
maintained,, lead to the development of Phenix's 'complete person'. 
According to Phenixg this 'complete person' can be developed 
through a curriculum which contains his BiX 'realms of meaning'; 
Symbolics; Empirics; Aesthetics; Synoetics; Synoptics; Ethics and 
Morality. Given the concept of Bruner's 'spiral curriculum", 
" it 
would appear that the subject of Home Economicsq with its potential 
myriad of developmental points, would constitute a relevant and 
realistic framework. 
With all the ourriculum designs outlined aboveg the question 
of style (framing') has not been oonsidereds yet it is this factor 
which largely determines the degree of knowledge - integration. 
Knowledge which is required to shape action, needs to be reflexive: 
this is in contrast to the bodies of arcane knowledge which were 
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held to be valuable in themselves - often because of their 
scarcity value alone. Thus Barnes' 'Interpretation' 19 model 
of learning and its concommitant teaching model would seem to 
be the most appropriate, for it allows both teacher and learner 
to bring a wide range of knowledge to bear on the learning 
process thereby multiplying the possible links. Ablewhite 
20 
has clearly shown how pupils make links quite differently to 
those the teacher makes: this has been the weakness of the 
traditional curriculumt teacher and pupil realities have not 
met in the cognitive world. It is evident that the early links 
are crucial: the all-embracing subject of Rome Economical could 
afford the strongest and surest ones. 
Modern curricular strategies 
Because of its comprehensive initial study areas, Home Economics 
paves the way for the twin demands of a good curriculum. These 
Lawton identifies as coverage and balance. 
21 The problem lies 
in the components required to achieve this and the organisation 
utilised. For Lawton the compartmentalised approach still seems 
to hold sway with the exception of an acknowledgement of some more 
modern subject groupings (e. g. Expressive and Creative Arts). 
22 
Barrowls 23 curriculum could be suitably covered through the 
medium of Home Economics. His 'new, curriculum centres on two 
types of knowledge, 
24 the 'scientific' and the 'religious' - whether 
empirically provable or not. This would develop, he maintains, two 
interpretive attitudest the religious (i. e. non-scientific) and the 
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scientific. In additiont several lawarenesses' would be aroused 
(e. g. moralq aesthetic, scientific etc. ) A crucial omissian however 
seems to be that of social awareness. This it is argued, would be 
axiomatic if his other suggestions are to be taken seriously. Home 
Economicep given its new orientation, would correct this. 
According to Barrow the curriculum should contain five types 
of 'pursuit' which are, he maintains, valuable to the individual 
and the commmity. 
25 To this end he specifies study areas which 
are stage, not age constructs: health and moral training, numeracy, 
literacy as stage one; the natural sciencesy mathematics, religion, 
fine artsv history and literature as stage two; vocational and 
social studies as stage three with the addition of such options 
as cookery, sociology, latin etc. 
While there is a greater degree of coherence in his proposals 
than in many other proposed curricula, the link being a perspective 
on man in some of the areas, there is not a through-link. His concern 
is with 'pleasure' in the sense that the activities should be 
beneficial to the individual and society. The inherent danger in 
such an analysis is that of value judgements. His measure is the 
avoidance of pain. Yet the giver and receiver of pain may have 
different realities as to what that actually constitutes. 
26 
It is 
also a somewhat static curriculum in that deviance, which Durkheim 
contends is essential to the health of society, 
27 is not apparently 
embraced. Deviance, in the sense of deviation from the accepted 
behavioureq beliefs etc. of society results from, and gives rise 
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to, changes in society. This is essential in order to ensure the 
future of a society within constantly changing contexts. Thus 
4namism and deviancy are twin forces in an effective society and 
this needs to be reflected in the curriculum. 
There are then serious faults even in what at first sight 
appears to be a much more relevant and realistic curriculum. Rome 
Economics could preempt these faults. A study of human relationships 
necessarily involves a study of deviancy through problems such as 
broken homes, alcoholism, drug abuse, violence at both the micro 
and the macro levels. A unified approach through Home Economics 
would overcome the problem of compartmentalisation which still lead 
Barrow to disassociate health from food. 
By examining some specific areas mentioned by Barrow and 
others it will be shown how modern Home Economics (in its new guise) 
can both unify and expand the curriculum. Whitfield's demand for 
the inclusion of Rome Economics in the core curriculum 
28 is extremely 
valuable and perhaps a lone voice. Even so it is envisaged as a 
focus. Therefore it fails to incorporate the real potential breadth 
and depth of the subject and its real claim to constitute the 'core' 
of the curriculum. 
Food 
Food and drink are essential to man's survival: true, but the 
difference between mere survival and good health lies in the knowledge 
of food in all its aspects, production, natural and technological, 
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marketingv processing, preparation and presentation, cultural and 
religious factors and their effects on nutritional levels. Then 
there are the personalvbiological processes and age-group problems; 
special and cultivated diets (i. e. medical and promoted diets such 
as 'slimming' diets). Leading from this are problems of personal 
and public health, pollution etc. 
Taking an historical and comparative approach would incorporate 
formerly defined areas of History and Geography. In-depth studies 
of these subjects would develop in the later years in terms of the 
conditions they imposed on man's behaviour. The comparative approach 
would develop not only an awareness of cultural differences and 
similarities but also an empatby with members of other societies. 
A study of customs beliefs and practices of various cultures could 
lead to the experimentation with 'national' dishes. Poverty and 
affluence at individual and international levels would, it is hoped, 
help to develop a greater understanding of the causes and effectep 
both natural and man-made. 
Stemm±ng from this would be studies of Ormell's three world 
perspectives. 
29 The application of pbysicap chemistry and biology: 
those who developed a particulax interest could then move into 
the 'pure' form of these subjects in the post core-cu=icul-um stages. 
30 
Although moving from the applied to the pure is the reverse 
of the traditionally accepted academic flow it might well be the 
means of preventing alienation from those subjects on the part of so 
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many pupils. The 'pure' forms are required by a relatively few 
persons in the final analysis. The argument often put forward, 
that the 'pure' form has of necessity to be started early in order 
to develop the future specialist is at least questionable. It fails 
to take account of motivation, which would accelerate a late starter, 
and also it fails to account for the fact that many pupils who 
might become specialists are precluded for. reasorsoutlined above. 
Study of malnutrition, poverty and human problems could be 
linked and modern ones such as obesity and the effects of diet on 
human development incorporated, at suitable levels. This would, 
hopefully induce favourable attitudes towards good personal nutrition 
together with an understanding of the multiple facets involved and 
sympatby with world events. 
Mathematics would be utilised in a practical manner, weighine, 
ratios of foods in recipes etc. costingt measuring for packaging 
and transporting and distribution distances etc. Mathematical 
concepts such as those of 'space' could be incorporated in examples 
of pupils' assessment of container sizes (e. g. basins, pans) to take 
different mixtures or for storage Purposes. 
31 
Heat transferability might be far more meaningful to many 
pupils through experiments with meringue mixtures (e. g. in baked 
Alaska) than the usual rod expansion. A study of ovens in relation 
to food changes would produce many more learning outcomes than the 
traditional studies on heat. 
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Similarlyp chemical actions and reactions on foods through 
various processes (e. g. oookJ-ng, oannin , freezing) could lead to 
a much greater awareness of the causes of dietary deficiency as 
well as giving greater meaning to historical events such as battles 
or famous explorations through developments such as these. Visits 
to different types of food processing plants# instead of the sole 
farm visit which is common, would3ink industry, 
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reality and 
modernity together with technological studies. Personal and public 
health in relation to food would be much more meaningful; the study 
of viruses eta. would take it to a world-wide perspective. 
Textiles : Purnishina and Fabrios 
The initial link here might be through the study of the 
effects of a fire - examples arise frequently in the news of the 
disastrous fires now often stated to be started by the effect of 
heat on modern textiles. in this way more learning would be likely 
to result since safety in the home would inevitably arise in discussion. 
Combinations of elements which are used in the construction 
of modern fabrics would provide the basis for an hist-Drioal analysis 
of fibre development and yet, lead to 'pure' chemistry studies. World 
resources and problems of supply and demand could lead to tpuret 
economics, geographyt geomorphology eto. 
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Home and Family 
Through a study of the pupils' own homes and lives it it; 
33 
possible to develop many tawarenesseslo historical, geographical, 
scientificp social etc. It can however also form the basis for the 
development of 'pure' subjects. If9 as Barrow maintains, the fundamental 
question of how man ought to live is central to History and an 
'expansion of awareness and sympathy' is the central function of 
Literaturep then the study of his own home life and relationships 
would afford a meaningful introduction. Allied to the study of other 
societies and the mode of living would add a dimension of consciousness 
not normally experienced by the majority. Later study of 'pure' 
subjects would then be underpinned by a sympathy not merely compulsion. 
For example, the reading of some of the classics in Literaturet such 
as Jane Austen's 'Pride and Prejudice' or Mrs. Gaakell's 'Mary Barton' 
could be analysed in terms of the family relationships and behaviourep 
class distinctions and values, class diets and vork/leigure : this 
might well arouse more passions and interest than is usually the case 
with all but the most ardently academic pupils. 
Health 
As already stated, nutrition and the preparation and processing 
4 
of food are very closely linked to healthp both public and personal. 
Good health is central to the well-being of society at large as well 
as the individual for ill-health is very costly to society in terms 
of lost man-hours34 in industry and remedial medicine. 
35 
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Through historical studies of living conditions and the 
structure/design of houses (e. g. no kitchens or bathrooms) sanitation 
and pollution would be linked to everyday realities. 
Literacy, which many claim to be the central requirement of 
educationg begins in the cradle. Research into academic achievement 
points to the importance of the pre-school years: the importance of 
'play', oftalkv the sustaining of small children's natural inquisitiveness. 
Thus a knowledge of how and wby these aspects are of such prime 
importance is relevant - more so perhaps than the 'practical' knowledge 
of feeding and bathing the baby for these are often subject to fads 
and fashions of psychology,, apart from the fact that necessary 
information is available and more meaningful at the requisite moments 
in time. The importance of curtailing housewifely activities when 
human relationship may be of greater consequences is more a matter of 
attitudes than of knowledge, a point which would be underpinning a 
course centred on human relationships. Literacy through discussion 
of family problems would achieve multiple learning outcomes. 
Human biology stems from the study of the self, a study which 
can be related simultaneously with socialp emotional and psychological 
development. This would establish a much more natural sequence (in 
the pupils' perspective at least) than is the case of 'traditional' 
biology where for example human reproduction is peripheral in the 
general study of plant and animal reproduction to such an extent that 
fourth year pupils in no way linked 'reproduction' with the process 
of human reproduction: the transfer of knowledge from 'Biology, to 
'Mothercraft' was non existent. Botanyp Biochemistry Zoology could 
then be developed in their 'pure' forms later on. 
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Physics too would be much more meaningful if studied initially 
in relation to human energy : levers and pulleys, still studied in the 
abstractq would be more realistic if associated with the problems of 
backachey slipped discs etc. A study of the problems of handicapped 
persons would offer a source of applied physics in respect of gadgets 
in the home or ramps versus stairs in shops and public places. Then, 
physics, so often a tcold' (and subsequently 'dead') subject for the 
majority of pupils would promote social awareness and an attitude of 
concern for others in an area of increasing gerontacy when these 
attributes will be required. 
Chemistry, so often killed through incomprehensible language 
and out-of-reality experiments, could be meaningfully applied to food 
studies and lead perhaps to improved personal dietary habits. 
Dress as commmication would be extremely relevant to many 
pupils who experience conflict with 'authority' both at school and 
home as indeed the whole concept of self-presentation might be. 
Linked to the broader aspects of control through uniforms (civil and 
military) the moral implications for self-control etc. might be 
invoked without pupils feeling that they are being scapegoated. 
This is an essential aspect of attitude formation and change. 
Conclusion 
In claiming -that Rome Economics is capable of fulfilling -the 
aemmas of a core, cu=iculum it is not being auggestea that the 
preigent format would be adequate s far from it. Reconstruction and 
redirection would be minimal requirements. Howeverp the potential 
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substantive matter, focussed on the concept of human relationships, 
offers far more than any other single subject. 
Support for the claim can be rooted in Piaget's developmental 
stages of the leaxning process. Given the citiciams of his subjects, 
what Piaget does highlight is the three stage learning process; the 
enactive, iconic and symbolic. Much of the present study areas of 
Home Economics actually do - and others certainly could - start with 
the enactive (action) phase. The iconic (visual) stage is frequently 
concurrent with the enactive thereby telescoping the leaming process 
and could be said to be one of the reasons for the success of the 
domestic subjects with 'less able' pupils. If other subjects also 
provided a 'practical# initiation (e. g. much more conversationt 
discussions etc. in English) perhaps 'backwardness' would not be as 
common as it is. 
36 
The third stage, the symbolic, where language 
structures concepts derives from the second stage. It is said that 
few peoples relatively speaking, ever reach this third stage: mental 
pictures are not translated into verbal structures. In the light of 
previous statements concerning blocks to languages, notably the 
problem of teacher and pupil realities meetingp37 it would seem 
reasonable to suggest that the problem lies with the teacher not 
the pupil. Home Economicss, with a language which at least in the 
initial stagest encompasses that of the pupils' daily realities, 
offers a vehicle of commmicatim more suitable than most. 
Additional support for the centrality of Rome Economics can 
be found in Ormell's contention that many of the age-old processes 
of learning have been $short-circuited' by technological development, 
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such as televisionp tape-recorders etc., thereby rendering obsolete 
the support for the type of education which emphasises the memorisation 
of facts, 
38 
_ themselves a debatable concept. Computer developments 
have brought complicated arithmetical (and other) processes within 
the orbit of the unskilled person39 2nd current complaints from 
industry regarding the mathematical ability of pupils on entering 
the work situation may really be indicative of a backwardness on the 
part of industry rather than the pupils. 
40 
The real problem would seem to be that of knowledge which is 
required for everyday living but which is not easily available: 
the uncommonsense knowledge required for commonsense purposes (e. g. 
nutritionp pErjcholoey in advertising etc. ) 
When considering the content of the curriculum and the role 
of subjects as they are traditionally known, it is as well to remember 
that some of the most exciting and relevant material has axisen in 
the 'spaces betweent the disciplines. 41 The fact that the ability 
of this material to stand up to the 'knockabout conditions of daily 
use in the classroom, 
42 is queried by Ormell could be that it lacks 
a unifying concept. That posited in this study, human relationships, 
would perhaps supply the focus required to avoid haphazardp meaningless 
development. 
Room for the twilight subjects areas (in terms of traditional 
categories) can be found on the grounds that much of what previously 
passed for the 'hardt disciplines is now obsolete as the result of 
technological developments. To teach Ifossilised formulations, 43 of 
bygone eras at the expense of enquiring into the Prevailing environment 
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is extremely dangerous. Societal ossification is likely to be the 
product of such practices. Thus the problem of Iworthwhileness' 
in relation to the curriculum must be seen in terms of the prevailing 
societal context : it is relative to the historical and social location. 
However, Barrow's concept of a 'pleasure' basod curriculum is also 
debatable. Apart from the possible misconception as to the term by 
the teaching profession as well as the public, it may be argued that 
the depth of 'pleasure' is, in question. The danger of trivialisation 
44 is paramount. Given Ba=owfs principle that it is in opposition to 
'painlp the whole concept is value-prone. 
45 Taken at the deeper level 
of 'satisfaction', both personal and societalp many questions concerning 
the education of 'the masses' seem to fall into place. The semantic 
difference is that of value. In the latter there is the concept of 
'reward* which suggests more than the temporal quality of Opleasurel. 
In this way the problem that dogs the domestic subjects, that of the 
considerable amount of routinised activitiest takes on a different 
perspective. They become means to ends not ends in themselves. At 
I 
the same time the froutinelp which can be seen in terms of stepping 
stones, each stage of which gives gradations of satisfaction in terms 
of the wholep becomes not merely mindless activity but a contributory 
46 
element. When there is a 'consequence$ resultins from an activity 
it cannot be mindless. 
47 
If therefore the concept of human relationships 
is kept in focus, mindless routine will be eliminated from much that 
is currently engaged in as 'Home Economics' and purposeful activities 
invoked. 
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It is said that the aim of a good curriculum is to 
find sequences which will generate a kind of confidence, 
an ongoing illumination, an appetite for education" 48 
Among previous arguments against breadth in the curriculum 
has been that breadth encourages lack of depth, depth being the 
identifying attributes of a liberal education. 
49 But a core 
curriculum must surely offer breadth if it is to appeal to the 
majority of pupils. Yet coherence is likewise a basic essential: 
coherence through the study of and concern for human relationships 
would seem feasible through the broadest subject in the curriculum, 
Home Economics (given that it would acquire a new name). 
A core curriculum of this nature could also operate across 
institutions: problems currently being experienced curriculum-wise 
as the result of different tx-ansfer ages50 (viz. whether Junior or 
Middle school systems operate and if the latter, what age ranges 
are concerned) would be diminished since, given cooperation between 
schools, there is no reason wby one year of the 'core$ in a three 
year programme should not function in the primary school. 
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Chapter VIII 
Obstacles to development I: identity. image and nomenclature 
"Schools make better disciples than inquirers". 
j. Dewey (ig6l) 
Democracy and Education 
P-339 
Introduction 
Despite the potential of Rome Economics it would seem that 
'development' is more apparent than real. Progress is hindered by 
intrinsic factors as well as extrinsic ones. There are a number 
of obstacles to the development of the subject, among them problems 
of identity, image, nomenclature and attitudes both within and 
towards the subject. 
The first three problems will be examined in this chapter. 
The ensuing chapter will analyse the role of the ideology of 
womanhood within the domestic subject for it is felt that this 
is perhaps the major problem in terms of attitudes engendered by 
and towards the subject. 
Identity 
A major problem the subject is currently experiencing is 
the realisation that its practitioners are uncertain as to its 
identity. 
IA 
subjeotts identity lies in its fundamental subject 
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matter: this gives rise to its image from which it subsequently 
derives its status. With most subjects the question of identity 
is non-problematic: it is clear-cut and historically determined 
(e. g. English). Where new subjects have arisen, as in the case of 
Environmental Studies, their identity has been fairly clearly 
established by the use of a new title. But in the case of the 
domestic subjects it would appear that an attempt is being made 
to establish a new image within the existing framework of name 
and subject matter. Other subjects have experienced similar 
problems it is suggestedp 
2 
although they have not had to contend 
with the social attitudes as have the domestic subjects. 
3 
Home Economics is a subject with 'expanding boundaries#. 
Many of its practitioners see this as being merely the acquisition 
of more material to teach. Thus the identity cannot have changed. 
As a subject though it is 'turbulent and confused' as to what that 
identity is. 
4 
It has been suggested that the 'central Identity ... 
is organisation and . agement, 
5. Yet these are processes, not 
substantive areas: the knowledge has itself to be applied to a 
body of knowledge: they are means to ends, not ends to themselves. 
Therefore they cannot constitute the identity of the subject. 
Home Economics as an area of study encapsulated society's 
concept of woman's role and status. Perhaps the confusion over 
identity arises from this very pointq itself a matter of considerable 
debate. Once the identity is ascertained then a philosopby can be 
arrived at, although it would seem that a social philosophy must 
of necessity precede this. The founders of the subject had such 
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a philosopby - to help the poorer classes to improve their standard 
of living. 
6 
But this was only within the social context of the day 
and was perhaps counteracted by other social ideologies regarding 
social status. 
7 
Today, this perspective which suggests a degree 
of patronage, would be seen as value-loaded. It would therefore 
perhaps be better to envisage it as problems encountered within the 
family and societal context. 
It is suggested here that the fundamental identity of the 
domestic subjects is human relationships. Such an identity would 
place the subject within the context of total society, not merely 
within the home. It also encapsulates the difference between 'home' 
and thouset. This would in fact incorporate the essential element 
which home economists, when discussing the name of the subject have 
insisted, is crucial. It would also facilitate a world perspective 
and thereby broaden outlooks. With the identity of human relationships 
the linking of various strands (sometimes referred to as 'a ragbag') 
8 
normally contained within the subject would be naturalt nutritiong 
health, food presentation etc. would be seen as necessarily taking 
into account others' beliefs, behaviourt cultural background and 
practices, as well as the processes by which these were arrived at, 
and if necessary by which they are changed. Thus factors which 
actually govern nutrition - taboosp social class etc. which have to 
date made a mockery of nutrition education, would be better understood 
and thereby enable more effective teaching to be undertaken. 
9 
Given this identityq the complex nature of the domestic subjects 
could assume a place in the school curriculum which would appeal to 
both sexes, and as suchq might eventually be taught by both. Should 
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this be achieved, it Is argued that the social and sexual biases 
10 
which at present appear to afflict the subject would thereby be 
eliminated. 
The complexity of the subject can be seen in, the A. T. D. S. 
Report when areas of study rather than objectives were defined, 
These it was said were a summation of areas covered and seem to 
bear little resemblance to the overall teaching pattern. 
12 The 
apparent fragmented nature of the subject indicates the reason 
for the difficulties experienced in seeking an identity upon which 
all may agree. 
The corpus of knowledge embraced within a subject is identified 
to others through the medium of its name. Of itself, this infers 
ownership of that particular body of knowledge. 
13 Therefore the 
question of nomenclature has been of immense consequence for the 
domestic subjects. 
Nomenclature 
One of the major problems constantly facing the domestic 
subjects is the social overtones appertaining to them. Since the 
name of any subýect area denotes its identity and thereby its image, 
it would seem imperative to select an accurately symbolic title. 
The domestic subjects have been bedevilled by this issue for many 
years. Currexitlyp the problem would appear to be that whilst 
attempting to change the subject matterg the encasing title is to 
be retained. Thus, while it is true that a mere change of nomenclature 
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will not effect a change of attitudes towards the subject, observers 
may equally not acknowledge the newer content unless a newl universal 
name is adopted. 
14 Past changes of name have not succeeded in 
removing the stigma attached to the subject. 
Originally the domestic subjects were entitled under their 
separate, descriptively accurate names; domestic economy, laundry 
worky housewifery etc. From thereon confusion appears to have reigned 
and is perhaps an indication of the lack of direction within the 
subject, or rather, its multi-directional nature. Whilst the term 
tDomestic Subjects' replaced the former individualised titles in 
order to indicate the mixed nature of a news combined approach15 the 
title of 'Domestic Science' was substituted for 'Cookery' at a number 
of training schools. 
16 In the case of the training institutions 
this appears to have been based on the philosophy that a good 
scientific understanding of food and processes was essential. 
17 
It also incorporated the Social Science element which was being 
recognised as a significant element in the application of domestic 
18 
science. In 1909 however, the word 'SubJects' replaced 'sciences 
in the official title of the A. T. D. S. 9 the officially representative 
body. 19 Yet schools often used the term 'Sciencet to enhance the 
teaching of ecience. 
20 
A variety of titles vast and still is, used by, the various 
Examination Boards, and schools 
21 
although the A. T. D. S. reverted 
to 'Domestic Science' in 1962. This movet which 'surprised' members 
and 'astonished' non-members, despite a survey, was an attempt to 
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ensure a title that would be meaningful to everyone and which would 
present to the 'dimly comprehending outside worldt that the 
practitioners of the subject 'at least had an idea of what they 
were doing'. 
22 
The name was coined from an amalgam of the diffuse range of 
existing terminology: domestic Subjects; Domestic Science; Household 
Science; Homecraft; Home Science; Household Technology; Home Economics 
etc. But this was retrospective not developmental in outlook. It 
failed to encompass the social aspects and in effect it polarised 
the subject into two sections in terms of practitioners - those who 
liked the practical aspects only and those who could cope with the 
required science. Thus the social science element was virtually 
excluded. This not only inhibited many potentially interested persons 
but could be said to be a fundamental cause of the subject's lack of 
impact: the human element is surely the lynchpin in the communication 
process. 
A very brief survey (at the Buxton Conference 1974) shaved 
that many teachers see a change of name as undesirable, although they 
were seemingly unaware of the range of currently operative names. 
23 According to these teachers, the term 'domestic$ or 'home$ is inviolate 
a point echoed by tutors when considering future courses. Yet as 
Rudd and Wiseman point out, teachers of domestic subjects are " ... 
likely to enjoy the same status as teachers of Mathematics only when 
24 Domestic Science is seen to be clearly interpMted as human education". 
Since the name is a symbol, this concept would have to be reflected 
* my emphasis 
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in it if indeed there is to be any indication to outsiders as to the 
general emphasis within the subject. 
In some countries (e. g. Prancep Sweden) the title of tFamily 
Sciences' or 'Family Studies' is used. These would seem to indicate 
the tenor of the courses and to exclude the concept of 'work' traditionally 
associated with domesticity. In France for example, Rome Economics 
is seen as being " ... less concerned. with the transmission of practical 
recipes than with training for the profession of homemaking ... the 
preparation of women to be mothers of families". In Canada it centres 
on " ... mastery of those attitudes that are the essence of abundant 
family livinar. ý5 Both these visions would seem to embrace the concept 
of human relationships, despite the role orientation of the French 
statement. Whilst many would argue that, such a perspective is 
contained within the British versiong to others it appears at best 
a secondary concern# housewifery being the dominant one. 
In conclusion then, it may be argued that a change of name 
is imperative if due recognition is to be achieved by the subject in 
this country. Perhaps the adherence to the former name(s) is 
indicative of the conservative nature of the profession and that 
significant persons who could be instrumental in the process are 
themselves opposed to change. Certainly there seems to be considerable 
support from students once they had examined the variables involved 
and had become super-conscious of societal attitudes. 
26 
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If the new identity of the domestic subjects was recognised 
by its own practitionerst links with other subjects would be readily 
forthcoming it is suggested. Indeed,, it could easily claim to be 
central to the curriculum, constituting the 'core'. This is examined 
in the subsequent chapter. 
The alternative to becoming the 'corelp or at least a major 
contributory element to a coret is for the subject to become more 
specialist. In this instance, any me of its myriad of component 
parts could become specialist areas (e. g. Nutrition, Science, Social 
Sciences etc). Some institutions have sought this (e. g. Elizabeth 
Gaskelll, Manchester). In terms of 'academic respectability' this 
is feasible and seem to be the attraction. Yet in terms of societal 
needsp the unique contribution of the subject is its synergistic 
quality. Those who seek specialisation to the degree suggested 
could be self-seeking rather than altruistic. 
27 The kernel of the 
problem lies in the deep-seated dichotomy between 'pure' and 'applied' 
knowledge. Until this is overcome it appears to be an insoluble 
problem. It is also debatable whether schools would find sufficient 
work for such specialist teachers and since the profession is largely 
self-perpetuating this could be the vital factor. 
The final alternative then is for the subject per se to the out. 
It is already being absorbed into other areas 
28 in some instances. 
This suggests that othersrecognise the identity of the subject (i. e. 
human relationships) more effectively than do its own practitioners. 
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In that case, they are their own worst enemies. Awareness of the 
true nature and importance of the subject however could be harnessed 
to the concept of a 'core curriculum' in which the domestic subjects 
constitute the focus or even the core itself. 
Conclusion 
In the light of the foregoing evidence it is abundantly clear 
that Rome Economics needs a new image if it is to surrive as a 
curriculum entity. This will only be achieved through a radical 
reassessment of its identity and a clear philosophy concerning its 
role in modem society. 
One of the major stumbling blocks is the profession itself 
and the insistence on the very strong scientific bias. 
29 But this 
is to deny the changed emphasis of the discipline3O and the new 
knowledge which illuminates the past failure to change peoples' 
habits. Recognition that more changes would be wrought throu& 
an understanding of behavioural development which could then lead 
to the introduction of scientific analysis would in all probability 
enable the subject to be classified in the human sciences. 
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Ohavter IX 
Obstaoles to Development II 
Ideology of Womanhood in the Domestic Sublects 
"Women bave only the neutered dignity men bave 
allowed the women they bave called 'good'. The 
indignity of femininity has been internalised 
for millenia, " 
S, Rowbotham 1973 
'Women's ConsoiousneestMan's World'. 
p. xi Pelican 
Introduction 
It has been suggested that the domestic subjects have fulfilled 
the role of a 'carrying group' for social ideologies which relate to 
WOMMS Bat contrary to the normal use of this term, that is,, that, a 
carrying group conveys an assertive ideologyq the domestic subjects 
have carried retrospective ideologies. Yet it in as offectiveg if 
not more sog for the invisible nature of this role is its defence. 
Since it transmits archaic ideologies rega*ding women's sexq status 
and economic value though, it is likely to be rejected by forward 
thinking peoplev who envisage a more egalitarian role for women, 
Certainly research evidence supports the view that Rome Economists,, 
at least emerging from the school situationg are more confozuist 
than other groups, 
2 'Unless and until the subject becomes congruent 
vith current thinking it will be rejected by those who could be 
instrumental in developing the subject's true potential. 
3 AB it ing 
it appears to be a Smallt close circle on two levels, those vho 
teach and intend to teach it and those who take it as a non-examination 
subject. Those who studY branches of the domestic subjects in the 
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non-teaching world do not fall quite into the same category since 
they are not concerned with the specific home situation and the 
perpetuation of the feminine ideology. Yet even herev the tendency 
ý4 to conservatim appears to be strongerv although this is an area 
for future studvo The trend to rej-ct Sociological Studies In new 
5 Home Boonomice degrees is Pvidence of +his. However, this is in 
direct opposition to moves in the schools. 
6 
Thus the vpry people 
who seek to 1womotob the standing of the -4ubiect could bim the cause 
of its downfall. 
As a subject the traditional role of woman as wife and 
housokee-rýer, with the maphasim on the latterg is accepted unquestioningly. 
3ht as Mtchell statps,, 
7 
of all wompn E; tu4e-nts, Home Pconmmists 
should at least be entitled to ask the rationale of this. They 
should, as future citizens, be aware that the ideals trmnsmitted 
throurh the sublect are based on historical socio-economic ideoloiries 
whose ro-levance in the modern world is queried, 14any- of the students 
are indeed conRcioug of n, conflict between their subject and the 
froal world, 
aa factor intensified by the d4velopment of Comprehensive 
education. '"heir are also, aware hovever of th@ need to comply with 
the desumda of' the subject in order to acquire the desired qualifiostion, 
9 
Although ammy of the more dissident students intend to 'CbNNM things, 
when they themselves reach 4eadher status, ard may refuse to aamme, 
a veneer in order to mas. 
10 the noted reversion syn4romie suaffests 
that this will not in fact cmaur, 
11 
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The Woman's Liberation Movement and other writers have 
commented adversely (in the role of 'housewife' 
12 in relation to 
the suppression of women and that, although the teohnioal. and 
pWaical conditions of housewifery have altered substantially 
in the last half century, there in still a tendency for housework 
activity to prolifaratq. 
13 Oakley posits that the length of 
education is theJesy factor in detachment from the housewifo role. 
14 
Yet the length of carpulsory education has been considerably extended. 
15 
The gap between oduoation and homemaker role however has decreased 
as the age rate of marriage has declined and the rate of marriage 
has increased. 16 Into the bargaing it in not the quantity of 
edwation but the quality which in the crucial factors increased 
length has for many simply meant an expansion of the existing type 
of education, frequently of the domstic subjects themselves. 
Since more working class than middle class housewives have a 'traditional 
orientation to housework'17 and the tendency in for working Class 
children to be in th* lower ability streaIM8 Which 99t mors Of the 
domestic subjects, then there exists & vicious circle, all of which 
am be seen as ensuring that the voridiag classes do not $rise above 
themselves I- Door* are closed an well as open*d by the wen quality 
of the edwation experienced. 
This chapter ozmkines saw of the societal Weo+, s which have 
oroat*d the immg* of wommhood which the domstio subjects in thq 
world of odacatiam inMrantly Mportm. 
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Legitimation 
An a subjectv Eme Zoonamice fligitiais*st the economic 
=ploitati= of women through the vnquentioning acceptance of 
trsAitio3al woman's idealised role of housewife. It reifi*s 
the cultural or"tion of the familyo an do sociologists who 
support the functimmalist perspective 
is of the family. The 
inages. portrayed of vmanhood and family are those of peace and 
planty" whereas in reality the family may be the site of violence, 
deop"r and abuse. The concept of the feminine role created & 
20 'useful prop and a spurious modernity' to the conservative 
perspective. 
Romenking and housework are habitually interpreted as 
synoiquous in the domestic subjects tbus contributing to the 
cosy imses, of home life 
21 
which the world of man mediat for its 
own dubious pupows, us=J ies. 
22 An Oakley argueng a falsity 
himes (a the dichotmqr between Ifamily' and 'work' 
23 
and obscures 
the true camservative ideoloS7 underpinn' the whole concept of 
the family In Britain. The sentimental cult of the 'feminine 
systiqme'24 in the psychological guise, of 'needs' and #natural 
fulfilment' in perhaps the cheapest wey in which society am ensure 
the exclusicin of women fr(n the 'world of work' where they might 
oanstitate a formidablet co"titive body against which MZ7 am 
might fail. Thus are they silenced. 
whm the opportunity to *zpand tho subjoct &roe* with the 
raising of tbe, sobool lexving ace (1972) instead of Opening up the 
xttbj*ot and allowing & qvesticalm approachq courses continued to 
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enhance the legendary 'beautiful, datifull wife-role. Courses in 
hair and beenty awe promote meaninglesst mindless, time-constiming 
occupaticine which in the final analysis merely support the capitalist 
system by incivasing dound for cosmetics eto. which proliferate in 
this country to an extent far beyond other countries. 
25 
In the oupswordinate role, the teacher has virtually limitless 
power to determine -the perspective promoted within the pedagogical 
relationship, as Bernstein points out. 
26 However, the subordinate 
has macy sources of knowledge &v&il&ble - the mass medi&9 peers and 
powers of observation, all of which create & reality based an 
loomemsense knowledge', and against which the teacher's reality 
is measured. If the two clash, and in Rome Economics this in 
particularly likely, then the reality which in the more 'credible' 
will be accepted. Therefore, the unquestioning &ooopt&uos of the 
Ifeminins, aWstiqual which forms the basis of the teacher's reality, 
in transmitted at the lowest levelg the trivia of outward appearance. 
The 'feminine systiqul was created for sale convenience. 
It rested on two arthe zvgax4ing women's place in society, namely 
the division of labour and that of notherhood. 
27 The inculo&ti(Im 
of 'houseprids' is a useful tool of the capitalist qrsteat the 
acquisition of property in term of household goods as wall as 
that of bricks and mortar, the sables of the nuclear familyp is 
fuelled by the indoctrination of Operftatiam' in housewif*ry. 
28 
Coupled with the efforts of the mass media the assault upcm the 
housevif* is totally Ofootive. no Poverty of isolatim 
29 in 
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term of human relationships resulting from this in mystified 
within the social ideology of lindividualisat. The Pasilyt in 
the realm of the dmestic subjects is seen &a non-problematic 
and divinely ordained. Examination of the broken family is not 
normally part of the programme - with the exception of 'Welfare 
Studies' which in frequAntly treated in an historical context 
only. Nany controversial areas are subject to the 'battery of 
neglect'30 by the domestic subjects i probl sam such as group 
living outside the 'normal' family context# alcoholism in the 
family, soapegoating, and viol*nc* to the person. 
31 The problem 
in likely to be exacerbated as courses =a truncated in the name 
of breadth and a4ministrative convenience. 
Yet studentat as teacherst will meet these families in 
the course of their career; 
32 inability to appreciate the problems 
facing these families may lead either to total disregard of the 
classroom Off*Ots33 or an incorrect analysis and mistaken 
remedial measures. Similarly, the false front posited within 
the domestic course, of an idyllict cosy domesticityv may escalate 
marriage by those least prepared for it and who subsequentlY9 
trammatioally discover that the home is virtually a prison which 
is officially protected from the scrutiny of the Law. The 
introduotion of 'Child Carol courses are (me sourowof such 
ancouragementO34 
Assertians that the subject in Irelevant' an the grounds 
of $reality' are mistaken. The reality presented is a distorted 
me i thus the credibility of the domestic subject in the modern 
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context is dubious. It is based on a series of myths which are 
perpetuated through the mediva of the avabject. An anal *is of 
the mm, jor myths will highlight the problem. 
The, Division of Iabour NYth 
The division of labour gave rise to the concept of IWOMM's 
work'. It can be said to have arisen from the separation of home 
and workp essentially an offset of industrialisation. Yet this is 
a class based (wmd biassed) view, since of necessity, many vorkiW 
class wasen have always worked. 
35 Division of labour by max however 
is clearly a sale construct for it is not 'natural' but culturally 
determined. It in therefore based an &-sexist ideoloS7. Cultural 
variations will testify to thim. 
36 
Sexual differences both biological and supposed mental ones,, 
have been promoted as the major justification for the 'inferiority' 
of vomen. Rovever, those have been defined an the basis of male- 
perspective questions. Once women start askin the questions which 
MM never ask, then a different picture emerges. 
37 Tb9 ideological 
biang unrecognised until the nineteen-seventiest facilitated the 
perpetuation of the sexist division of labour in society and created 
both inequitous and iniquitous situations. This ideology van supported 
by the apparent $findings' of Proud: those suited the dominant groups' 
ideology in mazUr fields. 
It in suggested that the sexual repression of the industrialisation 
em vas a feature of capitaliau in that a dulls sutamatimed vorkforce 
vag required by the nature of the vorkl, vith reason and clarity 
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underpiInviin &11 managerial &ctious. 
38 Spontaneity and instinct 
were non-conducive to such work and sexwa behaviour van considered 
to fall into this latter category. Yet if man could not dominate 
his woxk situation, although doiLination was a societal male-related 
value, then it was highly likely that it would find expression in 
the family situation. This itself was legally protected by the 
ideology of privatisationg which decreed that freedom of action 
between husband and wife was macromanotg even to severe injury. 
In this respect, it could be argued that by encouraging girls 
of the lower classes to boom* home orientedq the domestic subjects 
are currently enhancing early marriage thereby exacerbating a 
probles. Divorce figures indicate the vu. 1norability of early 
marriaggs. 
39 Thus the domestic subjects are posing a paradox for 
themselves: early marriage in encouraging failure in the very ares, 
of life the subject nooks to support. Certainly it encourages a 
sexist ideoloS7 based on the 'ideal' family situation. Considering 
the diversity of conceptions regarding marriWq this bias in ill 
conceived. 
Nuch of the presused evidence of fesiale inferiority is in 
fact the outome of deliberate gtLppressica of contrary evidenoe. 
Examduati(m of specifio life &rew will reveal the extent of this 
prwtios. 
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The Great SaiDpression 
One of the most freqimmtly prmoted 'Justifioations' for 
the social inequality of women in that, even in their omn traditional 
realm of woooenhood, namely cooking, men take all the top jobs. 
40 It 
in said that there are no wason. geniuses in the majority of fields - 
with the implication that they are incapable of being such. This 
last word of male defence has only recently been ohallenged to any 
mosmingful degree: light has at last been'thrmn an the zooms used 
to suppress and silence wmen. 
41 
The c(acept of genjuship is sooi&137 detormined in tbat it 
in 0 ... subject to the g ame laws of cotton and molasses" 
in that 
it adjusts to mVply and demand. 
42 "1* apparent lack of it highlights 
the methodology mployed in the suppression Of WOMR- A geniusp like 
a deviant is cn3, T labelled aa such when recognition in granted to 
that Offsot. 
43 
The potential for geniuship my exist within an 
individml and it may be exercised. But to gain roooipition may 
largely depend (a the modern form of patrasaget 
44 
namely access to 
the channels of oasommicatima, ouch as the written wordq exhibitions, 
television. radio *to. it in at this point that persistent 
discrimination against vanien bas led to their effective suppression 
and silencing. What me perhaps most effective was the social 
ideoloa of fmilainity which bold that to be a genius van 
useless and dangerous endowent. 045 
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It was perhaps beliefs like this that led to the constant 
non-recognition of women. For am log what has been written about 
woomp thereby publicising the image of 'veman', has been mainly 
by mon who 0 ... almost totally igaore the existence of womeng'. 
46 
Fýw works by women have survived. This may be due to the fact 
that no one deemed it worthwhile collecting theng Imt more probably 
becamse few vomen had the opportunity even to learn to read and 
write. The few isolated works which did survive were mainly by 
zms - almost the maly females who were taught to read and write. 
Zven in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries women we" frequently 
obliged to resort to the use of pseudonyms in order to got their 
47 
work published. What was published was invariably domed to be 
indicative of women's ixforiority. The subject matter was often 
trivial. Yet what was ignorod in this particular inotauoo,, was the 
fact that in order to got a book publishedt it was necessary to write 
the sort of material the publisher decided would succeed. Thus on 
the wholet the published material van only that which conformed 
to the male view of women or what vomen wanteds hence trivial matter 
for trivial persons. Thus the self-fulfilling prophecy was 'prared'. 
The irony of the situation, was that Amoy Would-b* authoresses were 
constrained to publish in order to aske a living. This was a 
necessity frequently incurred by the debts of r9okless husbands. 
48 
In other fields such as Mamie and Medicinot whe= son have 
been said to be superior to women it can be shoun that this is 
largely due to the machinatime of mon. In Medicine for example, 
the stary of female siappression has only recently came to light. 
49 
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It shove the c(abined forces of the church* the lav and the upper 
classes being brought to bee an the exclusion of women fraim the 
profession of healing. 
50 An late &a 1974 access to medical training 
vats limited an nwwrical groonds by seens of a quota @Ystm. 
51 Even 
when qualified, in medicine a waiman today has to be " ... so outstanding 
that she simply eannot be overlooked" in order to obtain a post of 
azy standing. 
52 
In music, often hold to be a prima facia a"* Of vOMn's 
failure to achieve greatness, there is evidence of a very anti-woman 
attitude vhich mW vell, explain the apparent lack of eminent women 
conductors sad eamposors. 
53 Notably too, the effects of the patronage 
system in the field of manic have been overlooked. 
54 It in doubtful 
vhether may patrons would have risked their Own ivmLgo Or status by 
mpporting a fems3 9. 
The apparent absenoe of great waxon artists is likewise quite 
simply explained. 
55 In order to booome knownp it is necessary for 
me's pictures to be lhvmgt or catalogued either in a well known 
gx, 11917 or throq* the medium of a private exhibition. The support 
of a ftvourable oritioeg review is also extremely helpful. The fact 
that fewt if any voisen aohieved xwh eminence has been in large 
measure due to the deliberateneglect of oritios and even *, o the 
attribution of their work to other artists. 
56 
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Apart from theme mcamples of seemingly deliberate suppression 
thrOvIgh the ignoring of their existenoeq there in evidence of positive 
discrimination somilast vonen. within organisational. policieg. 
57 other 
factors however would also seem, to be involved when an attempt is 
miade to account for so few vowin being at "the topie. 
58 Demographic 
and economic factors as well as social attitudes have played major 
roles in thin. Women, of potential ability are often inocaveniently 
placed geographically when they wish to further their careers. We 
is das to the fact that they have, according to conventiont followed 
i1mir busbands work location. Similarly, the activation has to be 
strong in some instances where the economics of anployment =0 such 
that there is little financial reward in any. It could be that 
satisfaction in paid employment in not the sole criteria for woom 
and that they achieve a personal hax%mW by combining satisfaction 
(in a broader spectran than am who achieve high bffice within a 
iqwoifio field. 
Above all however, the time factor is peximpe the most 
Important one in relation to laucceset. fte time to be free of 
externa 
11 Influences in cmcial to orsativitY359 w, 00=9 especially 
within the framework of a fmily situatiOnt WO rarely able to 
achieve this state. 
22m the Ineutsl p&wityl attributed to vown is allied 
to their suppomed pbysical debility thereby asking them the 
seoondary am according to =wouling definitims and perspectives. 
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Pr(m this has otemmd the notion of Ivamn's vork'. This 
omprises occupations reqtLiring little mental ability or physical 
strength sapposedly: teaching and nursing are wamples of this 
wrtension. 
Woman Ia Work 
The concept of women's work has been 4usWied (a the grounds 
of biological differencost notably that of brain size initi&lly. 
60 
Recent findings regarding the effects of poor nutrition an the size 
of brains 
61 
w(mld sqXest that the noted andernowishumt cf femML1013 
dwing gestation and the early yewm cauld account f= the apparent 
discrepsnCY. This is perhaps even more likely in view of the fact 
that after a certain sisep brain w*ight in not related to abilityg 
the important variable being that of brain complexity. 
The assignation of sex to roles likewise px-cAuced some 
inconvenient discrepancies for the theory of sale superiority in 
that tests designed to measure artistic or verbal ability reversed 
the commonly hold views. For wmaple, vanam were found to be more 
artistic and less talkative on & S"Culine-feminine measure. 
62 
Similarly, (a am related skills tests when matched with rolseq 
it was found that the fine-Muscle superiority of girls would have 
produced far more weam doctors (but for the quota system). 
? hus it would seen that am fOVAd it U60688=7 to suppress 
such evidence on the purported grounds of 'weakness'. govsver, 
granted that there van a notable amount of weakness n1wrically 
in society this theory disregarded the physical and social factors 
involved. In the aiddle classes it was a cultivated weakness, in 
the working class it was socially induced an the result of the heavy 
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work the women 'undertook. The ideology of feminine domesticity 
meant that the ladies of the middle classes were regarded as 
their hasband's adornment, the ability to have a non-working wife 
being a visible msawxre of his success. But this was', also linked 
to the concept of man's imortality vhich required the assurance 
that a man bad an heir of his own flesh and blood. This was 
achieved thrau& monogamous ma=iage and the subsequent isolstion 
of his wife in the home. A combination of social pressures an to 
the wifely role and time in which to fulfil it led middle class 
ladies to cultivate the feminine virtues - sometimes to extremes. 
Amon these was that of 'having the vapourst and fainting Such 
practicesp together with her economic, psychological and emotional 
dependence an her husband (or father)^made the middle-class woman 
appear weak - both ments, 31y and physically. 
63 
In contrast, her workinjý-cl"s counterpart was in reality 
w4mLk from working "hours which no nian worked" 
643 indeedt the work 
was so severe that the constitution received " ... such a shook from 
which it never recOv9r9dm. 
65 
The felsvory' of the young dresommkor 
was equal to nons. 
66 
It van matched only perhaps by the conditions 
of work in the mines. If theme women survived to be motherep it 
is likely that their healthq vhich was I... alrea4y utterly dogtroyed"67 
by the conditions of work, would be unable to stand the rigours of 
prognancy and childbirth. Sms it would seen that they were lacking 
in MUsCQl&r strength, not least because ths7 had been I*... insufficiently 
fed and not Proper* clothed" frm birth in comparison, with males. 
68 
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Thus it can be seen that the picture of tweak womims was 
perhaps Justified s an the one hand there were the parasites of 
the middle classeng doomed to and governed by trivialities and 
the Ityranziy of bric-a-brac". 
69 On the other hand there were 
those weakened and exhausted by the conditions of their existence. 
But this was woun as produced by society and could be said to be 
man-Madet although this is never the total picture. Nevertheless 
there in ample evidence offered by Jbgels as to the original 
superiority of wmin in the days before the concept of private 
property and the institution of sonogamy. 
70 Both the above aspects 
of OvaNwhood' were encapsulated within the ocneept of thomel and 
idealined am far an woman's role van concerned. Each was 'Justified, 
by the religious beliefs of the day through the notion of Immortality. 
The upper and middle classes saw themselves immorlAlised through their 
inheritable prqpertyg the concept of which was embraced within the 
Christian Ethic; the lower orders, especially the woman would be 
limmortalinod' as the reward for the misery of their earthly existenos*71 
Thus was the status quo justified and perpetuated. Certainly one may 
question the idea that the working classes would have wanted their 
children to inherit their lot. 33ut this does illustrate the ability 
of the slits groups to perpetrate their ideologies upon society and 
at the same time to manipulate the working classes to legitimate them. 
The concept of the dandmmt sale van thus ubiquitous in 33ritain. 
It was the one which provided the ideological bedrock of the domatio 
subjects. It also provided the rationale for the juxtapomition of the 
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bard domestic8daily round and common task" and the leisure-time 
handicrafts. Ilach of these was socially definitive. Zither WALY9 
an a subject it ban been associated with unpaid and unvalued work. 
Consequently it attracts the anti-femi-Jun from the sale sector 
vbloh only values work in herd-cash terns (or its substitutes) 
and f3ma women who resent the subject for its degrading potential. 
Paradoxically, it frequently achieves support, but only because it 
in fact enhances sale superiority. 
This was in marked contrast to the historic&, evidenOO72 and 
stemmed largely from the change from the family V9410 Of the cOttaCO 
industry to the labour-wage of the factory. Woman's vork became 
equ&t0d with the how sphere grad=13ýy as vork became role speoifieg 
with the man ostensibly becoming the breadwinner and vomsn the 
breeder and breadmaker. This social and economic expedient was 
essential if a fit work force was to be ensured. The notion of 
'motherhood' was enhanced as a 'needs which all women were said to 
have. 
As the result of the mniyulation of idealised social concepts 
of femininity and uateznity, the utilimatian of two individuals' 
work for (as vage van socially logitisised. 
73 In the saw wiWt mien 
We" ted by the ideologies of chivalry and rteposibility an 
well. an that of masculinity. 
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With the separation of paid work and homel, women alone were 
assigned to the unnaturalness of isolation of housework. The invisible 
nature of their work mads it appear to be much lose demanding than it 
actually was. Likewise the breadth of knowledge currently required 
to be an effective housewife is not acknowledged. It in this invisibility 
which enables the perpetuation of prevailing ideologies regarding 
women's work and hence her economic value. The fact that the majority 
of wonien had to work of necessity van thereby ignored. Invisibility 
however was part of the ideological manipulations the middle classes 
bad servants relegated to the kitchens vhil* the working classes' 
housework was either obscured by the fact that the men were away for 
long hours in coaWison with the part-time work of the wivesp or it 
was achieved tbrough the segregated role patterns. 
SuAh a mythological picture was vithin the middle classes' 
ability to perpetuate through the ideology of self-whievesent. The 
fact that the ceiling an female achievement was very much lower than 
that Of miLles was obscured in the educational provisional, notably the 
curriculum constrictions. It was by this meams that the concept of 
fems3e inferiority was mustained. 
74 
The Wlacy Of inferioritt 
Criticism of the domestic subject cantres an the fact that 
ocxacept of 'woman's work' is role-identifying and determining. This 
concept however in of fairly recent genesis. Prior to the onset of 
industrialiestion women had been economically important and equal to 
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ven. They had carried out functions in agriculture, business 
enterprises and industry. Men had likewise W tioipated fully 
in family life. 
The change from family to individual wages however had a 
marked effect. In the early part of the eighteenth century women 
were employed in work which was of a seasonal naturep hooingy 
harvesting etc. Their work van therefore considered to be only 
'supplementary' to either busband's or father's. 
75 yet it was 
commonly held that vives and children should earn their keep. 
This conflict regarding vamenst work may be seen as the outcome 
of evaluational and existential factors. It was a function of 
the relationship between male and female in terms of human values. 
Womien were demoted in social-evaluative terms in order to justify 
the employamt of am in times of job-searcitY. 
76 no notion of 
dispensibility stsimed. from fte fragmented nature of their 
seasaaal mployment an the fame. The social demotion of WOMM's 
work an the grounds of biological differences was redefined and 
legitimised in terms of 'deserved' troatmot. Thus it in with 
all suppressed groups. Thus the concept of 1womm's work' in 
ideologically based and controlled frM a sale perspective. It 
is equated with simpl*9 routine tasks not scarce knowledge. When 
however the actual skills are specialined outside the home (e. g. 
baking) they are considerably more highly regarded - the location 
factor in apparently a determining factor. The iniquity of definition 
in emphasined, vhen a Job-specification in changed. Perhaps 'house 
operativel vould camund greater respect than housevife since it 
does not embrace the idea of subservience. 
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The sexist ideolo&y and the contingent one of woman's work 
is rooted in the function of reproductiont the facts of which 
i are non-disputable. It is the extension of this 'inevitability' 
into the state of motherhood and the process of motheringy Vlthý 
its ineluctable consequences, that is disputable* It is not 
'natural', rather it is socially induced -. deviant practitioners 
have however remained large], y inconspicuouag unless extremes have 
been reached, 
, 
The 'MYth-of Motherhood 
The myth of motherhood rests on the concept of biological 
dete=inim vhich testifies to the 'naturalness' of motherhood, 
77 
Childbearing itself may be biologically determined to date, but 
childrearing is culturally defined. 
78 
Support for the myth has been derived from sociological 
and psychological tevidencet. 
79 Apart from the 'need fulfilment' 
the tbogey of mother deprivation' 
80 
was invoked in the 1950a which 
offered pseudo-scientific evidence of the necessity of the mother's 
pre I Bence dw ing the early years of ehildhood. 
81 'ýhe fact that this 
82 83 theory has been questioned and modified . if not actually 
withdrawnp testifies to the doubtful nature of the 'evidence', It 
was ibdeed a social convenience at the time when female dSOLndl3 for 
equal o"ortunities were potentialllyv dangerously challenging, This 
suggests that ideologies are materialised within a sexual context 
when a perceived 'need' arises* -: upport 
in the field of education 
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was forthcoming from Committee : praise was lavished on the domestic 
subjects. Theavoommittees however were constituted almost totally 
of malesq whose perspectives would in azW case have been coloured 
by their own socialisation within these ideological contexts. 
For examplev the Newsom Report's enthusiasm for embroidery 
84 
indicated little awareness of the realities of working class life. 
The stress laid on the domestic subjects showed that the Committee 
members failed to appreciate that it was these pupils who usually 
had very considerable practice in the domestic arts, of necessity. 
A-9 Hamiah Gavron's study elicited, it is the middle classes who 
tend to lack such experience. 
85 
In the light of available evidencep the image of the family 
and Society as reflected in the domestic subjects is unrealistic. 
Above 6119 the false image of women in soviety is perhaps the most 
dangerous in an age of qaestionijag., for it does not allow the 
OMMMination of other practicos, such an advertisiz* to be adequatOv 
investigated, Ideology perpetuates a state of womanhood which mLsks 
the historical suPpression of women and gives an ironic tvist to the 
concept 'half our Pature, as embraced within the title of the Newsom 
Re-port. 86 
Yet the domestic subjects could be instrmftmtal in establishin 
the economic importance of woman's workt not simply IV joining the 
baying for pasent for household and mothering functions, but tcr 
establishing the concept that it ist in its own right, a major 
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contributory factor in the production procosov not merely in the 
consumption ons. 
87 Implicit in the current teaching is the notion 
of the family an a consumer unit only and the women's an being 
in the pro-market situation and therefore unproductive. Been 
however as a circulatory process, the womm's role clearly becomes 
central in the productive process since she not only facilitates 
the actual work-force member in the daily course of eventep snowing 
his capacity to cope through adequate, health Stoop but she also 
produces the now ambers of the future work force. The praotie* 
of seeing the separation of paid employment and the hose-based 
work as two separate entities has allowed the perpetuation of the 
myth of um-produativity of the womants role. But the two processes 
are inextricably linked. Once again the ability to Impose the sale 
perspective has arisen because few womeng if any, have written 
in this field. 
As a subjectv Rom Bommics would necessarily bave to 
4mbraes studies relating to the work situation and tbas move sway 
from the cosy ideology of 'b=m, to the realistic world of home-and- 
work. Inevitably it would reflect the life-mituations of the 
majority of the pupils at vbom the subject is directed and would 
require adjustamt an the part of the practitimers who tend to 
cam only frcm the aiddle 01OLS508o 
88 
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The Nyth of Marriage 
The estate of marriage in socially constractecl. It affords 
a status in modern society which has been largely unattainable 
through other means. Yet evidence would suggest that the concept 
of 'union' is ambiguous if the value each partner extracts in 
considered. Bernard shows the effect of 'his# and $her' marriage. 
89 
The inevitable conclusion is that the ideology of 'marital harmony' 
is 80M6Vh&t out of tune with the facts. 
Marriage itself confers societal approval of personal 
9 heterosexual normaity and personal maturity" despite 
the fact that these may not exist in szly c)ne inclividual who marries. 
Since this has boom related to woman in the main (male achievement 
could be assessed outside the marriage bond) it can be seen that in 
reality this status conferring is but a rite do passage to motherhood. 
All this was contained within the 'package' of foulval"Ity. The 
status passage is itself ritualised and publioised (angagesignt, 
wedding, honeymoon etc. ) The shock follows. 
91 
It is this aspect 
which is not examined within the framework of the domestic subjects. 
Thus they may be accused of an mnvarranted biamp if not a totally 
misleading one. 
A more realistic analysis of marriage and motherhood with 
the notion that they may be problesiationot perfect would introduce 
a usanwe of reality hitherto missing. It is this idealised concept, 
the effect of non-consoious ideolog3,12 which is open to question. 
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conclusion 
The domestic subjects rest upon en ideological fromevork in 
which inequality is to all intents and purposes 'Justified' on a 
sexist basis. This is the main obstacle to its development. 
Unjustifiable suppression of femole talent in the name of male 
dominance and superiority robs society of the potential of over 
half its population. The degree to which this can be tolerated 
in the future in questionable. Fallacious ideologies will 
inevitably lead to a question4in of the subject which acts as 
the transmission vehicle. 
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